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ICYEMEZO NORCA/0155/2019 CYO KU WA 18/02/2019 GIHA UBUZIMAGATOZI 

KOPERATIVE « SUGIRA MUSENYI» (KOSUMU) 

 

 

Umuyobozi Mukuru w’Ikigo cy’Igihugu gishinzwe guteza imbere Amakoperative; 

 

Ashingiye ku Itegeko no 50/2007 ryo kuwa 18 Nzeri 2007 rigena ishyirwaho, imiterere 

n’imikorere y’Amakoperative mu Rwanda, nk’uko ryahinduwe kandi ryujujwe kugeza ubu, 

cyane cyane mu ngingo yaryo ya 23, igika cya 3; 

 

Ashingiye ku Itegeko no 48/2013 ryo kuwa 28/06/2013 rishyiraho Ikigo cy’Igihugu gishinzwe 

guteza Imbere Amakoperative, cyane cyane mu ngingo yaryo ya 3, igika cya 2; 

 

Abisabwe na Perezida wa Koperative « KOSUMU » ifite icyicaro mu Kagari ka Musenyi, 

Umurenge wa Musenyi, Akarere ka Bugesera, Intara y’Iburasirazuba;  

 

 

YEMEJE: 

 

 

Ingingo ya mbere: 

 

Koperative « KOSUMU » ifite icyicaro mu Kagari ka Musenyi, Umurenge wa Musenyi, 

Akarere ka Bugesera, Intara y’Iburasirazuba, ihawe ubuzimagatozi. 

 

Ingingo ya 2: 

 

Koperative « KOSUMU » igamije guteza imbere ububoshyi (ibikapu, iparato, intebe, uduseke, 

ingofero,...). Ntiyemerewe gukora indi mirimo inyuranye n’iyo iherewe ubuzimagatozi keretse 

ibanje kubisaba ikanabiherwa uburenganzira. 

 

Ingingo ya 3: 

 

Koperative « KOSUMU » itegetswe gutangaza iki Cyemezo mu Igazeti ya Leta ya Repubulika 

y’u Rwanda mu gihe kitarenze iminsi mirongo itatu (30) ikimara kugihabwa. 

 

Kigali, ku wa 18/02/2019 

 

 

 (Sé)  

Prof. HARELIMANA Jean Bosco 

Umuyobozi Mukuru w’Ikigo cy’Igihugu  

gishinzwe guteza imbere Amakoperative 
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ICYEMEZO NORCA/0450/2019 CYO KU WA 15/07/2019 GIHA UBUZIMAGATOZI 

KOPERATIVE « HANGUMURIMO KORA»  

 

 

Umuyobozi Mukuru w’Ikigo cy’Igihugu gishinzwe guteza imbere Amakoperative; 

 

Ashingiye ku Itegeko no 50/2007 ryo kuwa 18 Nzeri 2007 rigena ishyirwaho, imiterere 

n’imikorere y’Amakoperative mu Rwanda, nk’uko ryavuguruwe kandi ryujujwe kugeza ubu, 

cyane cyane mu ngingo yaryo ya 23, igika cya 3; 

 

Ashingiye ku Itegeko no 48/2013 ryo kuwa 28/06/2013 rishyiraho Ikigo cy’Igihugu gishinzwe 

guteza Imbere Amakoperative, cyane cyane mu ngingo yaryo ya 3, igika cya 2; 

 

Abisabwe na Perezida wa Koperative « HANGUMURIMO KORA » ifite icyicaro mu Kagari 

ka Kora, Umurenge wa Gitega, Akarere ka Nyarugenge, Umujyi wa Kigali;  

 

 

YEMEJE: 

 

 

Ingingo ya mbere: 

 

Koperative « HANGUMURIMO KORA » ifite icyicaro mu Kagari ka Kora, Umurenge wa 

Gitega, Akarere ka Nyarugenge, Umujyi wa Kigali, ihawe ubuzimagatozi. 

 

Ingingo ya 2: 

 

Koperative « HANGUMURIMO KORA » igamije guteza imbere ubudozi bw’ibikapu. 

Ntiyemerewe gukora indi mirimo inyuranye n’iyo iherewe ubuzimagatozi keretse ibanje 

kubisaba ikanabiherwa uburenganzira. 

 

Ingingo ya 3: 

 

Koperative « HANGUMURIMO KORA » itegetswe gutangaza iki Cyemezo mu Igazeti ya 

Leta ya Repubulika y’u Rwanda mu gihe kitarenze iminsi mirongo itatu (30) ikimara 

kugihabwa. 

 

Kigali, ku wa 15/07/2019 

 

 

 (Sé)  

Prof. HARELIMANA Jean Bosco 

Umuyobozi Mukuru w’Ikigo cy’Igihugu  

gishinzwe guteza imbere Amakoperative 
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ICYEMEZO NORCA/0996/2014 CYO KU WA 27/11/2014 GIHA UBUZIMAGATOZI 

KOPERATIVE « DUHUGUKE KABUYE MARABA» (KODUKAMA) 

 

 

Umuyobozi w’Ikigo cy’Igihugu gishinzwe guteza imbere Amakoperative; 

 

Ashingiye ku Itegeko no 50/2007 ryo kuwa 18 Nzeri 2007 rigena ishyirwaho, imiterere 

n’imikorere y’Amakoperative mu Rwanda, nk’uko ryahinduwe kandi ryujujwe kugeza ubu, 

cyane cyane mu ngingo yaryo ya 23, igika cya 3; 

 

Ashingiye ku Itegeko no 48/2013 ryo kuwa 28/06/2013 rishyiraho Ikigo cy’Igihugu gishinzwe 

guteza Imbere Amakoperative, cyane cyane mu ngingo yaryo ya 3, igika cya 2; 

 

Abisabwe na Perezida wa Koperative « KODUKAMA» ifite icyicaro i Kabuye, Umurenge wa 

Maraba, Akarere ka Huye, Intara y’Amajyepfo;  

 

 

YEMEJE: 

 

 

Ingingo ya mbere: 

 

Koperative « KODUKAMA» ifite icyicaro i Kabuye, Umurenge wa Maraba, Akarere ka Huye, 

Intara y’Amajyepfo, ihawe ubuzimagatozi. 

 

Ingingo ya 2: 

 

Koperative « KODUKAMA» igamije guteza imbere ubuhinzi bw’imyumbati. Ntiyemerewe 

gukora indi mirimo inyuranye n’iyo iherewe ubuzimagatozi keretse ibanje kubisaba 

ikanabiherwa uburenganzira. 

 

Ingingo ya 3: 

 

Koperative « KODUKAMA» itegetswe gutangaza iki Cyemezo mu Igazeti ya Leta ya 

Repubulika y’u Rwanda mu gihe kitarenze iminsi mirongo itatu (30) ikimara kugihabwa. 

 

Kigali, ku wa 27/11/2014 

 

 

 (Sé)  

MUGABO Damien 

Umuyobozi w’Ikigo cy’Igihugu  

gishinzwe guteza imbere Amakoperative 
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ICYEMEZO NORCA/467/2011 CYO KU WA 20/05/2011 GIHA UBUZIMAGATOZI 

KOPERATIVE « ICYEREKEZO SIMBI» 

 

 

Umuyobozi w’Ikigo cy’Igihugu gishinzwe guteza imbere Amakoperative; 

 

Ashingiye ku Itegeko no 50/2007 ryo kuwa 18 Nzeri 2007 rigena ishyirwaho, imiterere 

n’imikorere y’Amakoperative mu Rwanda, cyane cyane mu ngingo yaryo ya 23, igika cya 3; 

 

Ashingiye ku Itegeko no 16/2008 ryo kuwa 11/06/2008 rishyiraho Ikigo cy’Igihugu gishinzwe 

guteza Imbere Amakoperative, cyane cyane mu ngingo yaryo ya 3, igika cya 2; 

 

Abisabwe na Perezidante wa Koperative « ICYEREKEZO SIMBI» ifite icyicaro i 

Kabusanza, Umurenge wa Simbi, Akarere ka Huye, Intara y’Amajyepfo, mu rwandiko rwe 

rwakiriwe ku wa 30 Werurwe 2011;  

 

 

YEMEJE: 

 

 

Ingingo ya mbere: 

 

Koperative « ICYEREKEZO SIMBI» ifite icyicaro i Kabusanza, Umurenge wa Simbi, 

Akarere ka Huye, Intara y’Amajyepfo, ihawe ubuzimagatozi. 

 

Ingingo ya 2: 

 

Koperative «ICYEREKEZO SIMBI» igamije guteza imbere ubuhinzi bw’ibigori. 

Ntiyemerewe gukora indi mirimo inyuranye n’iyo iherewe ubuzimagatozi keretse ibanje 

kubisaba ikanabiherwa uburenganzira. 

 

Ingingo ya 3: 

 

Iki Cyemezo kigira agaciro guhera umunsi cyatangarijweho mu Igazeti ya Leta ya Repubulika 

y’u Rwanda. 

 

 

Kigali, ku wa 20/05/2011 

 

 

 (Sé)  

MUGABO Damien 

Umuyobozi w’Ikigo cy’Igihugu  

gishinzwe guteza imbere Amakoperative 
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ICYEMEZO NORCA/025/2011 CYO KU WA 20/01/2011 GIHA UBUZIMAGATOZI 

KOPERATIVE « ABARWANASHYAKA MILK SUPPLY RUHUHA» 

 

 

Umuyobozi w’Ikigo cy’Igihugu gishinzwe guteza imbere Amakoperative; 

 

Ashingiye ku Itegeko no 50/2007 ryo kuwa 18 Nzeri 2007 rigena ishyirwaho, imiterere 

n’imikorere y’Amakoperative mu Rwanda, cyane cyane mu ngingo yaryo ya 23, igika cya 3; 

 

Ashingiye ku Itegeko no 16/2008 ryo kuwa 11/06/2008 rishyiraho Ikigo cy’Igihugu gishinzwe 

guteza Imbere Amakoperative, cyane cyane mu ngingo yaryo ya 3, igika cya 2; 

 

Abisabwe na Perezida wa Koperative « ABARWANASHYAKA MILK SUPPLY 

RUHUHA» ifite icyicaro i Karama, Umurenge wa Karangazi, Akarere ka Nyagatare, Intara 

y’Iburasiazuba, mu rwandiko rwe rwakiriwe ku wa 26 Nyakanga 2010;  

 

 

YEMEJE: 

 

 

Ingingo ya mbere: 

 

Koperative « ABARWANASHYAKA MILK SUPPLY RUHUHA » ifite icyicaro i Karama, 

Umurenge wa Karangazi, Akarere ka Nyagatare, Intara y’Iburasiazuba, ihawe ubuzimagatozi. 

 

Ingingo ya 2: 

 

Koperative « ABARWANASHYAKA MILK SUPPLY RUHUHA » igamije guteza imbere 

ubucuruzi bw’amata. Ntiyemerewe gukora indi mirimo inyuranye n’iyo iherewe 

ubuzimagatozi keretse ibanje kubisaba ikanabiherwa uburenganzira. 

 

Ingingo ya 3: 

 

Iki Cyemezo kigira agaciro guhera umunsi cyatangarijweho mu Igazeti ya Leta ya Repubulika 

y’u Rwanda. 

 

Kigali, ku wa 20/01/2011 

 

 

 (Sé)  

MUGABO Damien 

Umuyobozi w’Ikigo cy’Igihugu  

gishinzwe guteza imbere Amakoperative 
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ICYEMEZO NORCA/0226/2018 CYO KU WA 17/05/2018 GIHA UBUZIMAGATOZI 

KOPERATIVE « ABAKUNDA UBUHINZI RUGANGO»  

 

Umuyobozi w’Ikigo cy’Igihugu gishinzwe guteza imbere Amakoperative; 

 

Ashingiye ku Itegeko no 50/2007 ryo kuwa 18 Nzeri 2007 rigena ishyirwaho, imiterere 

n’imikorere y’Amakoperative mu Rwanda, nk’uko ryahinduwe kandi ryujujwe kugeza ubu, 

cyane cyane mu ngingo yaryo ya 23, igika cya 3; 

 

Ashingiye ku Itegeko no 48/2013 ryo kuwa 28/06/2013 rishyiraho Ikigo cy’Igihugu gishinzwe 

guteza Imbere Amakoperative, cyane cyane mu ngingo yaryo ya 3, igika cya 2; 

 

Abisabwe na Perezida wa Koperative « ABAKUNDA UBUHINZI RUGANGO » ifite 

icyicaro i Mbazi, Umurenge wa Mbazi, Akarere ka Huye, Intara y’Amajyepfo;  

 

 

YEMEJE: 

 

Ingingo ya mbere: 

 

Koperative « ABAKUNDA UBUHINZI RUGANGO» ifite icyicaro i Mbazi, Umurenge wa 

Mbazi, Akarere ka Huye, Intara y’Amajyepfo, ihawe ubuzimagatozi. 

 

Ingingo ya 2: 

 

Koperative « ABAKUNDA UBUHINZI RUGANGO» igamije guteza imbere ubuhinzi 

bw’ibigori, imbuto na cyayi cyayi. Ntiyemerewe gukora indi mirimo inyuranye n’iyo iherewe 

ubuzimagatozi keretse ibanje kubisaba ikanabiherwa uburenganzira. 

 

Ingingo ya 3: 

 

Icyemezo n° RCA/816/2011 cyo ku wa 12/09/2011 gikuweho. 

 

Ingingo ya 4: 

 

Koperative « ABAKUNDA UBUHINZI RUGANGO» itegetswe gutangaza iki Cyemezo mu 

Igazeti ya Leta ya Repubulika y’u Rwanda mu gihe kitarenze iminsi mirongo itatu (30) ikimara 

kugihabwa. 

 

Kigali, ku wa 17/05/2018 

 

 

 (Sé)  

NZAKUNDA Joseph 

Umuyobozi w’agateganyo w’Ikigo cy’Igihugu  

gishinzwe guteza imbere Amakoperative 
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ICYEMEZO NORCA/0045/2019 CYO KU WA 22/01/2019 GIHA UBUZIMAGATOZI 

«COOPERATIVE DE COUTURE AMELIOREE DE KIRIMBI» (COCAKI) 

 

 

Umuyobozi Mukuru w’Ikigo cy’Igihugu gishinzwe guteza imbere Amakoperative; 

 

Ashingiye ku Itegeko no 50/2007 ryo kuwa 18 Nzeri 2007 rigena ishyirwaho, imiterere 

n’imikorere y’Amakoperative mu Rwanda, nk’uko ryahinduwe kandi ryujujwe kugeza ubu, 

cyane cyane mu ngingo yaryo ya 23, igika cya 3; 

 

Ashingiye ku Itegeko no 48/2013 ryo kuwa 28/06/2013 rishyiraho Ikigo cy’Igihugu gishinzwe 

guteza Imbere Amakoperative, cyane cyane mu ngingo yaryo ya 3, igika cya 2; 

 

Abisabwe na Perezida wa Koperative « COCAKI » ifite icyicaro mu Kagari ka Karengera, 

Umurenge wa Kirimbi, Akarere ka Nyamasheke, Intara y’Iburengerazuba;  

 

 

YEMEJE: 

 

 

Ingingo ya mbere: 

 

Koperative « COCAKI» ifite icyicaro mu Kagari ka Karengera, Umurenge wa Kirimbi, 

Akarere ka Nyamasheke, Intara y’Iburengerazuba, ihawe ubuzimagatozi. 

 

Ingingo ya 2: 

 

Koperative « COCAKI» igamije guteza imbere ubudozi bw’imyenda. Ntiyemerewe gukora 

indi mirimo inyuranye n’iyo iherewe ubuzimagatozi keretse ibanje kubisaba ikanabiherwa 

uburenganzira. 

 

Ingingo ya 3: 

 

Koperative « COCAKI» itegetswe gutangaza iki Cyemezo mu Igazeti ya Leta ya Repubulika 

y’u Rwanda mu gihe kitarenze iminsi mirongo itatu (30) ikimara kugihabwa. 

 

Kigali, ku wa 22/01/2019 

 

 

 (Sé)  

Prof. HARELIMANA Jean Bosco 

Umuyobozi Mukuru w’Ikigo cy’Igihugu  

gishinzwe guteza imbere Amakoperative 
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ICYEMEZO NORCA/0501/2019 CYO KU WA 19/08/2019 GIHA UBUZIMAGATOZI 

KOPERATIVE « AGACIRO IBIRAYI BUSOGO» (KAIBU) 

 

 

Umuyobozi Mukuru w’Ikigo cy’Igihugu gishinzwe guteza imbere Amakoperative; 

 

Ashingiye ku Itegeko no 50/2007 ryo kuwa 18 Nzeri 2007 rigena ishyirwaho, imiterere 

n’imikorere y’Amakoperative mu Rwanda, nk’uko ryahinduwe kandi ryujujwe kugeza ubu, 

cyane cyane mu ngingo yaryo ya 23, igika cya 3; 

 

Ashingiye ku Itegeko no 48/2013 ryo kuwa 28/06/2013 rishyiraho Ikigo cy’Igihugu gishinzwe 

guteza Imbere Amakoperative, cyane cyane mu ngingo yaryo ya 3, igika cya 2; 

 

Abisabwe na Perezida wa Koperative « KAIBU » ifite icyicaro i Gisesero, Umurenge wa 

Busogo, Akarere ka Musanze, Intara y’Amajyaruguru;  

 

 

YEMEJE: 

 

 

Ingingo ya mbere: 

 

Koperative « KAIBU» ifite icyicaro i Gisesero, Umurenge wa Busogo, Akarere ka Musanze, 

Intara y’Amajyaruguru, ihawe ubuzimagatozi. 

 

Ingingo ya 2: 

 

Koperative « KAIBU» igamije guteza imbere ubuhinzi bw’ibirayi n’ubwa tungurusumu. 

Ntiyemerewe gukora indi mirimo inyuranye n’iyo iherewe ubuzimagatozi keretse ibanje 

kubisaba ikanabiherwa uburenganzira. 

 

Ingingo ya 3: 

 

Icyemezo n°0070/2016 cyo ku wa 26/01/2016 kivanyweho. 

 

Ingingo ya 4: 

 

Koperative « KAIBU» itegetswe gutangaza iki Cyemezo mu Igazeti ya Leta ya Repubulika 

y’u Rwanda mu gihe kitarenze iminsi mirongo itatu (30) ikimara kugihabwa. 

 

Kigali, ku wa 19/08/2019 

 

 

 (Sé)  

Prof. HARELIMANA Jean Bosco 

Umuyobozi Mukuru w’Ikigo cy’Igihugu  

gishinzwe guteza imbere Amakoperative 
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ICYEMEZO NORCA/0437/2019 CYO KU WA 10/07/2019 GIHA UBUZIMAGATOZI 

KOPERATIVE « INGOBYI» 

 

 

Umuyobozi Mukuru w’Ikigo cy’Igihugu gishinzwe guteza imbere Amakoperative; 

 

Ashingiye ku Itegeko no 50/2007 ryo kuwa 18 Nzeri 2007 rigena ishyirwaho, imiterere 

n’imikorere y’Amakoperative mu Rwanda, nk’uko ryahinduwe kandi ryujujwe kugeza ubu, 

cyane cyane mu ngingo yaryo ya 23, igika cya 3; 

 

Ashingiye ku Itegeko no 48/2013 ryo kuwa 28/06/2013 rishyiraho Ikigo cy’Igihugu gishinzwe 

guteza Imbere Amakoperative, cyane cyane mu ngingo yaryo ya 3, igika cya 2; 

 

Abisabwe na Perezidante wa Koperative « INGOBYI » ifite icyicaro i Gacuriro, Umurenge 

wa Kinyinya, Akarere ka Gasabo, Umujyi wa Kigali;  

 

 

YEMEJE: 

 

 

Ingingo ya mbere: 

 

Koperative « INGOBYI » ifite icyicaro i Gacuriro, Umurenge wa Kinyinya, Akarere ka 

Gasabo, Umujyi wa Kigali, ihawe ubuzimagatozi. 

 

Ingingo ya 2: 

 

Koperative « INGOBYI » ifite intego yo gukora isabune n’amavuta yo kwisiga, gucuruza 

ubuconsho, amakara n’imbabura. Ntiyemerewe gukora indi mirimo inyuranye n’iyo iherewe 

ubuzimagatozi keretse ibanje kubisaba ikanabiherwa uburenganzira. 

 

Ingingo ya 3: 

 

Icyemezo n°0967/2010 cyo ku wa 04/08/2010 kivanyweho. 

 

Ingingo ya 4: 

 

Koperative « INGOBYI » itegetswe gutangaza iki Cyemezo mu Igazeti ya Leta ya Repubulika 

y’u Rwanda mu gihe kitarenze iminsi mirongo itatu (30) ikimara kugihabwa. 

 

Kigali, ku wa 10/07/2019 

 

 (Sé)  

Prof. HARELIMANA Jean Bosco 

Umuyobozi Mukuru w’Ikigo cy’Igihugu  

gishinzwe guteza imbere Amakoperative 
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ICYEMEZO NORCA/0281/2019 CYO KU WA 12/04/2019 GIHA UBUZIMAGATOZI 

KOPERATIVE « ABAKUNDUMURIMO NYAKABANDA» 

 

 

Umuyobozi Mukuru w’Ikigo cy’Igihugu gishinzwe guteza imbere Amakoperative; 

 

Ashingiye ku Itegeko no 50/2007 ryo kuwa 18 Nzeri 2007 rigena ishyirwaho, imiterere 

n’imikorere y’Amakoperative mu Rwanda, nk’uko ryahinduwe kandi ryujujwe kugeza ubu, 

cyane cyane mu ngingo yaryo ya 23, igika cya 3; 

 

Ashingiye ku Itegeko no 48/2013 ryo kuwa 28/06/2013 rishyiraho Ikigo cy’Igihugu gishinzwe 

guteza Imbere Amakoperative, cyane cyane mu ngingo yaryo ya 3, igika cya 2; 

 

Abisabwe na Perezidante wa Koperative « ABAKUNDUMURIMO NYAKABANDA » ifite 

icyicaro i Kigali, Umurenge wa Nyakabanda, Akarere ka Nyarugenge, Umujyi wa Kigali;  

 

 

YEMEJE: 

 

 

Ingingo ya mbere: 

 

Koperative « ABAKUNDUMURIMO NYAKABANDA » ifite icyicaro i Kigali, Umurenge 

wa Nyakabanda, Akarere ka Nyarugenge, Umujyi wa Kigali, ihawe ubuzimagatozi. 

 

Ingingo ya 2: 

 

Koperative « ABAKUNDUMURIMO NYAKABANDA » igamije guteza imbere ubudozi 

bw’imyenda n’ububoshyi (imipira, ibikapu) no gutaka (amasaro, inigi, imitako). Ntiyemerewe 

gukora indi mirimo inyuranye n’iyo iherewe ubuzimagatozi keretse ibanje kubisaba 

ikanabiherwa uburenganzira. 

 

Ingingo ya 3: 

 

Koperative « ABAKUNDUMURIMO NYAKABANDA » itegetswe gutangaza iki Cyemezo 

mu Igazeti ya Leta ya Repubulika y’u Rwanda mu gihe kitarenze iminsi mirongo itatu (30) 

ikimara kugihabwa. 

 

Kigali, ku wa 12/04/2019 

 

 

 (Sé)  

Prof. HARELIMANA Jean Bosco 

Umuyobozi Mukuru w’Ikigo cy’Igihugu  

gishinzwe guteza imbere Amakoperative 
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REGISTRATION AND PROTECTION OF INTELLECTUAL  PROPERTY  RIGHTS                  

                                       

    

                INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY JOURNAL   

    

   

                      

                    No 07/2019    

   

   

   

                    July 2019,    

   

   

   

                     Published Monthly   

   

   

                        

 

          EDITORIAL   
 

 

The Industrial Property Journal is the Official Journal of the office of Registrar General  in  Rwanda  

Development  Board.  Publication  of  Journal  is  provided  by  the  National  Law  N° 31/2009 of 

26/10/2009 on the protection of Intellectual Property in its article 190. The Journal is published monthly by 

the office of Registrar General as part of the procedures for protection of Industrial Property Rights. 

  

   

                         Applications accepted for registration   
 

   

NOTICE is given that any person who has grounds of opposition to the Registration of any of the 

Industrial Property advertised herein according to these classes may within 60 days make his /her 

opposition from the publication date.
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                                   CODES FOR MARKS   
 

 

Code   Interpretation   

310   Filing number   

320   Filing date   

750   Applicant   

731   Applicant’s address   

740   Representative address   

510   List of goods and services (Nice class)   

540   Description of mark   

 

                           CODES FOR REGISTERED TRADEMARKS   
 

   

Code   Interpretation   

111   Registration  number   

151   Registration  date   

750   Applicant   

731   Applicant’s address   

740   Representative address   

510   Nice Classification   

540   Description of mark   
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NEW TRADEMARKS ACCEPTED   

 

(310) RW/T/2017/736 (320) 13/12/2017   

(750) NSABIMANA BANANA WINE LTD 

(731) Kazo, Ngoma, Estern province, Rwanda 

(740) NSABIMANA FULGENCE 

Kazo, Ngoma, Estern province 

(510) (32) Beers; mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages; fruit beverages and fruit 

juices; syrups and other preparations for making beverages. 

(540) MERANEZA (and logo)    

 

 

 

 

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2018/345 (320) 24/05/2018   

(750) GIRL EFFECT 

(731) House 7, KG 626 Street, P.O. Box 1636, Kigali , Rwanda 

(740) Trust Law Chambers 

KG 569 ST, TLC House, P.o.Box6679 Kigali, kimihurura 

(510) (16) Paper and cardboard;printed matter;bookbinding material;photographs;stationery and office 

requisites, except furniture;adhesives for stationery or household purposes;drawing materials and 

materials for artists;paintbrushes;instructional and teaching materials;plastic sheets, films and bags 

for wrapping and packaging;printers' type, printing blocks., (25) Clothing, footwear, headgear., (38) 

Radio communications, radio communications, providing online forums, communications by 

telephone, communications by cellular phones. and (41) Entertainment services, screenplay writing, 

theatre productions, arranging and conducting of workshops,television entertainment, arranging and 

conducting of seminars,presentation of variety shows, radio entertainment, production of radio and 

television programmes, recording studio services,scriptwriting other than for advertising 

purposes,production of shows,rental of sound recordings, television entertainment. 

(540) SAKWE 

 (and logo)  Disclaim the word'' Nyampinga'' separetely and 

apart from the mark as a whole 

 

  
 

 

 

__________
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(310)

 

RW/T/2019/5

 

(320)

 

07/01/2019

   

(750)

 

WEADD LTD

 

(731)

 

Kamatamu, Kacyiru, Kigali, Rwanda

 

(740)

 

MAXIME NIYOMWUNGERI

 

Kigali

 

(510)

 

(16) advertisement boards of paper or cardboard, bags [envelopes, pouches] of paper or plastics, for 

packaging, blueprints / plans, calendars, cardboard, cards / charts, flyers, graphic prints,  greeting 

cards, note books, pictures, stationery, (18) Suitcases, shopping bags, school bags / school satchels, 

Purses, pocket wallets, credit card cases [wallets], cases of leather or leatherboard, business card cases, 

briefcases, (25) caps [headwear], clothing, cuffs / wristbands [clothing], hats, hoods [clothing], jackets 

[clothing], sandals, tee-shirts, (26) badges for wear, not of precious metal, belt clasps, (28) playing 

cards, board games, chess games, chessboards, dice, dominoes, games, (40) Bookbinding, printing 

and (42) Computer software design, Computer programming, Computer system analysis, Computer 

system design, Graphic arts design, packaging design.

 

(540)

 

GAKONDO  (and logo)  

 

 

  
 

_________ 

 

 

 

(310) RW/T/2019/177 (320) 20/03/2019   

(750) ISHIMERWOSE LTD 

(731) MUHIMA, NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) Jonathan MUNANIRA 

KINYINYA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY 

(510) (30) Cereal preparation, flour and preparation from cereals. 

(540) ISHIME  (and logo)    

 

 
 

 

 

___________ 

(310) RW/T/2019/204 (320) 01/04/2019   

(750) SAFARI CENTER LTD 

(731) NGOMA, KICUKIRO, Rwanda 

(740) BENJAMIN GASAMAGERA 

KINYINYA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY 

(510) (33) Alcoholic beverages. 

(540) S (and logo)   

 

  
 

 

___________ 
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(310) RW/T/2019/332 (320) 28/05/2019   

(750) EXCRAFT Ltd 

(731) NYARUGENGE, Nyarugenge, Rwanda 

(740) KAYIGI MUNEZERO Diane 

KIGALI 

(510) (30) Pasta 

(540) PASITO (and logo)   

 

  
 

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2019/372 (320) 14/06/2019   

(750) AYASIX LIMITED 

(731) NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) Shannon Mahoney PORTHAULT 

KIYOVU, NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY 

(510) (14) Precious metals and their alloys;jewellery, precious and semi-precious stone;horological and 

chronometric instruments., (18) Leather and imitations of leather;animal skins and hides;luggage and 

carrying bags;umbrellas and parasols;walking sticks;whips,harness and saddlery;collars,leashes and 

clothing for animals., (20) Furniture,mirrors, picture frames;containers,not of metal,for storage or 

transport;un worked or semi-worked bone,horn,whale born or mother-of -pearl; 

shells;meerschaum;yellow., (24) Textiles and substitutes for textiles,household linen;curtains of 

textile or plastic., (25) Clothing,footwear,headgear., (26) Lace ,braid and embroidery, and 

embroidery, and haberdashery ribbons and bows;buttons,hooks and eye,pain and needles;artificial 

flowers;hair decoration. and (27) Carpet,rugs,mats and matting,linoleum and other materials for 

covering floors;wall hangings,not of textile. 

(540) AYASIX (and logo)   

 

  
 

 

 

________ 
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(310) RW/T/2019/406 (320) 26/06/2019   

(750) GIRL EFFECT 

(731) 2nd Floor, Golden Plaza 

KG 546 St.,Kacyiru, Kigali, Rwanda 

(740) Trust Law Chambers 

KG 569ST #4, TLC Hse, Kacyiru | P.O Box 6679, Kigali 

(510) (16) Paper and cardboard;printed matter;bookbinding material;photographs;stationery and office 

requisites, except furniture;adhesives for stationery or household purposes;drawing materials and 

materials for artists;paintbrushes;instructional and teaching materials;plastic sheets, films and bags 

for wrapping and packaging;printers' type, printing blocks., (25) Clothing, footwear, headwear., (38) 

Radio communications,providing online forums, communications by telephone, communications by 

cellular phones and (41) Entertainment services, screenplay writing, theatre productions, arranging 

and conducting of workshops, television entertainment, arranging and conducting seminars, 

presentation of variety shows, radio entertainment, production of radio and television programmes, 

recording studio services, scriptwriting other than for advertising purposes, production of shows, 

rental of sound recordings, television entertainment. 

(540)   NI NYAMPINGA 

 SAKWE (and logo)   

Disclaim the word'' Nyampinga'' separetely and apart from 

the mark as a whole 

 

 

  
___________ 

 

 

(310) RW/T/2019/406 (320) 26/06/2019   

(750) GIRL EFFECT 

(731) 2nd Floor, Golden Plaza 

KG 546 St.,Kacyiru, Kigali, Rwanda 

(740) Trust Law Chambers 

KG 569ST #4, TLC Hse, Kacyiru | P.O Box 6679, Kigali 

(510) (16) Paper and cardboard;printed matter;bookbinding material;photographs;stationery and office 

requisites, except furniture;adhesives for stationery or household purposes;drawing materials and 

materials for artists;paintbrushes;instructional and teaching materials;plastic sheets, films and bags 

for wrapping and packaging;printers' type, printing blocks., (25) Clothing, footwear, headwear., (38) 

Radio communications,providing online forums, communications by telephone, communications by 

cellular phones and (41) Entertainment services, screenplay writing, theatre productions, arranging 

and conducting of workshops, television entertainment, arranging and conducting seminars, 

presentation of variety shows, radio entertainment, production of radio and television programmes, 

recording studio services, scriptwriting other than for advertising purposes, production of shows, 

rental of sound recordings, television entertainment. 

(540)   NI NYAMPINGA 

 SAKWE (and logo)   

Disclaim the word'' Nyampinga'' separetely and apart from 

the mark as a whole 

 

  
___________ 
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(310)
 

RW/T/2019/407
 

(320)
 

26/06/2019
   

(750)
 

GIRL
 
EFFECT

 

(731)
 

2nd Floor, Golden Plaza KG 546 St. Kacyiru, Kigali, Rwanda
 

(740)
 

Trust Law Chambers
 

KG 569ST #4, TLC Hse, Kacyiru | P.O Box 6679, Kigali
 

(510)
 

(16) Paper and cardboard; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery and office 
requisites, except furniture; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; drawing materials and 

materials for artists; paintbrushes; instructional and teaching materials; plastic sheets, films and bags 

for wrapping and packaging; printers' type, printing blocks., (25) Clothing, footwear, headwear., (38) 

Radio communications,providing online forums, communications by telephone, communications by 

cellular phones and (41) Entertainment services, screenplay writing, theatre productions, arranging 

and conducting of workshops, television entertainment, arranging and conducting seminars, 

presentation of variety shows, radio entertainment, production of radio and television programmes, 

recording studio services, scriptwriting other than for advertising purposes, production of shows, 

rental of sound recordings, television entertainment.
 

(540)
 

NI NYAMPINGA
 

 
SAKWE 

 

 
(and logo)  Disclaim the word'' Nyampinga'' separetely and 

apart from the mark as a whole
 

 

 

  

 

 

___________ 

 

  

(310) RW/T/2019/409 (320) 26/06/2019   

(750) ACCESS BANK PLC 

(731) Plot 999C Danmole Street, Victoria Island, Lagos, Nigeria 

(740) CFL COMPANY LTD 

Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali 

(510) (16) Paper and cardboard; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery and office 

requisites, except furniture; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; drawing materials and 

materials for artists; paintbrushes; instructional and teaching materials; plastic sheets, films and bags 

for wrapping and packaging; printers' type, printing blocks., (35) Advertising; business management; 

business administration; office functions. and (36) Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs; real 

estate affairs. 

(540) DiamondXtra    
 

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2019/410 (320) 28/06/2019   

(750) RWANDA GOVERNANCE BOARD (RGB) 

(731) KG178 st CSS PLAZA,RUKIRI I, REMERA, GASABO, Rwanda 

(740) Dr.Usta KAITESI 

KG178 st CSS PLAZA,RUKIRI I, REMERA, GASABO 

(510) (35) Advertizing, (41) Education,providing training and cultural activities. and (42) Research 

services. 

(540) GIRINKA (and logo)   

 

  
 

___________ 
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(310) RW/T/2019/411 (320) 02/07/2019   

(750) CHEZA RWANDA GAMES Ltd 

(731) KN 63 st, Cogebanque building 8th floor, Kigali, Rwanda 

(740) Dias Iskakov 

KIYOVU,KIGALI CITY 

(510) (41) Providing a movement around services, Entertainment services, Gambling services, Game 

services provided online from a computer network organization of sports competitions 

(540) Gorilla (and logo)   

 

  
 

________ 

 

 

(310) RW/T/2019/412 (320) 28/06/2019   

(750) SIGNUTRA INC. 

(731) 2711 Centerville Road, Suite 400, Wilmington, New Castle County, Delaware 19808, U.S.A. 

(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd 

Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 

(510) (5) Pharmaceutical and medicinal preparations; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical use, 

food for babies; dietary supplements for humans. 

(540) VIVAMOM   

           __________ 

 

  

(310) RW/T/2019/415 (320) 02/07/2019   

(750) PHILIP MORRIS PRODUCTS S.A. 

(731) Quai Jeanrenaud 3, Neuchâtel, 2000, Switzerland 

(740) CFL COMPANY LTD 

Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali 

(510) (34) Wired vaporizer for electronic cigarettes and electronic smoking devices;tobacco, raw or 

manufactured;tobacco products, including cigars, cigarettes, cigarillos, tobacco for roll your own 

cigarettes, pipe tobacco, chewing tobacco, snuff tobacco, kretek;snus;tobacco substitutes (not for 

medical purposes);smokers' articles, including cigarette paper and tubes, cigarette filters, tobacco tins, 

cigarette cases and ashtrays, pipes, pocket apparatus for rolling cigarettes, lighters;matches;tobacco 

sticks, tobacco products for the purpose of being heated, electronic devices and their parts for the 

purpose of heating cigarettes or tobacco in order to release nicotine-containing aerosol for 

inhalation;liquid nicotine solutions for use in electronic cigarettes;electronic smoking 

devices;electronic cigarettes;electronic cigarettes as substitute for traditional cigarettes;electronic 

devices for the inhalation of nicotine containing aerosol;oral vaporising devices for smokers, tobacco 

products and tobacco substitutes;smoker's articles for electronic cigarettes;parts and fittings for the 

aforesaid products included in class 34;devices for extinguishing heated cigarettes and cigars as well 

as heated tobacco sticks;electronic rechargeable cigarette cases. 

(540) TURQUOISE LABEL   

Disclaim the word "LABEL" separately and apart of the 

mark as a whole  

 

 

___________ 
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(310) RW/T/2019/416 (320) 02/07/2019   

(750) PHILIP MORRIS PRODUCTS S.A. 

(731) Quai Jeanrenaud 3, Neuchâtel, 2000, Switzerland 

(740) CFL COMPANY LTD 

Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali 

(510) (34) Wired vaporizer for electronic cigarettes and electronic smoking devices;tobacco, raw or 

manufactured;tobacco products, including cigars, cigarettes, cigarillos, tobacco for roll your own 

cigarettes, pipe tobacco, chewing tobacco, snuff tobacco, kretek;snus;tobacco substitutes (not for 

medical purposes);smokers' articles, including cigarette paper and tubes, cigarette filters, tobacco tins, 

cigarette cases and ashtrays, pipes, pocket apparatus for rolling cigarettes, lighters;matches;tobacco 

sticks, tobacco products for the purpose of being heated, electronic devices and their parts for the 

purpose of heating cigarettes or tobacco in order to release nicotine-containing aerosol for 

inhalation;liquid nicotine solutions for use in electronic cigarettes;electronic smoking 

devices;electronic cigarettes;electronic cigarettes as substitute for traditional cigarettes;electronic 

devices for the inhalation of nicotine containing aerosol;oral vaporising devices for smokers, tobacco 

products and tobacco substitutes;smoker's articles for electronic cigarettes;parts and fittings for the 

aforesaid products included in class 34;devices for extinguishing heated cigarettes and cigars as well 

as heated tobacco sticks;electronic rechargeable cigarette cases. 

(540) SIENNA LABEL   

Disclaim the words "SIENNA and LABEL" separately and 

apart of the mark as a whole  

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2019/417 (320) 02/07/2019   

(750) PHILIP MORRIS PRODUCTS S.A. 

(731) Quai Jeanrenaud 3, Neuchâtel, 2000, Switzerland 

(740) CFL COMPANY LTD 

Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali 

(510) (9) Batteries for electronic cigarettes; batteries for electronic devices that are used for heating tobacco, 

chargers for electronic devices that are used for heating tobacco; USB chargers for electronic devices 

that are used for heating tobacco; car chargers for electronic cigarettes; car chargers for devices that 

are used for heating tobacco; battery chargers for electronic cigarettes., (11) Electronic vaporizers 

except electronic cigarettes; apparatus for heating liquids; apparatus for generating vapour. and (34) 

Wired vaporizer for electronic cigarettes and electronic smoking devices; tobacco, raw or 

manufactured; tobacco products, including cigars, cigarettes, cigarillos, tobacco for roll your own 

cigarettes, pipe tobacco, chewing tobacco, snuff tobacco, kretek; snus; tobacco substitutes (not for 

medical purposes); smokers' articles, including cigarette paper and tubes, cigarette filters, tobacco 

tins, cigarette cases and ashtrays, pipes, pocket apparatus for rolling cigarettes, lighters; matches; 

tobacco sticks, tobacco products for the purpose of being heated, electronic devices and their parts for 

the purpose of heating cigarettes or tobacco in order to release nicotine-containing aerosol for 

inhalation; liquid nicotine solutions for use in electronic cigarettes; electronic smoking devices; 

electronic cigarettes; electronic cigarettes as substitute for traditional cigarettes; electronic devices for 

the inhalation of nicotine containing aerosol; oral vaporising devices for smokers, tobacco products 

and tobacco substitutes; smoker's articles for electronic cigarettes; parts and fittings for the aforesaid 

products included in class 34; devices for extinguishing heated cigarettes and cigars as well as heated 

tobacco sticks ; electronic rechargeable cigarette cases. 

(540) HEATCONTROL    
 

___________ 
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(310) RW/T/2019/418 (320) 02/07/2019   

(750) PHILIP MORRIS PRODUCTS S.A. 

(731) Quai Jeanrenaud 3, Neuchâtel, 2000, Switzerland 

(740) CFL COMPANY LTD 

Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor, Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali 

(510) (34) Wired vaporizer for electronic cigarettes and electronic smoking devices; tobacco, raw or 

manufactured; tobacco products, including cigars, cigarettes, cigarillos, tobacco for roll your own 

cigarettes, pipe tobacco, chewing tobacco, snuff tobacco, kretek; snus; tobacco substitutes (not for medical 

purposes); smokers' articles, including cigarette paper and tubes, cigarette filters, tobacco tins, cigarette 

cases and ashtrays, pipes, pocket apparatus for rolling cigarettes, lighters; matches; tobacco sticks, tobacco 

products for the purpose of being heated, electronic devices and their parts for the purpose of heating 

cigarettes or tobacco in order to release nicotine-containing aerosol for inhalation; liquid nicotine solutions 

for use in electronic cigarettes; electronic smoking devices; electronic cigarettes; electronic cigarettes as 

substitute for traditional cigarettes; electronic devices for the inhalation of nicotine containing aerosol; oral 

vaporising devices for smokers, tobacco products and tobacco substitutes; smoker's articles for electronic 

cigarettes; parts and fittings for the aforesaid products included in class 34; devices for extinguishing heated 

cigarettes and cigars as well as heated tobacco sticks ; electronic rechargeable cigarette cases. 

(540) AMBER LABEL  

 Disclaim the word "LABEL" separately and apart of the mark as a whole  

 

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2019/420 (320) 02/07/2019   

(750) PHILIP MORRIS PRODUCTS S.A. 

(731) Quai Jeanrenaud 3, Neuchâtel, 2000, Switzerland 

(740) CFL COMPANY LTD 

Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali 

(510) (9) Batteries for electronic cigarettes; batteries for electronic devices that are used for heating tobacco, 

chargers for electronic devices that are used for heating tobacco; USB chargers for electronic devices 

that are used for heating tobacco; car chargers for electronic cigarettes; car chargers for devices that 

are used for heating tobacco; battery chargers for electronic cigarettes., (11) Electronic vaporizers 

except electronic cigarettes; apparatus for heating liquids; apparatus for generating vapour and.  (34) 

Wired vaporizer for electronic cigarettes and electronic smoking devices;tobacco, raw or 

manufactured;tobacco products, including cigars, cigarettes, cigarillos, tobacco for roll your own 

cigarettes, pipe tobacco, chewing tobacco, snuff tobacco, kretek;snus;tobacco substitutes (not for 

medical purposes);smokers' articles, including cigarette paper and tubes, cigarette filters, tobacco tins, 

cigarette cases and ashtrays, pipes, pocket apparatus for rolling cigarettes, lighters;matches;tobacco 

sticks, tobacco products for the purpose of being heated, electronic devices and their parts for the 

purpose of heating cigarettes or tobacco in order to release nicotine-containing aerosol for 

inhalation;liquid nicotine solutions for use in electronic cigarettes;electronic smoking 

devices;electronic cigarettes;electronic cigarettes as substitute for traditional cigarettes;electronic 

devices for the inhalation of nicotine containing aerosol;oral vaporising devices for smokers, tobacco 

products and tobacco substitutes;smoker's articles for electronic cigarettes;parts and fittings for the 

aforesaid products included in class 34;devices for extinguishing heated cigarettes and cigars as well 

as heated tobacco sticks;electronic rechargeable cigarette cases. 

(540)     

 

  
 

 

 

 

___________
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(310) RW/T/2019/421 (320) 02/07/2019   

(750) PHILIP MORRIS PRODUCTS S.A. 

(731) Quai Jeanrenaud 3, Neuchâtel, 2000, Switzerland 

(740) CFL COMPANY LTD 

Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali 

(510) (34) Wired vaporizer for electronic cigarettes and electronic smoking devices;tobacco, raw or 

manufactured;tobacco products, including cigars, cigarettes, cigarillos, tobacco for roll your own 

cigarettes, pipe tobacco, chewing tobacco, snuff tobacco, kretek;snus;tobacco substitutes (not for 

medical purposes);smokers' articles, including cigarette paper and tubes, cigarette filters, tobacco tins, 

cigarette cases and ashtrays, pipes, pocket apparatus for rolling cigarettes, lighters;matches;tobacco 

sticks, tobacco products for the purpose of being heated, electronic devices and their parts for the 

purpose of heating cigarettes or tobacco in order to release nicotine-containing aerosol for 

inhalation;liquid nicotine solutions for use in electronic cigarettes;electronic smoking 

devices;electronic cigarettes;electronic cigarettes as substitute for traditional cigarettes;electronic 

devices for the inhalation of nicotine containing aerosol;oral vaporising devices for smokers, tobacco 

products and tobacco substitutes;smoker's articles for electronic cigarettes;parts and fittings for the 

aforesaid products included in class 34;devices for extinguishing heated cigarettes and cigars as well 

as heated tobacco sticks;electronic rechargeable cigarette cases. 

(540) SILVER LABEL   

 

Disclaim the word "SILVER and LABEL" separately and 

apart of the mark as a whole  

 

   

 

 

 

___________ 

(310) RW/T/2019/423 (320) 02/07/2019   

(750) PHILIP MORRIS PRODUCTS S.A. 

(731) Quai Jeanrenaud 3, Neuchâtel, 2000, Switzerland 

(740) CFL COMPANY LTD 

Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali 

(510) (34) Wired vaporizer for electronic cigarettes and electronic smoking devices;tobacco, raw or 

manufactured;tobacco products, including cigars, cigarettes, cigarillos, tobacco for roll your own 

cigarettes, pipe tobacco, chewing tobacco, snuff tobacco, kretek;snus;tobacco substitutes (not for 

medical purposes);smokers' articles, including cigarette paper and tubes, cigarette filters, tobacco tins, 

cigarette cases and ashtrays, pipes, pocket apparatus for rolling cigarettes, lighters;matches;tobacco 

sticks, tobacco products for the purpose of being heated, electronic devices and their parts for the 

purpose of heating cigarettes or tobacco in order to release nicotine-containing aerosol for 

inhalation;liquid nicotine solutions for use in electronic cigarettes;electronic smoking 

devices;electronic cigarettes;electronic cigarettes as substitute for traditional cigarettes;electronic 

devices for the inhalation of nicotine containing aerosol;oral vaporising devices for smokers, tobacco 

products and tobacco substitutes;smoker's articles for electronic cigarettes;parts and fittings for the 

aforesaid products included in class 34;devices for extinguishing heated cigarettes and cigars as well 

as heated tobacco sticks;electronic rechargeable cigarette cases. 

(540) YELLOW LABEL   

Disclaim the words "YELLOW and LABEL" separately and 

apart of the mark as a whole  

 

                         

___________ 
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(310) RW/T/2019/424 (320) 02/07/2019   

(750) PHILIP MORRIS PRODUCTS S.A. 

(731) Quai Jeanrenaud 3, Neuchâtel, 2000, Switzerland 

(740) CFL COMPANY LTD 

Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali 

(510) (9) Batteries for electronic cigarettes; batteries for electronic devices that are used for heating tobacco, 

chargers for electronic devices that are used for heating tobacco; USB chargers for electronic devices 

that are used for heating tobacco; car chargers for electronic cigarettes; car chargers for devices that 

are used for heating tobacco; battery chargers for electronic cigarettes., (11) Electronic vaporizers 

except electronic cigarettes; apparatus for heating liquids; apparatus for generating vapour. and (34) 

Wired vaporizer for electronic cigarettes and electronic smoking devices;tobacco, raw or 

manufactured;tobacco products, including cigars, cigarettes, cigarillos, tobacco for roll your own 

cigarettes, pipe tobacco, chewing tobacco, snuff tobacco, kretek;snus;tobacco substitutes (not for 

medical purposes);smokers' articles, including cigarette paper and tubes, cigarette filters, tobacco tins, 

cigarette cases and ashtrays, pipes, pocket apparatus for rolling cigarettes, lighters;matches;tobacco 

sticks, tobacco products for the purpose of being heated, electronic devices and their parts for the 

purpose of heating cigarettes or tobacco in order to release nicotine-containing aerosol for 

inhalation;liquid nicotine solutions for use in electronic cigarettes;electronic smoking 

devices;electronic cigarettes;electronic cigarettes as substitute for traditional cigarettes;electronic 

devices for the inhalation of nicotine containing aerosol;oral vaporising devices for smokers, tobacco 

products and tobacco substitutes;smoker's articles for electronic cigarettes;parts and fittings for the 

aforesaid products included in class 34;devices for extinguishing heated cigarettes and cigars as well 

as heated tobacco sticks;electronic rechargeable cigarette cases. 

(540) THIS CHANGES EVERYTHING   

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2019/425 (320) 02/07/2019   

(750) PHILIP MORRIS PRODUCTS S.A. 

(731) Quai Jeanrenaud 3, Neuchâtel, 2000, Switzerland 

(740) CFL COMPANY LTD 

Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali 

(510) (9) Batteries for electronic cigarettes; batteries for electronic devices that are used for heating tobacco, 

chargers for electronic devices that are used for heating tobacco; USB chargers for electronic devices 

that are used for heating tobacco; car chargers for electronic cigarettes; car chargers for devices that 

are used for heating tobacco; battery chargers for electronic cigarettes., (11) Electronic vaporizers 

except electronic cigarettes; apparatus for heating liquids; apparatus for generating vapour. and (34) 

Wired vaporizer for electronic cigarettes and electronic smoking devices;tobacco, raw or 

manufactured;tobacco products, including cigars, cigarettes, cigarillos, tobacco for roll your own 

cigarettes, pipe tobacco, chewing tobacco, snuff tobacco, kretek;snus;tobacco substitutes (not for 

medical purposes);smokers' articles, including cigarette paper and tubes, cigarette filters, tobacco tins, 

cigarette cases and ashtrays, pipes, pocket apparatus for rolling cigarettes, lighters;matches;tobacco 

sticks, tobacco products for the purpose of being heated, electronic devices and their parts for the 

purpose of heating cigarettes or tobacco in order to release nicotine-containing aerosol for 

inhalation;liquid nicotine solutions for use in electronic cigarettes;electronic smoking 

devices;electronic cigarettes;electronic cigarettes as substitute for traditional cigarettes;electronic 

devices for the inhalation of nicotine containing aerosol;oral vaporising devices for smokers, tobacco 

products and tobacco substitutes;smoker's articles for electronic cigarettes;parts and fittings for the 

aforesaid products included in class 34;devices for extinguishing heated cigarettes and cigars as well 

as heated tobacco sticks;electronic rechargeable cigarette cases. 

(540)    

 

  
__________ 
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(310) RW/T/2019/426 (320) 02/07/2019   

(750) PHILIP MORRIS PRODUCTS S.A. 

(731) Quai Jeanrenaud 3, Neuchâtel, 2000, Switzerland 

(740) CFL COMPANY LTD 

Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali 

(510) (9) Batteries for electronic cigarettes; batteries for electronic devices that are used for heating tobacco, 

chargers for electronic devices that are used for heating tobacco; USB chargers for electronic devices 

that are used for heating tobacco; car chargers for electronic cigarettes; car chargers for devices that 

are used for heating tobacco; battery chargers for electronic cigarettes., (11) Electronic vaporizers 

except electronic cigarettes; apparatus for heating liquids; apparatus for generating vapour. and (34) 

Wired vaporizer for electronic cigarettes and electronic smoking devices;tobacco, raw or 

manufactured;tobacco products, including cigars, cigarettes, cigarillos, tobacco for roll your own 

cigarettes, pipe tobacco, chewing tobacco, snuff tobacco, kretek;snus;tobacco substitutes (not for 

medical purposes);smokers' articles, including cigarette paper and tubes, cigarette filters, tobacco tins, 

cigarette cases and ashtrays, pipes, pocket apparatus for rolling cigarettes, lighters;matches;tobacco 

sticks, tobacco products for the purpose of being heated, electronic devices and their parts for the 

purpose of heating cigarettes or tobacco in order to release nicotine-containing aerosol for 

inhalation;liquid nicotine solutions for use in electronic cigarettes;electronic smoking 

devices;electronic cigarettes;electronic cigarettes as substitute for traditional cigarettes;electronic 

devices for the inhalation of nicotine containing aerosol;oral vaporising devices for smokers, tobacco 

products and tobacco substitutes;smoker's articles for electronic cigarettes;parts and fittings for the 

aforesaid products included in class 34;devices for extinguishing heated cigarettes and cigars as well 

as heated tobacco sticks;electronic rechargeable cigarette cases. 

(540)    

 

  
 

__________ 

 

 

 

 ___________ 

 

 

(310) RW/T/2019/427 (320) 27/06/2019   

(750) ACCESS BANK PLC 

(731) Plot 999C Danmole Street, Victoria Island, Lagos, Nigeria 

(740) CFL COMPANY LTD 

Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali 

(510) (16) Paper and cardboard; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery and office 

requisites, except furniture; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; drawing materials and 

materials for artists; paintbrushes; instructional and teaching materials; plastic sheets, films and bags 

for wrapping and packaging; printers' type, printing blocks. , (35) Advertising; business management; 

business administration; office functions. and (36) Insurance;financial affairs;monetary affairs;real 

estate affairs. 

(540) Access Africa  

 Disclaim the word "Africa" separately and apart of the mark 

as a whole  
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(310) RW/T/2019/428 (320) 27/06/2019   

(750) ACCESS BANK PLC 

(731) Plot 999C Danmole Street, Victoria Island, Lagos, Nigeria 

(740) CFL COMPANY LTD 

Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali 

(510) (16) Paper and cardboard; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery and office 

requisites, except furniture; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; drawing materials and 

materials for artists; paintbrushes; instructional and teaching materials; plastic sheets, films and bags 

for wrapping and packaging; printers' type, printing blocks., (35) Advertising; business management; 

business administration; office functions. and (36) Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs; real 

estate affairs. 

(540) XclusivePlus    
 

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2019/429 (320) 03/07/2019   

(750) DR. MATTRESS LTD  

(731) NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) K-SOLUTION & PARTNERS 

KG 645st,12,Urugwiro, Kamatamu, Kacyiru, Gasabo, Kigali 

(510) (20) "Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; containers, not of metal, for storage or transport; unworked 

or semi-worked bone, horn, whalebone or mother-of-pearl; shells; meerschaum; yellow amber" 

(540) DR.MATTRESS (and logo)   

 

  
 

 

___________ 

 

 

___________ 

 

 

 

(310) RW/T/2019/431 (320) 10/07/2019   

(750) SUNDARAM-CLAYTON LIMITED 

(731) Jayalakshmi Estates, 29 (Old No.8) Haddows Road, Chennai 600 006, India 

(740) CFL COMPANY LTD 

Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali 

(510) (12) Automotive three wheelers, two wheelers, motorized land vehicles viz, motorcycles, mopeds, 

scooters, scooterrettes, parts thereof and fittings therefore. 

(540) HLX150 

5GEAR (and logo)   
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(310) RW/T/2019/432 (320) 10/07/2019   

(750) JUPITER IMPEX LIMITED 

(731) KIMISAGARA, NYARUGENGE,KIGALI CITY , Rwanda 

(740) DARSH J MORZARIA 

KIMISAGARA, NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY 

(510) (12) Bicycle, bicycle space parts, Motorcycle tyre and tube, motor cycle, motorcycle spare parts 

(540) Crane (and logo)   

 

  
 

     ___________ 

 

 

(310) RW/T/2019/433 (320) 10/07/2019   

(750) JUPITER IMPEX LTD 

(731) KIMISAGARA, NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) Darsh MORZARIA 

KIMISAGARA, NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY 

(510) (12) Bicycle, Bicycle spare parts, Bicycle tyres and tube, Motorcycle, motocycle space parts, 

motocycle tyre and tube, 

(540) BOOA BOOA (and logo)   

 

  
_________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2019/434 (320) 10/07/2019   

(750) Five culture ltd 

(731) 599 KBC, KN5RD, KIGALI CITY , Rwanda 

(740) Jin Qin Lin 

KACYIRU, KIGALI CITY  

(510) (25) Clothing, Footwear,  Headgear 

(540) WHY (and logo)   

 
  

 

                        ___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2019/435 (320) 10/07/2019   

(750) FIVE  CULTURE LTD 

(731) KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) Jin Qiu Lin 

(510) (25) clothing, footwear, headgear 

(540) WHY5 (and logo)   

 
  

___________ 
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(310) RW/T/2019/436 (320) 10/07/2019   

(750) Five culture ltd 

(731) Kimihurura, Gasabo, 599.KN5RD.KBL. Kigali, Rwanda 

(740) Jin Qiu Lin 

KG572st, Kacyiru.Kigali 

(510) (25) Clothing, footwear, headgear. and (41) Education, providing of training; entertainment; sporting 

and cultural activities 

(540) Five culture    
 

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2019/437 (320) 10/07/2019   

(750) MANGO TELECOM LTD 

(731) NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) WU WENJUN 

NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY 

(510) (9) Smartphones. 

(540) MANGO (and logo)   

 
 

 

  ___________ 

 

 

 

 

               ___________ 

 

 

 

 

(310) RW/T/2019/438 (320) 11/07/2019   

(750) MAGASIN ELAYO 

(731) NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) TUMUKUNDE MARIETTE 

NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY 

(510) (5) Baby Diapers 

(540) ELAYO STAR (and logo)    

 

  
 

 

(310) RW/T/2019/439 (320) 11/07/2019   

(750) TUMUKUNDE SIBOMANA Mariette 

(731) NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) TUMUKUNDE MARIETTE 

NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY 

(510) (5) Baby Diapers 

(540) ELAYO STAR (and logo)   

 
  

 

 ___________ 
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(310)

 

RW/T/2019/440

 

(320)

 

11/07/2019

   

(750)

 

TUMUKUNDE SIBOMANA Mariette

 

(731)

 

NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda

 

(740)

 

TUMUKUNDE MARIETTE

 

NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY

 

(510)

 

(5) Baby Diapers

 

(540)

 

ELAYO STAR (and logo)  

  

 
  

 

 

                  ___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2019/442 (320) 11/07/2019   

(750) MOBITEL LTD 

(731) NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) RUKUNDO Benon 

NIBOYE, KICUKIRO, KIGALI CITY 

(510) (38) Communication by telephone, communication by cellulor phones. 

(540) MobiTel (and logo)   

 

 

 

                       ___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2019/443 (320) 11/07/2019   

(750) Adcock Ingram Intellectual Property (Proprietary) Limited 

(731) 1 New Road, Corner of New Road & 7th Street, Midrand, Gauteng, Republic of South Africa 

(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd 

Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 

(510) (5) Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic 

food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for 

humans and animals; plasters; materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax. 

(540) ACTOPHLEM    

                        ___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2019/444 (320) 11/07/2019   

(750) RUMUGAT LTD 

(731) NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) MUREGO Antoine 

GIKONDO, KICUKIRO, KIGALI CITY 

(510) (5) Sanitary preparation for medical purpose, sanitary pads, sanitary towels, sanitary napkins, sanitary 

diapers for babies, sanitary diapers for adults. 

(540) SALAMA (and logo)   

 

  
 

   ___________ 
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 (310) RW/T/2019/446 (320) 11/07/2019   

(750) Adcock Ingram Intellectual Property (Proprietary) Limited 

(731) 1 New Road, Corner of New Road & 7th Street, Midrand, Gauteng, Republic of South Africa 

(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd 

Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 

(510) (5) Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic 

food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for 

humans and animals; plasters; materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax. 

 

  

(540) LOTEM   

   ___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2019/447 (320) 12/07/2019   

(750) VIVO MOBILE COMMUNICATION CO., LTD. 

(731) 283#, BBK Road, Wusha, Chang’An, Dongguan, Guangdong, Peoples Republic of China 

(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd 

Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 

(510) (9) Smartphones; Mobile phones; Cell phone cases; Covers of cell phones; Protective films adapted 

for mobile phone screens; Stands adapted for mobile phones; Headphones; Headsets for mobile phones; 

Selfie sticks for use with smartphones; USB cables; Power adapters; Batteries, electric; Battery chargers; 

Mobile power banks (rechargeable batteries); Loudspeakers; Intelligent loudspeakers; Wireless headsets 

for smart phones; Wireless chargers; Downloadable application software for mobile phones; Computers; 

Smart glasses; Smart watches; Tablet computers; Notebook computers; Televisions; Smart Televisions; 

Wireless earphones; Wireless loudspeakers. 

(540) VIVOX (and logo)   

    

 
  ___________ 

(310) RW/T/2019/448 (320) 12/07/2019   

(750) PENDAFRICA SMART SERVICES 

(731) KIMIHURURA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) Jean Claude RUBAYITA 

KIMIHURURA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY 

(510) (41) International education, medical care travelling, course guiding, visa assistance, airlines 

ticketing, marketing training, commercial services. 

(540) PENDAFRICA SMART SERVICE  (and logo)  

 

 
 

 Disclaim the word "SMART and SERRVICES" separately and apart of the mark as a whole  

    

  ___________ 
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(310)
 

RW/T/2019/441
 

(320)
 

11/07/2019
   

(750)
 

HONGQI INTERNATIONAL BUILDING MATERIALS CO. Ltd
 

(731)
 

FUMBWE, RWAMAGANA, Eastern province, Rwanda
 

(740)
 

YANG JINGYI
 

FUMBWE, RWAMAGANA, Eastern Province 

(510) (6)  Advertisement columns of metal, alloys of common metal, armoured doors of metal / armored 

doors of metal, aviaries [structures] of metal, badges of metal for vehicles, bag hangers of metal, balls 

of steel, balustrades of metal, bands of metal for tying-up purposes / wrapping or binding bands of 

metal, baskets of metal, bed casters of metal, binding screws of metal for cables, binding thread of 

metal for agricultural purposes, bindings of metal, bird baths [structures] of metal, blooms 

[metallurgy], building materials of metal, casement windows of metal, cashboxes [metal or non-

metal], containers of metal [storage, transport], cornices of metal, cotter pins of metal, couplings of 

metal for chains, crampons [climbing irons],  cramps of metal [crampons] / crampons of metal 

[cramps], crucifixes of common metal, diving boards of metal, stops of metal, door scrapers / foot 

scrapers, door bells of metal, non-electric, door closers, non-electric / door springs, non-electric, door 

handles of metal, door fittings of metal, door fasteners of metal, doors of metal*, drain pipes of metal, 

drawn and polished metal bars, duckboards of metal, fittings of metal for windows, fittings of metal 

for building, furnace fireguards of metal, furniture casters of metal, ironwork for windows, ironwork 

for doors, joists of metal, lock bolts, locks of metal, other than electric, locks of metal for vehicles, 

locks of metal for bags, mouldings of metal for building / moldings of metal for building, nozzles of 

metal, nuts of metal, packaging containers of metal, padlocks, paint spraying booths of metal / booths 

of metal for spraying paint, palings of metal, pantiles of metal, partitions of metal, peeled metal bars, 

pegs of metal, penstock pipes of metal, registration plates of metal / number plates of metal, 

reinforcing materials, of metal, for concrete, reinforcing materials of metal for pipes, reinforcing 

materials of metal for building, materials of metal for machine belts, rings of metal* / stop collars of 

metal, roof coverings of metal, roofing tiles of metal, roofing of metal, roofing of metal, incorporating 

photovoltaic cells, rope thimbles of metal, safety cashboxes, silicon iron, sills of metal, silos of metal, 

silver solder, silver-plated tin alloys, skating rinks [structures] of metal, slabs of metal for building, 

sleeves [metal hardware], staircases of metal, white metal, window openers, non-electric，window 

closers, non-electric，windows of metal, wire of common metal., (19) Agglomerated cork for 

building, agglomerated bagasses of cane [building material], alabaster glass, angle irons, not of metal, 

aquarium gravel, aquarium sand, arbours [structures], not of metal, artificial stone, asbestos mortar, 

asphalt, asphalt paving, balustrades, not of metal, beams, not of metal / girders, not of metal, binding 

agents for making briquettes / binding agents for making stones, binding material for road repair, 

bituminous products for building, bricks, building timber / lumber, building glass, building stone, 

building materials, not of metal / construction materials, not of metal, building panels, not of metal, 

buildings, transportable, not of metal, busts of stone, concrete or marble, cask wood / stave wood, 

ceilings, not of metal, raw chalk, chimney shafts, not of metal, clay*, materials for making and coating 

roads, concrete, concrete building elements, earth for bricks, enamelled glass, for building, felt for 

building, floors, not of metal, geotextiles, glass granules for road marking / glass granules for marking 

out roads, granite, grave slabs, not of metal / tomb slabs, not of metal, gravel, gravestones / 

tombstones, gypsum [building material], insect screens, not of metal, lime, limestone / calcareous 

stone, manhole covers, not of metal, manufactured timber, marble, pantiles, not of metal, luminous 

paving blocks, paving blocks, not of metal, pillars, not of metal, for building, pitch, planks of wood 

for building, plywood, porphyry [stone], quartz, railway sleepers, not of metal / railroad ties, not of 

metal, refractory construction materials, not of metal, reinforcing materials, not of metal, for building, 

road coating materials, rock crystal, roofing slates, roofing, not of metal, incorporating photovoltaic 

cells, sand, except foundry sand, sandstone for building, sandstone pipes, silica [quartz], silver sand, 

slag [building material], slag stone / clinker stone, statues of stone, concrete or marble, stone turnstiles, 

not of metal, wood, semi-worked, wood for making household utensils, wood paving, wood veneers 

/ veneers, wood pulp board for building, wooden floor boards, works of art of stone, concrete or 

marble, (21) Abrasive sponges for scrubbing the skin, brushes*, brushes for cleaning tanks and 

containers, carpet sweepers, cleaning instruments, hand-operated, cleaning tow, closures for pot lids, 

cloth for washing floors, clothes-pegs / clothes-pins, clothing stretchers / stretchers for clothing, cloths 

for cleaning / rags for cleaning, containers for household or kitchen use, cookery moulds / cookery 

molds, cookie [biscuit] cutters, cookie jars, cooking pot sets, cotton waste for cleaning, dish covers / 
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covers for dishes, dishes, dishwashing brushes, disposable table plates, gardening gloves, plungers for 

clearing

 

blocked drains, polishing leather, polishing apparatus and machines, for household purposes, 
non-electric, polishing gloves, polishing cloths, scoops for household purposes, scouring pads / pads 

for cleaning, steel wool for cleaning, strainers for household purposes, toilet brushes, toilet cases / 
fitted vanity cases, toilet sponges, toilet utensils, towel rails and rings / rails and rings for towels, trays 

for household purposes, trivets [table utensils], trouser presses, utensils for household purposes, 
vegetable dishes, wax-polishing appliances, non-electric, for shoes, whisks, non-electric, for 

household purposes, wool waste for cleaning and (37) Building construction supervision, cleaning of 

buildings [interior], cleaning of clothing, cleaning of buildings [exterior surface], construction*, 

construction information, construction consultancy, demolition of buildings, dry cleaning, electric 

appliance installation and repair, elevator installation and repair / lift installation and repair, factory 

construction, fire alarm installation and repair, freezing equipment installation and repair, fur care, 

cleaning and repair, furnace installation and repair, furniture maintenance, harbour construction, 

heating equipment installation and repair, installation and repair of air-conditioning apparatus, 

installation of doors and windows, kitchen equipment installation, knife sharpening, leather care, 

cleaning and repair, machinery installation, maintenance and repair, masonry, mining extraction, 

repair information, repair of security locks, repair of power lines, road paving, rental of road sweeping 

machines, roofing services, safe maintenance and repair, street cleaning, strong-room maintenance 
and repair, swimming-pool maintenance, warehouse construction and repair, window cleaning

 

(540)

 

HONGQI (and logo)  

  

 

  
 

 

 

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2019/450 (320) 17/07/2019   

(750) Gisozi Coffee Mountain Ltd 

(731) GISOZI, GASABO, UMUJYI WA KIGALI, Rwanda 

(740) SHUMBUSHO Eugene 

GASABO, GISOZI, NYAKARIBA 

(510) (30) COFFEE 

(540) AGASHEMA (and logo)   

 

  
 

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2019/451 (320) 17/07/2019   

(750) BLEU CLOUD LTD 

(731) NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) ABUBAKER SULIMAN MUSALLAM Alirr 

NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY 

(510) (30) Food manufacturing (Snacks) 

(540) ROBINGO   

___________ 
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(310)

 

RW/T/2019/452

 

(320)

 

17/07/2019

   

(750)

 

EXCRAFT LTD

 

(731)

 

NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda

 

(740)

 

MUHAMMED SALAH

 

NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY

 

(510)

 

(32) Fruit juice

 

(540)

 

HAPPY (and logo)  

  

 

  
 

 

 

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2019/453 (320) 18/07/2019   

(750) MFK GROUP LTD 

(731) NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) MBUNDU Faustin 

NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY 

(510) (30) Coffee, (31) Agricultural, Horticultural, (35) Business Managment and (39) Transport 

(540) MFK (and logo)   

 

  
Disclaim the word "Group" separately and apart of the mark 

as a whole 

 

 

         ___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2019/454 (320) 18/07/2019   

(750) YiWuKeMei Electric Appliance CO., Ltd. 

(731) No. 1377-1, Yinhai International Business Center, Chouzhou Road, Yiwu City, Zhejiang Province, 

Peoples Republic of China 

(740) GLF ATTORNEYS & AGENTS 

NYARUGUNGA, NONKO, P.O BOX: 2038 KIGALI 

(510) (11) Hair driers;Electric fans for personal use;Fabric steamers;Air purifying apparatus and machines 

(540) KEMEI   

___________ 
 

(310) RW/T/2019/458 (320) 23/07/2019   

(750) BRIGHT BRIDGE GROUP LTD 

(731) NYARUGUNGA, KICUKIRO, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) AKINGENEYE James 

NYARUGUNGA, KICUKIRO, KIGALI CITY 

(510) (35) Administration of frequent flyer program; Advertising agency services; Production of advertising 

film; Business organization consultancy; Organization of exhibition for commerce; Business 

management of performing artist; Business of sports people. 

(540) DIGITAL SPACE INNOVATION (and logo)  No exclusive 

right  shall be given to the use of words "DIGITAL", 

"SPACE" and "INNOVATION" separately and apart of the 

mark as a whole  

 

 

  
 

 

        ________ 
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(310) RW/T/2019/457 (320) 23/07/2019   

(750) China Electronics Shenzhen Company 

(731) No. 2070, 2072 Shennan Zhonglu, Futian District, Shenzhen, Guangdong, Peoples Republic of China 

(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd 

Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 

(510) (7) Mixing machines; mills [machines]; butter machines; bread cutting machines; juice extractors, 

electric; dishwashers; beaters, electric; coffee grinders, other than hand-operated; blenders, electric, 

for household purposes; kitchen machines, electric; fruit presses, electric, for household purposes; 

washing machines [laundry]; hand-held tools, other than hand-operated; disintegrators; washing 

apparatus; machines and apparatus for cleaning, electric; machines and apparatus for carpet 

shampooing, electric; central vacuum cleaning installations; dust removing installations for cleaning 

purposes; filtering machines., (9) Data processing apparatus; computer peripheral devices; projection 

apparatus; juke boxes, musical; tape recorders; cabinets for loudspeakers; loudspeakers; record 

players; audio- and video-receivers; sound transmitting apparatus; personal stereos; television 

apparatus; videotapes; horns for loudspeakers; video recorders; portable media players; DVD players; 

measuring apparatus; pedometers; batteries, electric. and (11) Lamps; electric torches; lighting 

apparatus and installations; light-emitting diodes [LED] lighting apparatus; lights for vehicles; 

lighting apparatus for vehicles; cooking utensils, electric; cooking apparatus and installations; bread 

toasters; autoclaves, electric, for cooking; hot plates; coffee machines, electric; kettles, electric; 

microwave ovens [cooking apparatus]; bread baking machines; refrigerators; air-conditioning 

installations; steam facial apparatus [saunas]; deodorizing apparatus, not for personal use; radiators, 

electric. 

(540) POLYSONIC (and logo)    

 

  

 

 

________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2019/459 (320) 24/07/2019   

(750) LIYADA INTERNATIONAL TRADING Ltd 

(731) Nyarugenge, Kigali, Rwanda 

(740) YANG LIYA 

Kigali 

(510) (4) Motor oil , lubricants,lubricating oil, (7) bearings [parts of machines], brake shoes, brake linings , 

brake pads, control cables for machine,engine or motors, crank shafts, cylinder for motors and 

engines, driving motors, driving chains, motors, other than for land vehicles / engines, other than for 

land vehicles, sparking plug, pistons for cylinder, pump(parts of machine engine or motors), piston 

segments / piston rings, clutches, other than for land vehicles., (9) Batteries, batteries chargers, 

batteries for lighting, (11) Bicycle light, motorcycle lights, lights for vehicles, light bulbs, light bulbs 

for directional signals for vehicles, light-emitting diodes [LED] lighting apparatus., (12) Brake shoes 

for vehicles, driving motors for land vehicles, clutches for land vehicles,motorcycle chain , motorcycle 

engine,shock absorbing springs for vehicles, tyres for vehicle wheels / tires for vehicle wheels, 

tubeless tyres for bicycles / tubeless tires for bicycles,inner tubes for bicycle tyres / inner tubes for 

bicycle tires, turbines for land vehicles, engine mounts for land vehicles, engines for land vehicles / 

motors for land vehicles,horns for vehicles,hub caps,  motorcycle kickstands.   and (35) 

Administration of frequent flyer programs, advertising/publicity, production of advertising 

films,business information,  distribution of samples 

(540) KIMIAO (and logo)    

 
  

 

 

 

___________ 
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___________ 

 

 (310) RW/T/2019/461 (320) 24/07/2019   

(750) CENTUM CAPITAL PARTNERS LIMITED 

(731) 8th Floor, Two Rivers Office Towers, Off Limuru road, Nairobi, Kenya 

(740) Cedar Ark Law 

14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali 

(510) (35) Providing information and analysis relating to economic market data; providing and updating 

a financial index; providing financial indices based on selected groups of securities; providing business 

development information and advice to financial professionals; business advice and information; market 

analysis; compiling financial, securities, stock exchange, trade and quote, index value and other financial 

market information for business purposes; analyzing and compiling data for measuring the performance of 

financial markets; conducting market research surveys; statistical analysis and compilation for business 

purposes; business marketing consulting services in the field of brands, brand creation, brand identity, brand 

development, brand development and brand positioning, brand equity and brand management; business 

administration and management services; market research, analysis and data analytics services; conducting 

business and market research surveys; business research and strategic planning services for others in the 

field of advertising, marketing, communications, social media, promotions and public relations; providing 

facilities for business meetings; promoting public awareness of the need for investment planning; business 

outsourcing services; business outsourcing and back-office support services, namely, bookkeeping and 

administration of operational support services for investment advisors; financial records management; on-

line advertising and marketing services; search engine marketing services; compiling of information into 

databases; management of databases. and (36) Financial services, namely, private equity investing; asset 

management; private banking; operating services namely stock custodial services, payments and treasury 

services, and institutional trust services; investment management and advisory services; mutual fund 

management, brokerage, and distribution services; retail stock brokerage services; investment management 

in the field of private placement of securities; investment management in the field of initial public offerings; 

providing financial information by electronic means; operation and management of hedge funds, 

commodity pools and other collective investment vehicles, and trading for others of securities, options, 

futures, derivatives, debt instruments and commodities; financial administration of stock exchange trading 

(310) RW/T/2019/460 (320) 24/07/2019   

(750) LIYADA INTERNATIONAL TRADING Ltd 

(731) Nyarugenge, Kigali, Rwanda 

(740) YANG LIYA, Kigali 

(510) (4) Motor oil , lubricants,lubricating oil, (7) bearings [parts of machines], brake shoes, brake linings , 

brake pads, control cables for machine,engine or motors, crank shafts, cylinder for motors and 

engines, driving motors, driving chains, motors, other than for land vehicles / engines, other than for 

land vehicles, sparking plug, pistons for cylinder, pump(parts of machine engine or motors), piston 

segments / piston rings, clutches, other than for land vehicles., (9) Batteries, batteries chargers, 

batteries for lighting, (11) Bicycle light, motorcycle lights, lights for vehicles, light bulbs, light bulbs 

for directional signals for vehicles, light-emitting diodes [LED] lighting apparatus., (12) Brake shoes 

for vehicles, driving motors for land vehicles, clutches for land vehicles,motorcycle chain , motorcycle 

engine,shock absorbing springs for vehicles, tyres for vehicle wheels / tires for vehicle wheels, 

tubeless tyres for bicycles / tubeless tires for bicycles,inner tubes for bicycle tyres / inner tubes for 

bicycle tires, turbines for land vehicles, engine mounts for land vehicles, engines for land vehicles / 

motors for land vehicles,horns for vehicles,hub caps,  motorcycle kickstands.   and (35) 

Administration of frequent flyer programs, advertising/publicity, production of advertising 

films,business information,  distribution of samples 

(540) YOUNG-LIYA (and logo)   
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of shares and other financial securities in financial
 
markets; providing personalized investment information, 

investment account management and securities brokerage services, all by means of wireless communication 

devices and by means of the Internet; financial retirement planning; administration of retirement and 

pension plans; and insurance agency and brokerage services; loan financing; real estate management 

services; real estate investment services; providing an online database featuring financial information of 

general interest to investor.
 

(540)
 

Centum 
  
(and logo)  

 

    
                                                                                      

___________ 

 

 

(310) RW/T/2019/462 (320) 25/07/2019   

(750) WOOLWORTHS PROPRIETARY LIMITED 

(731) Woolworths House, 93 Longmarket Street, Cape Town, 8000, Western Cape, Republic of South 

Africa 

(740) Cedar Ark Law 

14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali 

(510) (3) Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and 

abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices, (18) 

Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials and not included in other classes; 

animal skins, hides; trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas and parasols; walking sticks; whips, harness 

and saddlery., (20) Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; goods (not included in other classes) of wood, 

cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum 

and substitutes for all these materials, or of plastics., (21) Household or kitchen utensils and 

containers; combs and sponges; brushes (except paint brushes); brush-making materials; articles for 

cleaning purposes; steelwool; unworked or semi-worked glass (except glass used in building); 

glassware, porcelain and earthenware not included in other classes., (24) Textiles and textile goods, 

not included in other classes; bed covers; table covers., (25) Clothing, footwear, headgear., (29) Meat, 

fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; 

jellies, jams, compotes; eggs; milk and milk products; edible oils and fats., (30) Coffee, tea, cocoa 

and artificial coffee; rice; tapioca and sago; flour and preparations made from cereals; bread, pastry 

and confectionery; ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt; mustard; vinegar, sauces 

(condiments); spices; ice, (31) Grains and agricultural, horticultural and forestry products not included 

in other classes; live animals; fresh fruits and vegetables; seeds; natural plants and flowers; foodstuffs 

for animals; malt. , (32) Beers; mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages; fruit 

beverages and fruit juices; syrups and other preparations for making beverages and (35) Advertising; 

business management; business administration; office functions; offering for sale and the sale of 

goods in the retail and wholesale-trade; management, organisation and operation of customer loyalty, 

incentive or promotional schemes; loyalty card services, loyalty scheme services. 

(540) WOOLWORTHS    
 

___________ 
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(310)

 

RW/T/2019/464

 

(320)

 

25/07/2019

   

(750)

 

WOOLWORTHS PROPRIETARY LIMITED

 

(731)

 

Woolworths House, 93 Longmarket Street, Cape Town, 8000, Western Cape, Republic of South 

Africa

 

(740)

 

Cedar Ark Law

 

14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali

 

(510)

 

(25) Clothing, footwear, headgear.

 

(540)

 

Walkmates  

 

___________

 

 

(310)

 

RW/T/2019/465

 

(320)

 

25/07/2019

   

(750)

 

WOOLWORTHS PROPRIETARY LIMITED

 

(731)

 

Woolworths House, 93 Longmarket Street, Cape Town, 8000, Western Cape, Republic of South 

Africa

 

(740)

 

Cedar Ark Law

 

14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali

 

(510)

 

(25) Clothing, footwear, headgear.

 

(540)

 

Heat Generation   

 

 

 

___________ 

 

 

(310) RW/T/2019/466 (320) 25/07/2019   

(750) WOOLWORTHS PROPRIETARY LIMITED 

(731) Woolworths House, 93 Longmarket Street, Cape Town, 8000, Western Cape, Republic of South 

Africa 

(740) Cedar Ark Law 

14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali 

(510) (25) Clothing, footwear, headgear. 

(540) BARRIER REEF    

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2019/467 (320) 25/07/2019   

(750) WOOLWORTHS PROPRIETARY LIMITED 

(731) Woolworths House, 93 Longmarket Street, Cape Town, 8000, Western Cape, Republic of South 

Africa 

(740) Cedar Ark Law 

14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali 

(510) (25) Clothing, footwear, headgear. 

(540) Funmates    

___________ 
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(310)
 

RW/T/2019/463
 

(320)
 

25/07/2019
   

(750)
 

WOOLWORTHS PROPRIETARY LIMITED
 

(731)
 

Woolworths House, 93 Longmarket Street, Cape Town, 8000, Western Cape, Republic of South 
Africa

 

(740) Cedar Ark Law 

14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali 

(510) (3) Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and 

abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices., (18) 

Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials and not included in other classes; 

animal skins, hides; trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas and parasols; walking sticks; whips, harness 

and saddlery., (20) Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; goods (not included in other classes) of wood, 

cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum 

and substitutes for all these materials, or of plastics., (21) Household or kitchen utensils and 

containers; combs and sponges; brushes (except paint brushes); brush-making materials; articles for 

cleaning purposes; steelwool; unworked or semi-worked glass (except glass used in building); 

glassware, porcelain and earthenware not included in other classes., (24) Textiles and textile goods, 

not included in other classes; bed covers; table covers., (25) Clothing, footwear, headgear., (29) Meat, 

fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; 

jellies, jams, compotes; eggs; milk and milk products; edible oils and fats., (30) Coffee, tea, cocoa 

and artificial coffee; rice; tapioca and sago; flour and preparations made from cereals; bread, pastry 

and confectionery; ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt; mustard; vinegar, sauces 

(condiments); spices; ice., (31) Grains and agricultural, horticultural and forestry products not 

included in other classes; live animals; fresh fruits and vegetables; seeds; natural plants and flowers; 

foodstuffs for animals; malt. , (32) Beers; mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic 

beverages; fruit beverages and fruit juices; syrups and other preparations for making beverages. and 

(35) Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; offering for sale 

and the sale of goods in the retail and wholesale-trade; management, organisation and operation of 

customer loyalty, incentive or promotional schemes; loyalty card services, loyalty scheme services. 

(540)     

 

  
 

 

 

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2019/487 (320) 30/07/2019   

(750) ITALTILE FRANCHISING (PTY) LIMITED 

(731) Italtile centre, Cnr. William Nicol Drive & peter place, Bryanston,2021, Gauteng, Republic of South 

Africa 

(740) ENSafrica, Kamatamu ,Kacyiru ,Gasabo ,Kigali City 

(510) (11) Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying and ventilating; 

equipment, apparatus and instruments for water supply and sanitary purposes, taps, mixers, toilets, 

baths, bidets, basins and sinks; parts, components, fittings and accessories for all of the aforegoing.  

(540) TIVOLI   

___________ 
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(310)
 

RW/T/2019/468
 

(320)
 

25/07/2019
   

(750)
 

WOOLWORTHS PROPRIETARY LIMITED
 

(731)
 

Woolworths House, 93 Longmarket Street, Cape Town, 8000, Western Cape, Republic of South 
Africa 

(740) Cedar Ark Law 

14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali 

(510) (3) Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and 

abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices., (18) 

Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials and not included in other classes; 

animal skins, hides; trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas and parasols; walking sticks; whips, harness 

and saddlery. , (20) Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; goods (not included in other classes) of wood, 

cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum 

and substitutes for all these materials, or of plastics., (21) Household or kitchen utensils and 

containers; combs and sponges; brushes (except paint brushes); brush-making materials; articles for 

cleaning purposes; steelwool; unworked or semi-worked glass (except glass used in building); 

glassware, porcelain and earthenware not included in other classes., (24) Textiles and textile goods, 

not included in other classes; bed covers; table covers., (25) Clothing, footwear, headgear. and (35) 

Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; offering for sale and 

the sale of goods in the retail and wholesale-trade; management, organisation and operation of 

customer loyalty, incentive or promotional schemes; loyalty card services, loyalty scheme services. 

(540) studio.w    
 

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2019/469 (320) 25/07/2019   

(750) WOOLWORTHS PROPRIETARY LIMITED 

(731) Woolworths House, 93 Longmarket Street, Cape Town, 8000, Western Cape, Republic of South 

Africa 

(740) Cedar Ark Law 

14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali 

(510) (9) Scientific, research, navigation, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, audiovisual, optical, 

weighing, measuring, signaling, detecting, testing, inspecting, life-saving and teaching apparatus and 

instruments;apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, 

regulating or controlling the distribution or use of electricity;apparatus and instruments for recording, 

transmitting, reproducing or processing sound, images or data;recorded and downloadable media, 

computer software, blank digital or analogue recording and storage media;mechanisms for coin-

operated apparatus;cash registers, calculating devices;computers and computer peripheral 

devices;diving suits, divers' masks, ear plugs for divers, nose clips for divers and swimmers, gloves 

for divers, breathing apparatus for underwater swimming;fire-extinguishing apparatus;magnetic data 

carriers, recording discs;smart cards, encoded magnetic cards, credit cards, customer loyalty 

cards;eyewear;cases for eyewear;eyewear accessories;mobile telephone accessories;bags and cases 

specially adapted for holding or carrying portable telephones and telephone equipment and 

accessories., (16) Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other 

classes;printed matter;bookbinding material;photographs;stationery;adhesives for stationery or 

household purposes;artists' materials;paint brushes;typewriters and office requisites (except 

furniture);instructional and teaching material (except apparatus);plastic materials for packaging (not 

included in other classes);printers' type;printing blocks., (35) Advertising; business management; 

business administration; office functions; offering for sale and the sale of goods in the retail and 

wholesale-trade; management, organisation and operation of customer loyalty, incentive or 

promotional schemes; loyalty card services, loyalty scheme services. and (36) Insurance;  financial 

affairs;  monetary affairs; credit and debit card services; real estate affairs; issuing of tokens of value 

in relation to customer loyalty schemes; charitable fundraising services. 

(540) WRewards    

___________ 
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(310) RW/T/2019/470 (320) 25/07/2019   

(750) WOOLWORTHS PROPRIETARY LIMITED 

(731) Woolworths House, 93 Longmarket Street, Cape Town, 8000, Western Cape, Republic of South 

Africa 

(740) Cedar Ark Law 

14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali 

(510) (3) Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and 

abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices., (25) 

Clothing, footwear, headgear. and (35) Advertising; business management; business administration; 

office functions; offering for sale and the sale of goods in the retail and wholesale-trade; management, 

organisation and operation of customer loyalty, incentive or promotional schemes; loyalty card 

services, loyalty scheme services 

(540) JT ONE    
 

__________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2019/471 (320) 25/07/2019   

(750) WOOLWORTHS PROPRIETARY LIMITED 

(731) Woolworths House, 93 Longmarket Street, Cape Town, 8000, Western Cape, Republic of South 

Africa 

(740) Cedar Ark Law 

14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali 

(510) (3) Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and 

abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices., (24) 

Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; bed covers; table covers. and (25) Clothing, 

footwear, headgear. 

(540) RE:   

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2019/472 (320) 25/07/2019   

(750) BONJOUR SANITARY PROJECT CO.LTD 

(731) Huanshi Middle Road,Yuexiu District, Guangzhou, Peoples Republic of China 

(740) Me. GATETE Colin 

NDERA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY 

(510) (5) Sanitary preparation diapers , disinfectants 

(540) ROSEMARY (and logo)   

 
  

 ___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2019/473 (320) 25/07/2019   

(750) NATURE CHEMICAL & TECHNOLOGY CO LTD 

(731) NDERA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) WEN GONG 

NDERA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY 

(510) (2) Binding preparations for paints , bitumen varnish, black japan, bronzing lacquerceramic paints, 

coating for roofing felt, coating, distemper, aluminium paints, Anti-corrosive preparations , anti 

fouling paints, anti rust greases, anti rust oils, anti rust preparations, anti tarnishing preparations for 

metal,enamels,enamels for painting, fireproof paints,flxatives for watercolors, oils for the preservation 

of wood, paints pigments,primers, protective preparations for metals, thickeners for paints 

thinners for paints, turpentine, varnishes, wood coatings. 

(540) NATURE 

 (and logo)   

 

  
 ___________ 
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(310)

 

RW/T/2019/475

 

(320)

 

26/07/2019

   

(750)

 

JYMRS LTD

 

(731)

 

GISENYI, RUBAVU, IBURENGERAZUBA, Rwanda

 

(740)

 

John MURWANASHYAKA

 

GISENYI, RUBAVU, IBURENGERAZUBA

 

(510)

 

(30) Processing maize flour

 

(540)

 

IJWIRYIZA (and logo)  

  

 
 

 

 

___________ 

 
 

(310) RW/T/2019/476 (320) 26/07/2019   

(750) ISONGA SUPER MAIZE FLOUR LTD 

(731) MUHIMA, NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) Felicien TWAGIRAYEZU 

MUHIMA, NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY 

(510) (30) Processing maize flour. 

(540) ISANGO (and logo)   

 
  

 

_________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2019/477 (320) 26/07/2019   

(750) ISONGA SUPER MAIZE FLOUR LTD 

(731) MUHIMA, NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) Felicien TWAGIRAYEZU 

MUHIMA, NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY 

(510) (30) Processing maize flour. 

(540) ISANO (and logo)   

 
  

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2019/480 (320) 29/07/2019   

(750) BAKHRESA FOOD PRODUCTS LIMITED 

(731) P.O. Box 2517,Dar-es-Salaam, United Republic Of Tanzania 

(740) Cedar Ark Law,14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali 

(510) (30) Ice Lolly. 

(540) UKWAJU ICE LOLLY  (and logo)    

 

  
Disclaim the words "ICE LOLLY" separately and apart of 

the mark as a whole 

 

___________ 
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(310)

 

RW/T/2019/481

 

(320)

 

29/07/2019

   

(750)

 

BAKHRESA FOOD PRODUCTS LIMITED

 

(731)

 

P.O. Box 2517,

 

Dar-es-Salaam, United Republic Of Tanzania

 

(740)

 

Cedar Ark Law,14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali

 

(510)

 

(30) Ice Lolly.

 

(540)

 

TAMARIND (and logo)  

 

 
  

 

Disclaim the words "ICE LOLLY" separately and apart of the mark as a whole 

 

___________
 

 

(310) RW/T/2019/482 (320) 30/07/2019   

(750) Petredec International Pte. Ltd 

(731) 8 Eu Tong Sen Street, #17-93, The Central Office 1, 059818, Singapore 

(740) CFL COMPANY LTD 

Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali 

(510) (4) Petroleum; electric energy in all forms; products derived from petroleum and petroleum-based 

preparations; fuels; biofuels; natural gas and petroleum gas of all kinds; lubricants and illuminants; 

industrial oils and greases; fuel gas cartridges; liquid fuels; liquefied petroleum gas; liquefied natural 

gas; gas oil; solidified gas fuel; gas fuels; crude oil; fuels derived from oil; industrial oils and greases; 

base oils; non-chemical additives for use in industry; non-chemical additives to motor fuel, lubricants, 

fuel, oil and other bitumen products., (6) Common metals and their alloys; ores, metal building 

materials; containers and metallic containers including for use in storage and transport; caps, 

containers and cylinders of metal including for use in relation to gas; bottles of metal also for the 

storage of fuel, gas and oil products; metallic fuel tanks; pipes; metallic pipelines; conducts and tubes 

also for gas and petroleum products; parts, accessories and components for the foregoing., (35) Export 

and import services; business management and administration; retail and wholesale services; 

advertising; the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods, enabling customers 

to conveniently view and purchase those goods from a distributor outlet, wholesale outlet or retail 

outlet. and (39) Transportation; collection and delivery services; supply chain logistics; transportation 

logistics; warehousing; storage services; transportation by pipeline; ship brokerage.      

(540) PETREFUEL   

___________ 

 

(310) RW/T/2019/483 (320) 30/07/2019   

(750) Petredec International Pte. Ltd 

(731) 8 Eu Tong Sen Street, #17-93, The Central Office 1, 059818, Singapore 

(740) CFL COMPANY LTD,Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali 

(510) (4) Petroleum; electric energy in all forms; products derived from petroleum and petroleum-based 

preparations; fuels; biofuels; natural gas and petroleum gas of all kinds; lubricants and illuminants; 

industrial oils and greases; fuel gas cartridges; liquid fuels; liquefied petroleum gas; liquefied natural 

gas; gas oil; solidified gas fuel; gas fuels; crude oil; fuels derived from oil; industrial oils and greases; 

base oils; non-chemical additives for use in industry; non-chemical additives to motor fuel, lubricants, 

fuel, oil and other bitumen products., (6) Common metals and their alloys; ores, metal building 

materials; containers and metallic containers including for use in storage and transport; caps, 

containers and cylinders of metal including for use in relation to gas; bottles of metal also for the 

storage of fuel, gas and oil products; metallic fuel tanks; pipes; metallic pipelines; conducts and tubes 

also for gas and petroleum products; parts, accessories and components for the foregoing., (35) Export 

and import services; business management and administration; retail and wholesale services; 

advertising; the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods, enabling customers 

to conveniently view and purchase those goods from a distributor outlet, wholesale outlet or retail 

outlet. and (39) Transportation; collection and delivery services; supply chain logistics; transportation 

logistics; warehousing; storage services; transportation by pipeline; ship brokerage.   

(540) PETREGAZ   
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(310) RW/T/2019/484 (320) 30/07/2019   

(750) Petredec International Pte. Ltd 

(731) 8 Eu Tong Sen Street, #17-93, The Central Office 1, 059818, Singapore 

(740) CFL COMPANY LTD 

Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali 

(510) (4) Petroleum;electric energy in all forms;products derived from petroleum and petroleum-based 

preparations;fuels;biofuels;natural gas and petroleum gas of all kinds;lubricants and 

illuminants;industrial oils and greases;fuel gas cartridges;liquid fuels;liquefied petroleum 

gas;liquefied natural gas;gas oil;solidified gas fuel;gas fuels;crude oil;fuels derived from oil;industrial 

oils and greases;base oils;non-chemical additives for use in industry;non-chemical additives to motor 

fuel, lubricants, fuel, oil and other bitumen products., (6) Common metals and their alloys; ores, metal 

building materials; containers and metallic containers including for use in storage and transport; caps, 

containers and cylinders of metal including for use in relation to gas; bottles of metal also for the 

storage of fuel, gas and oil products; metallic fuel tanks; pipes; metallic pipelines; conducts and tubes 

also for gas and petroleum products; parts, accessories and components for the foregoing., (35) Export 

and import services; business management and administration; retail and wholesale services; 

advertising; the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods, enabling customers 

to conveniently view and purchase those goods from a distributor outlet, wholesale outlet or retail 

outlet. and (39) Transportation; collection and delivery services; supply chain logistics; transportation 

logistics; warehousing; storage services; transportation by pipeline; ship brokerage.   

(540) PETREDEC   

___________ 

 

 

 

 

___________ 

(310) RW/T/2019/488 (320) 31/07/2019   

(750) Petredec International Pte. Ltd 

(731) 8 Eu Tong Sen Street, #17-93, The Central Office 1, 059818, Singapore 

(740) CFL COMPANY LTD 

Building KG11 Av 10, 2nd Floor,Gisimenti, Gasabo, P.O.BOX 1639 Kigali 

(510) (4) Petroleum; electric energy in all forms; products derived from petroleum and petroleum-based 

preparations; fuels; biofuels; natural gas and petroleum gas of all kinds; lubricants and illuminants; 

industrial oils and greases; fuel gas cartridges; liquid fuels; liquefied petroleum gas; liquefied natural 

gas; gas oil; solidified gas fuel; gas fuels; crude oil; fuels derived from oil; industrial oils and greases; 

base oils; non-chemical additives for use in industry; non-chemical additives to motor fuel, lubricants, 

fuel, oil and other bitumen products., (6) Common metals and their alloys; ores, metal building 

materials; containers and metallic containers including for use in storage and transport; caps, 

containers and cylinders of metal including for use in relation to gas; bottles of metal also for the 

storage of fuel, gas and oil products; metallic fuel tanks; pipes; metallic pipelines; conducts and tubes 

also for gas and petroleum products; parts, accessories and components for the foregoing., (35) Export 

and import services; business management and administration; retail and wholesale services; 

advertising; the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods, enabling customers 

to conveniently view and purchase those goods from a distributor outlet, wholesale outlet or retail 

outlet. and (39) Transportation; collection and delivery services; supply chain logistics; transportation 

logistics; warehousing; storage services; transportation by pipeline; ship brokerage.    

(540) PETRELUBE    
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 32 

 

 

MADRID MARKS 

 

 

 

(310) MD/M/1/924729 (320) 05/09/2018   

(750) Sociedad Anónima DAMM 

(731) Calle Roselló, 515 E-08025 BARCELONA, Spain 

(740) DESPACHO GONZALEZ-BUENO, S.L.P. 

Calle Velázquez 19, 2° Dcha. E-28001 Madrid 

(510) (32) Beers, ale and porter, other non-alcoholic beverages, syrups and other preparations for beverages. 

(540) ESTRELLA DAMM  
 

___________

 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1415434 (320) 25/05/2018   

(750) Compagnie des Montres Longines, Francillon S.A. (Longines Watch Co., Francillon Ltd.) 

(731) CH-2610 Saint-Imier, Switzerland 

(740) The Swatch Group AG (The Swatch Group SA) (The Swatch Group Ltd) 

6, Faubourg du Lac CH-2501 Biel/Bienne 

(510) (14) Precious metals and their alloys and goods made of these materials or coated therewith included 

in this class, namely figurines, trophies; jewelry, namely rings, earrings, cuff links, bracelets, charms, 

brooches, chains, necklaces, tie pins, tie clips, jewelry caskets (cases), cases; precious stones, semi-

precious stones; timepieces and chronometric instruments, namely chronometers, chronographs, 

clocks, watches, bracelets, wall clocks, alarm clocks as well as parts and accessories for the aforesaid 

goods, namely hands, anchors, pendulums, barrels, watch cases, watch bracelets, watch dials, 

clockworks, watch chains, movements for timepieces, watch springs, watch glasses, presentation 

cases for timepieces, cases for timepieces. 

(540) ELEGANT FRIDAY  
 

___________

 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1415506 (320) 22/12/2017   

(750) BSB DEVELOPMENT & INVESTMENT COMPANY LIMITED 

(731) 551 Rung Sac Road, Binh An Hamlet, Binh Khanh Ward, Can Gio District Ho Chi Minh City, Viet 

Nam 

(740) INVESTIP 

31 Han Thuyen Street, District 1 Ho Chi Minh City 

(510) (1) Silica, namely precipitated silica, colloidal silica, fumed silica, silica [chemicals for industrial 

purposes]; nano silica, namely nano precipitated silica, nano colloidal silica, nano fumed silica, nano 

silica [chemicals for industrial purposes]. 

(540) BSB (and logo)  

 

  
 

 

 

___________
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 33 

 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1415894 (320) 05/12/2017   

(750) Shen Zhen Square Bottle Company Limited 

(731) C3 Bldg., C District, Lianhe Industrial Area, Nanyue Community, Longgang District,  Longgang 

District, Shenzhen Guangdong, Peoples Republic of China 

(740) Shenzhen Talent Trademark Service 

A, 20/F, Building B, Lvjing Square (NEO), 6009 Shennan Middle Road, Futian District, Shenzhen 

City 518048 Guangdong 

(510) (8) Cutlery. and (21) Works of art of porcelain, terracotta or glass; lunch boxes; cosmetic utensils; 

drinking bottles for travel; daily glassware (including cup, plate, pot, cylinder) (terms too vague in the 

opinion of the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); daily porcelain 

(including pots, bowls, plates, pots, tanks, jars, cans); daily enamel plastic containers (including pots, 

bowls, plates, pots, cups); drug bottle; drinking vessels; toilet utensils. 

(540) UZSPACE (and logo)  

   
 

 

 

___________

 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1416481 (320) 27/04/2018   

(750) LEDGER 

(731) 1 rue du Mail   F-75002 Paris, France 

(740) TMARK CONSEILS, Monsieur Olivier THRIERR 

9 avenue Percier  F-75008 Paris 

(510) (9) Computer peripheral devices; operating systems; Software. 

(540) LEDGER  
 

___________

 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1419005 (320) 18/12/2017   

(750) Assotsiatsiya  "Natsionalniy Koordinatsionniy Tsentr Obrabotki Tranzaktsiy s Pravami i Objektami 

Intellektualnoy Sobstvennosti" 

(731) ul. Nobelya, 5, territoriya Skolkovo innovatsionnogo tsentra RU-143026 Moscow, Russian Federation 

(740) Spilnik Anastasia Alekseevna 

ul. 26-ti Bakinskih komissarov, d. 8, korp. 3, kv. 185 RU-119526 Moscow 

(510) (9) Data processing equipment and computers; software; software and application software for 

computers, notebook computers, cellular phones, smartphones, mobile electronic devices; computer 

software for application and database integration; software and application software for conducting 

studies and management relating to intellectual property; software and application software for 

database management and providing access to databases; software and application software for e-

commerce; software allowing users to perform business transactions via a global computer network; 

software for storage, transmission, listening and viewing audio and video files; software for statistical 

analysis and reporting; downloadable files; electronic publications, downloadable., (35) Business 

management, business administration; business management relating to legal protection accounting 

and commercialization of intellectual property; commercial information agency services; business 

auditing; commercial intermediation services; commercial intermediation services relating to 

management of business operations relating to intellectual property; business management assistance; 

commercial or industrial management assistance; commercial or industrial management assistance, 

namely intangible assets management assistance of commercial or industrial enterprises; commercial 

intermediation services relation to intellectual property commercialization; provision of information 

and advisory services relating to e-commerce; intermediation services relating to e-commerce; 
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business intermediary services relating to preparation, negotiation, conclusion and execution of 

transactions regarding intellectual property; computerized file management; compilation, 

systemization, updating and maintenance of data of information in computer databases and 

directories; business intermediary services relating to the matching of potential private investors with 

entrepreneurs needing funding; business intermediary services relating to the matching of potential 

acquirers of intellectual property; opinion polling; market studies; business information; business 

investigations; studies relating to commercial use of intellectual property; business research; 

marketing research; professional business consultancy; professional business consultancy relating to 

commercial use of intellectual property; marketing; business management of performing artists; 

updating and maintenance of information in registries; organization of exhibitions for commercial or 

advertising purposes; organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; business 

appraisals; data search in computer files, databases and directories for others; providing business 

information via a web site; provision of commercial and business contact information; provision of 

an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; provision of on-line marketplace 

for third parties for concluding commercial transactions relating to intellectual property; economic 

forecasting; sales promotion for others; advertising; on-line advertising on a computer network; 

compilation of statistics; business inquiries; negotiation of business contracts for others; negotiation 

and conclusion of commercial transactions for third parties; drawing up of statements of accounts; 

book-keeping; accounting consultancy relating to taxation; financial records management., (36) 

Appraisal of intellectual property; financial evaluation and analysis; investment, financial operations 

relating to intellectual property; financial arrangement relating to intellectual property; financial 

affairs; insurance underwriting; monetary affairs; financial analysis; financial management; 

investment brokerage; art brokerage; financial services and financial consultancy relating to taxation; 

financial planning services relating to taxation; financial planning and advisory services relating to 

investment; investment of funds; organization of charitable collections; investment fund management; 

electronic funds transfer; surety services; securities brokerage; providing financial information via a 

web site; financial sponsorship; financial management of reimbursement payments for others; 

provident fund services; financing services; capital investment; exchange mediation; online brokerage 

relating to financial operations, financial evaluation, analysis, investment, financial arrangement and 

taxation regarding intellectual property; providing information and consultancy services relating to 

the aforementioned services., (38) Telecommunications; providing access to databases; providing 

Internet chatrooms; providing telecommunication channels for providing information about 

intellectual property; providing access to e-commerce platforms on the Internet; message sending; 

computer aided transmission of messages and images; transmission of digital files; providing online 

forums; radio broadcasting; wireless broadcasting; television broadcasting; video-on-demand and 

music-on-demand transmission; teleconferencing services; streaming of data., (41) Education; 

providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; production of music; providing 

on-line electronic publications, not downloadable; organization of public performance of music; 

organization of public performance of motion pictures, video records of stage shows, entertainment 

events and shows; production of television programmes; correspondence courses; organization of 

exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; providing recreation facilities; arranging and 

conducting of colloquiums; arranging and conducting of congresses; arranging and conducting of 

conferences; arranging and conducting of concerts; arranging and conducting of workshops [training]; 

arranging and conducting of seminars; arranging and conducting of symposiums; organization of 

competitions [education or entertainment]; providing on-line videos, not downloadable; providing on-

line music, not downloadable; providing television programs, not downloadable, via video-on-

demand transmission services; providing films, not downloadable, via video-on-demand transmission 

services; cinema presentations; rental of sound recordings, motion pictures and videotapes; on-line 

publication of electronic books and journals; publication of texts, other than publicity texts; karaoke 

services; recording studio services; production of shows; movie studio services., (42) Design and 

development of computer hardware and software; computer system analysis; installation of computer 

software; software as a service [SaaS]; software as a service [SaaS] for application and database 

integration, database management and providing access to databases; software as a service [SaaS] for 

conducting studies and management relating to intellectual property; software as a service [SaaS] for 

e-commerce; software as a service [SaaS], enabling users to perform electronic business transactions 

via a global computer network; software as a service [SaaS] for storage, transmission, listening and 
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viewing audio and video files; software as a service [SaaS] for statistical analysis and reporting; 

maintenance of computer software; providing search engines for the Internet; conversion of computer 

programs and data, other than physical conversion; computer system design; rental of web servers; 

rental of computer software; hosting computer sites [web sites]; server hosting; computer software 

design; creating and designing website-based indexes of information for others [information 

technology services]; computer programming; off-site data backup; data encryption services; hosting 

e-commerce platforms on the Internet; providing information and consultancy services relating to the 

aforementioned services. and (45) Legal services; arbitration services; legal research; monitoring 

intellectual property rights for legal advisory purposes; intellectual property consultancy; licensing of 

intellectual property; legal administration of licenses; litigation services; alternative dispute resolution 

services; mediation; copyright and ancillary rights management; industrial property rights 

management; intellectual property rights management; legal administration of intangible assets; legal 

services relating to preparing and concluding of contracts for others; providing information and 

consultancy services relating to the aforementioned services; legal services related to collective 

intellectual property rights management. 

(540) IPCHAIN (and logo)  

 
  

 

 

 

___________

 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1419046 (320) 07/12/2017   

(750) Xiaomi Inc. 

(731) Floor 13,  Rainbow City Shopping Mall II of China Resources, No. 68 Qinghe Middle Street, Haidian 

District Beijing, Peoples Republic of China 

(740) Beijing Sunland Law Firm 

31/F, Beijing Silver Tower, No. 2 Dong San Huan North Road, Chaoyang District Beijing 

(510) (9) Computers; mobile telephones; headphones; cameras; surveying apparatus and instruments; 

stereoscopes; chips [integrated circuits]; sensors; video screens; remote control apparatus; theft 

prevention installations, electric; chargers for electric batteries; wires, electric; pedometers; 

spectacles; computer software applications, downloadable; drive recorder; facsimile machines. 

(540) MI MIX (and logo)  

 

  
 

 

 

___________

(310) MD/M/1/1419517 (320) 28/03/2018   

(750) EXACOMPTA 

(731) 138-140 quai de Jemmapes F-75010 PARIS, France 

(740) 24 IP Law Group France 

48 rue Saint-Honoré,  5ème étage Paris F-75001 

(510) (16) Writing materials; display binders; stationery and office requisites made of paper; storage 

containers; personalized photo albums; adhesive sheets for stationery; files; hanging folders; pocket 

notebooks; letter racks; office machines; boxes, cases and sets for stationery; notepads; desktop 

business card holders; index cards [stationery]; sorting folders of paper; organizers for stationery use; 

pads [stationery]; stationery and school supplies; index dividers; desktop document holders; cabinets 

for stationery [office requisites]; paper folders; gums [adhesives] for stationery or household purposes; 

calendars in the form of desk mats; document holders (stationery); scratch pads; document sorting 

trays; registry files; labels of paper; correcting and erasing instruments; office apparatus for 

assembling documents; receipt books; tablecloths of paper; writing files; table napkins of paper; blank 

notebooks for use as personal diaries; staples for offices; office requisites for storage; marking tabs; 

covers [stationery]; personal organizers; document trays; badges of paper; rollers for cash registers; 

photograph albums and albums for collectors; index files; drawing instruments; sets for writing 
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instruments; drawing pads; cardboard place mats; stationery; exercise book covers; desk diaries; paper 

rolls for printers; manila folders; folders for papers; diaries and newspapers; desk calendars; stamping 

and writing instruments; page dividers for notebooks; monthly planners; file cabinets [office 

requisites]; binders for office use; printing and binding materials; printed matter; paper file jackets; 

works of art, figurines of paper and cardboard, architects' models; note-taking pads comprising lined 

sheets; wall calendars; glue for stationery or household purposes; thumbtacks [stationery]; place mats 

of paper; thumbtacks [drawing pins]; file pockets for stationery use; files [binders] for letters; letter 

trays; school supplies; office supplies; file folders; white boards; envelopes [stationery]; lever arch 

files; desk organizers; sketchbooks; reinforced tabs [stationery]; paper filtering materials; gluten 

[glue] for stationery or household purposes; document sorters [office requisites]; letter trays for 

offices; document files [stationery]; annual planners; stationery articles for gifts; magnetic boards for 

scheduling activities and appointments; ledgers [books]; notebooks; day planners; pocket diaries; 

transparencies (stationery) of plastic; sheets for note taking; loose-leaf pads; manifolds [stationery]; 

mail holders; indexes; archiving boxes; paper and cardboard; transparencies [stationery]; stands for 

files; ring binders; table linen of paper; stickers [stationery]; printing products (printed matter); 

logbooks [accounting]; binders [office requisites]; pocket calendars; office requisites except furniture; 

accounting ledgers [books]; paper rolls for calculating machines; writing books; drawing pads, 

painters' easels, modelling wax not for dental use, apparatus for mounting photographs, placards of 

paper or cardboard, inkstand, signboard of paper or cardboard, drawing materials, materials for 

writing / writing materials, engravings / engraved works of art, materials for modeling / modeling 

materials, modeling paste, drawing boards, engraving plates, photograph stands, stands for pens and 

pencils, pictures (paintings), framed or unframed / paintings (pictures), framed or unframed; 

blackboards; letter sleeves of paper; diaries (planners); teaching equipment; whiteboards with 

magnetic properties; logbooks; school writing books; sleeves for files (stationery); printing paper; 

printed calendars; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; writing or drawing books; fasteners 

for paper sheets [stationery]; guest books; paper fasteners; boxes for stationery; blank notebooks; 

expandable sorters; pastes and other adhesives for stationery or household purposes; spiral notebooks; 

stationery; sheets [stationery]; dividers; document cases (stationery); accounting pads., (18) Wheeled 

suitcases; shoulder bags; document cases; backpacks; satchels; luggage; diplomatic cases; luggage, 

bags, wallets; purses / coin purses, attaché cases, trunks, card cases (wallets), traveling sets 

(leatherware), suitcases; travel luggage; attaché cases; hand luggage; small clutch handbags; business 

card cases; portfolios; suitcases with wheels; shoulder bags; school satchels; rucksacks on casters; 

conference folders. and (40) Printing of images on objects; silkscreen printing; printing, and 

photographic and cinematographic development; treatment of paper; printing services linked to 

stationery; customized printing of company names and logos on third-party goods for promotional 

and advertising purposes; digital printing; printing services; offset printing; binding of documents; 

printing of photographic images from digital media; 3D printing services; printing of documents from 

digital media. 

(540) EXACOMPTA  
 

___________

(310) MD/M/1/1422800 (320) 11/05/2018   

(750) FERRERO S.P.A. 

(731) Piazzale Pietro Ferrero, 1 I-12051 ALBA, CUNEO, Italy 

(740) Jacobacci & Partners S.p.A.Corso Emilia, 8 I-10152 Torino 

(510) (30) Pastries; confectionery; biscuits; wafers; baked products; sweets [candy]; cereal bars; cereal-

based snack food; cocoa; cocoa-based products; cocoa-based beverages; chocolate; chocolate 

products; ice cream. 

(540) Kinder bueno (and logo) 

 

  
 

___________
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(310) MD/M/1/1419536 (320) 21/12/2017   

(750) Bayer Aktiengesellschaft 

(731) Kaiser-Wilhelm-Allee 51373 Leverkusen, Germany 

(740) Bayer Aktiengesellschaft 

Kaiser-Wilhelm-Allee 51373 Leverkusen 

(510) (1) Chemicals used in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and 

forestry; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures; fire extinguishing compositions; 

tempering and soldering preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning 

substances; adhesives used in industry; growing media, fertilisers and chemicals for use in agriculture, 

horticulture and forestry; chemicals for use in aquaculture; chemical preparations for the treatment of 

seeds; chemical substances, chemical materials and chemical preparations, and natural fertilisers; 

plant growth regulating preparations., (3) Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry 

use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; non-medicated soaps; perfumery, 

essential oils, non-medicated cosmetics, non-medicated hair lotions; non-medicated dentifrices., (5) 

Medical preparations; veterinary preparations; pharmaceutical preparations; pharmaceuticals and 

natural remedies; dietary supplements and dietetic preparations; dietary supplements for humans and 

animals; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; sanitary 

preparations and articles; disinfectants and antiseptics; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides; 

herbicides; medicated and sanitising soaps and detergents; medical dressings, coverings and 

applicators; pest control preparations and articles; plasters, materials for dressings; material for 

stopping teeth, dental wax., (9) Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, 

optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking (supervision), life- saving and teaching apparatus 

and instruments; recorded content; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; software; computer 

software; application software; information technology and audio-visual, multimedia and 

photographic devices; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; 

optical devices, enhancers and correctors; scientific research and laboratory apparatus, educational 

apparatus and simulators; data processing equipment; computers., (10) Surgical, medical, dental and 

veterinary apparatus and instruments; medical and veterinary apparatus and instruments; prosthetics 

and artificial implants; artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; orthopedic articles; orthopedic and mobility 

aids; therapeutic and assistive devices adapted for the disabled; physical therapy equipment; massage 

apparatus; apparatus, devices and articles for nursing infants., (31) Raw and unprocessed agricultural, 

aquacultural, horticultural and forestry products; raw and unprocessed grains and seeds; fresh fruits 

and vegetables, fresh herbs; natural plants and flowers; bulbs, seedlings and seeds for planting; 

foodstuffs and beverages for animals; agricultural and aquacultural crops, horticulture and forestry 

products; foodstuffs and fodder for animals; fodder; animal foodstuffs., (35) Advertising, marketing 

and promotional consultancy, advisory and assistance services; business administration; business 

management; business advice; business consulting; business assistance, management and 

administrative services; business analysis, research and information services; advertising and 

promotion services and related consulting; provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers 

of goods and services; sales promotions for others; retail and wholesale services in relation to medical 

preparations, veterinary preparations, pharmaceutical preparations, pharmaceuticals and natural 

remedies, dietary supplements and dietetic preparations, dietary supplements for humans and animals, 

dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies, sanitary 

preparations and articles, disinfectants and antiseptics, preparations for destroying vermin, fungicides, 

herbicides, medicated and sanitising soaps and detergents, medical dressings, coverings and 

applicators, pest control preparations and articles, plasters, materials for dressings, material for 

stopping teeth, dental wax., (41) Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural 

activities; publishing and reporting; entertainment, education and instruction services., (42) Scientific 

and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 

services; design and development of computer hardware and software; science and technology 

services; information technology [IT] consulting services; software development, programming and 

implementation; software research; design, development and implementation of software. and (44) 

Medical services; veterinary services; hygienic and beauty care for human beings; hygienic and beauty 

care for animals; agriculture, aquaculture, horticulture and forestry services; human healthcare 

services; animal healthcare services. 
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(540)

 

BAYER (and logo)

  

 

  
 

 

 

___________

(310) MD/M/1/1424472 (320) 17/03/2018   

(750) Colgate-Palmolive Company 

(731) 300 Park Avenue New York, NY 10022, U.S.A. 

(740) Nadine Jacobson Fross Zelnick Lehrman & Zissu, P.C. 

4 Times Square, 17th Floor New York NY 10036 

(510) (3) Toothpaste, mouthwash, cosmetic teeth whiteners. and (21) Toothbrushes, interdental cleaners, 

dental floss. 

(540)  

 

  
 

___________

 

 

 

 

  

(310) MD/M/1/1424461 (320) 03/05/2018   

(750) APPLE INC. 

(731) One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014, U.S.A. 

(740) Thomas R. La Perle 

One Apple Park Way, MS 169-3IPL Cupertino CA 95014 

(510) (9) Software for video, image, audio, and music recognition and identification; databases containing 

downloadable recorded music files; downloadable audio, video and multimedia content; application 

development software; computer game software featuring music quizzes; user interfaces for on-board 

motor vehicle computers and electronic devices, namely electronic control panels, monitors, 

touchscreens, remote controls, docking stations, connectors, switches, and voice activated controls; 

computer software enabling viewer of radio, television or streaming programs, films, or audio/visual 

entertainment or information content to access, online or via mobile phone or computer, interactive 

audio and visual entertainment or information content, offers or competitions or retail service 

providers; software for accessing information relating to music and audio and visual content; software 

enabling discovery, interaction with, and sharing of audio, video, printed, multimedia or augmented 

reality content., (38) Messaging services; broadcasting and transmission of voice data, images, music 

audio, video, multimedia, television and radio by means of telecommunications networks, computer 

networks, the internet, satellite, radio, wireless communications networks, television and cable; 

providing access to matching content, websites and portals for the transfer of music, audio, video, and 

multimedia by means of telecommunications networks, computer networks, the internet, satellite, 

radio, wireless communications networks, television and cable; providing access to websites, 

databases, electronic bulletin boards, on-line forums, directories, music and video and audio 
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________

 

 

(310) MD/M/1/1426859 (320) 03/05/2018   

(750) Apple Inc. 

(731) One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014, U.S.A. 

(740) Thomas R. LaPerle Apple Inc. 

One Apple Park Way, MS 169-3IPL Cupertino CA 95104 

(510) (9) Software for video, image, audio, and music recognition and identification; databases containing 

downloadable recorded music files; downloadable audio, video and multimedia content; application 

development software; computer game software featuring music quizzes; user interfaces for on-board 

motor vehicle computers and electronic devices, namely electronic control panels, monitors, 

touchscreens, remote controls, docking stations, connectors, switches, and voice activated controls; 

computer software enabling viewer of radio, television or streaming programs, films, or audiovisual 

entertainment or information content to access, online or via mobile phone or computer, interactive 

audio and visual entertainment or information content, offers or competitions or retail service 

providers; software for accessing information relating to music and audio and visual content; software 

enabling discovery, interaction with, and sharing of audio, video, printed, multimedia or augmented 

reality content., (38) Messaging services; broadcasting and transmission of voice data, images, music 

audio, video, multimedia, television and radio by means of telecommunications networks, computer 

networks, the Internet, satellite, radio, wireless communications networks, television and cable; 

matching users for the transfer of music, audio, video, and multimedia by means of 

telecommunications networks, computer networks, the Internet, satellite, radio, wireless 

communications networks, television and cable; providing access to websites, databases, electronic 

bulletin boards, on-line forums, directories, music and video and audio programs. and (41) Arranging, 

organizing, conducting and presenting concerts, live performances, entertainment special events, arts 

and cultural events, festivals, and sporting events; production, distribution, and presentation of radio 

programs, music, television programs, motion pictures and sound recordings; providing via websites 

entertainment and music; providing information, schedules, reviews and personalized 

recommendations of entertainment, motion pictures, concerts, live performances, competitions, fairs, 

festivals, exhibitions, expositions and sporting events; publication and presentation of reviews, 

surveys, posting and sharing of reviews, survey and ratings relating to entertainment, concerts, live 

performances, competitions, fairs, festivals, and exhibitions and ratings, provided via interactive 

websites and computer applications; providing online interactive information in the field of music, 

entertainment and films. 

(540) SHAZAM  

    

 

___________

programs. and (41) Arranging, organizing, conducting and presenting concerts, live performances, 

entertainment special events, arts and cultural events, festivals, and sporting events; production, 
distribution, and presentation of radio programs, music, television programs, motion pictures and 

sound recordings; providing entertainment and musical entertainment services via a website; 

providing information, schedules, reviews and personalized recommendations of entertainment, 

motion pictures, concerts, live performances, competitions, fairs, festivals, exhibitions, expositions 
and sporting events; publication and presentation of reviews, surveys, and ratings, and providing the 

posting and sharing of reviews, survey and ratings relating to entertainment, concerts, live 

performances, competitions, fairs, festivals, and exhibitions via interactive websites and computer 
applications; providing online interactive information in the field of music, entertainment and films.

 

(540)
 

S (and logo)
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(310) MD/M/1/1428548 (320) 30/11/2017   

(750) BİLCE TEKSTİL SANAYİ VE DIŞ TİCARET ANONİM ŞİRKETİ 

(731) Eski Edirne Asfaltı 34. Sk. No:3 Sultançiftliği İSTANBUL, Turkey 

(740) PATENT-İŞ SINAİ MÜLKİYET HİZMETLERİ LİMİTED ŞİRKETİ 

Ataköy 7-8. Kısım, Palmiye Sitesi,  D-28/B Blok, D:11 Ataköy Bakırköy / ISTANBUL 

(510) (18) Unworked or semi-worked leather and animal skins, imitations of leather, stout leather, leather 

used for linings, goods made of leather, imitations of leather or other materials, designed for carrying 

items, included in this class; bags, wallets, boxes and trunks made of leather or stout leather; key 

cases, trunks [luggage], suitcases, umbrellas; parasols; sun umbrellas; walking sticks, whips; harness; 

saddlery; stirrups; straps of leather (saddlery)., (25) Clothing, including underwear and outerwear, 

other than special purpose protective clothing, socks, mufflers [clothing], shawls, bandanas, scarves, 

belts [clothing], footwear, shoes, slippers, sandals, headgear, hats, caps with visors, berets, caps 

[headwear], skull caps. and (35) Advertising, marketing and public relations; organization of 

exhibitions and trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; design for advertising; provision 

of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services, office functions; secretarial 

services; arranging newspaper subscriptions for others; compilation of statistics; rental of office 

machines; systemization of information into computer databases; telephone answering for unavailable 

subscribers, business management, business administration and business consultancy; accounting; 

commercial consultancy services; personnel recruitment, personnel placement, employment agencies, 

import-export agencies; temporary personnel placement services, auctioneering, the bringing 

together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods, namely, unworked or semi-worked leather 

and animal skins, imitations of leather, stout leather, leather used for linings, goods made of leather, 

imitations of leather or other materials, designed for carrying items, bags, wallets, boxes and trunks 

made of leather or stout leather, key cases, trunks, suitcases, umbrellas, parasols, sun umbrellas, 

walking sticks, whips, harness, saddlery, stirrups, straps of leather, clothing, including underwear and 

outerwear, other than special purpose protective clothing, socks, mufflers, shawls, bandanas, scarves, 

belts, footwear, shoes, slippers, sandals, headgear, hats, caps with visors, berets, caps, skull caps, 

enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods, such services may be provided 

by retail stores, wholesale outlets, by means of electronic media or through mail order catalogues. 

(540) bilcee (and logo)  

 

  
 

 

 

___________
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(310) MD/M/1/1429255 (320) 23/03/2018   

(750) OZ TREYLER VE DAMPER INSAAT TAAHHUT SANAYI VE TICARET LIMITED SIRKETI 

(731) Balcik Koyu Merkez Mah. Organize Cad. No:62 Gebze Kocaeli, Turkey 

(740) SAYGIN PATENT MARKA VE TASARIM DANISMANLIK HIZMETLERI TICARET LIMITED 

SIRKETI 

Deluxia Palace No:5 D:27 Bati Atasehir Istanbul 

(510) (12) Motor land vehicles, motorcycles, mopeds; engines and motors for land vehicles; clutches for 

land vehicles; transmissions, transmission belts and transmission chains for land vehicles; gearing for 

land vehicles; brakes, brake discs and brake linings for land vehicles; vehicle chassis, automobile 

bonnets, vehicle suspension springs, shock absorbers for automobiles, gearboxes for land vehicles, 

steering wheels for vehicles, rims for vehicle wheels; bicycles and their bodies; handlebars and 

mudguards for bicycles; vehicle bodies; tipping bodies for trucks; trailers for tractors; frigorific bodies 

for land vehicles; trailer hitches for vehicles; vehicle seats; head-rests for vehicle seats; safety seats 

for children, for vehicles; seat covers for vehicles; vehicle covers, shaped; sun-blinds adapted for 

vehicles; direction signals and arms for direction signals for vehicles; windscreen wipers and wiper 

arms for vehicles; inner and outer tires for vehicle wheels; tubeless tires; tire-fixing sets comprised of 

tire patches and tire valves for vehicles; windows for vehicles, safety windows for vehicles, rearview 

mirrors and wing mirrors for vehicles; anti-skid chains for vehicles; luggage carriers for vehicles; 

bicycle and ski carriers for cars; saddles for bicycles or motorcycles; air pumps for vehicles, for 

inflating tires; anti-theft alarms for vehicles, horns for vehicles; safety belts for vehicle seats, air bags, 

safety devices for automobiles; baby carriages, wheelchairs, pushchairs; wheelbarrows; shopping 

carts; single or multi-wheeled wheelbarrows; shopping trolleys; grocery carts; handling carts; rail 

vehicles, namely, locomotives; trains; trams; waggons; cable cars; chairlifts; vehicles for locomotion 

by water and their parts, other than their motors and engines; vehicles for locomotion by air and their 

parts, other than their motors and engines. 

(540) OZTREYLER birlikte güçlüyüz (and logo)  

 

  
 

 

 

___________

 

(310) MD/M/1/1432405 (320) 28/03/2018   

(750) F Intressenter 3 AB 

(731) Box 16066 SE-103 22 Stockholm, Sweden 

(740) Advokatfirman Vinge KB 

Box 1703 SE-111 87 Stockholm 

(510) (6) Steel belts for manufacturing wood based panels, chemicals, paper, thin film, bread, biscuits, 

chocolate, tiles, laminates, composites, paper board; steel belts for test equipment and wind tunnels; 

sintered metallic bodies; sheets and plates of metal for use in construction and transportation, 

manufactured in scattering and pressing processes with temperature, pressure and residence time., (7) 

Sulphur (sulfur) forming, wet prilling, granulating and handling machinery; sulphur (sulfur) remelting 

machine and contaminant remover; power operated cutting and welding tools for treating of metallic 

sheet material; power operated machines for chemical-, food- and agrochemical production of 

granulates or pastilles; machines and machine tools for treatment of materials and for manufacturing; 

machines for processing food stuffs and pulp; machines and parts thereof for treatment of liquid 

chemicals, petrochemicals, sulphur (sulfur) and food stuff, goods sold as a process solution therefor; 

machines and parts thereof for transforming liquid chemicals, petrochemicals, sulphur (sulfur) and 

food stuff into solid form, goods sold as a process solution therefor; shaping and moulding machines; 

drying machines; mechanical winders; spray moulding machines; conveyors and conveyors belts., 

(11) Heating apparatus and parts thereof in this class; furnaces (not for experimental purposes); steam 

generating, boiling, cooling, freezing, drying, ventilation and casting apparatus; thick film heating 

elements; drying machines, not laundry tumblers [heat dryers] or laundry drier cabinets; electrical 

furnaces in the form of electrically heated resistance elements and apparatus for the destruction of 
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gaseous impurities; electrical furnaces and refractory supports and bricks for insulation of resistance 

heating elements; thick film heating elements, radiation elements; parts and fittings included in this 

class for all the aforesaid goods., (37) Rental, installation, maintenance and repair services relating to 

steel belts, machines and machine tools for treatment of materials and for manufacturing, power 

operated machines, drying machines and dryers. and (42) Engineering design, development and 

integration in the areas of sulphur (sulfur) forming, granulating and handling machinery, and technical 

consultancy relating thereto.
 

(540)
 

ipco 
  

    

 

___________

 

(310) MD/M/1/1444837 (320) 05/09/2018   

(750) KANSAI PAINT CO., LTD. 

(731) 33-1, Kanzaki-cho, Amagasaki-shi Hyogo 661-8555, Japan 

(740) RAI RYOSUKE 

WENPING INTERNATIONAL PATENT & TRADEMARK FIRM 8F Wenping Kanda Bldg., 6-7 

Kanda-Kajicho 3-chome, Chiyoda-ku Tokyo 101-0045 

(510) (2) Paints; varnishes; lacquers; pigments; thinners for paints. and (3) Paint stripping preparations; rust 

removing preparations; soap for industrial purpose; windshield cleaning liquids; shampoos; polishing 

powders; liquid soap. 

(540) KANSAI PAINT (and logo)  

 

  
 

 

 

___________ 
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III.APPROVED TRADEMARKS 

                                         

 

 

(111) 61/2018 (151) 01/08/2019 

 (750) INOZAMISANGO LTD 

(731) KAGUNGA, GIKONDO, Rwanda 

(740) MUHIRE ALOYS 

              RUKIRI 1, REMERA, GASABO, M.V.K 

(511) (33) Alcoholic beverages (except beers). 

(510) Int Class 33 

(540) IZIMANO IWACU (and logo) 

   
 

Disclaime Words''IZIMANO'' and ''IWACU'' separately and apart from the mark as whole  

 

___________ 

 

(111) 256/2018 (151) 01/08/2019 

 (750) SRI INVESTMENTS LTD 

(731) Gasabo, Remera, Rwanda 

(740) CHIRAG DASWANI 

              REMERA, KIGALI CITY 

(511) (36) Commercial building. 

(510) Int Class 36 

(540) THE CENTER 

There is no exclusive right shall be given to the registration and use of the word CENTER separately and apart from the 

mark as a whole  

___________ 

 

 

(111) 418/2018 (151) 01/08/2019 

 (750) AFRICAN SOLUTIONS PRIVATE (AFRISOL) 

(731) REMERA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) HUBERT KWIZERA 

Kinyinya, Gasabo, Kigali 

(511) (25) Clothing, Footwear, headgear, Tee-shirts, Jackets, trousers. (31) Animal foodstuffs, animal fattening 

preparations, meal for animals, fish meal for animal consumption. and (32) Waters, Water, soft drink mineral water, non-

alcoholic fruit juices beverages, non alcoholic fruit extracts.  

(510) Int Class 25, 31 and 32 

(540) AFRISOL (and logo) 

   
 

___________ 
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(111) 420/2018 (151) 05/08/2019 

 (750) AFRICAN SOLUTIONS PRIVATE (AFRISOL) 

(731) REMERA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) HUBERT KWIZERA 

Kinyinya, Gasabo, Kigali 

(511) (25) Clothing, footwear, headgear, tee-shirts, Jackets, (29) Fish not live, milk, eggs, pork, poultry, not live., (30) 

chips cereal preparations, cereal-based snack food, flower, (31) Animals foodstuffs, live animal and (32) waters, non-

alcoholic fruit juices 

(510) Int Class 25, 29, 30, 31 and 32 

(540) AFRICAN SOLUTION  

Disclaim the words''African'' and ''Solution'' separately and apart from the mark as a whole  

 

___________ 

 

(111) 490/2018 (151) 01/08/2019 

(750) ANGELA PARTNERS LTD 

(731) MUHIMA, NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) MUKANTAGANDA Yoranda 

GATENGA, KICUKIRO, KIGALI CITY 

(511) (30) Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, artificial coffee; flour and 

                     Preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery, ices; honey, 

                     treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt, mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); 

                     spices; ice 

(510) Int Class 30 

(540) UJIGALI (and logo) 

   
 

Disclaim the word ''UJIGALI'' separately and apart from the mark as a whole  

 

 

___________ 

 

(111) 492/2018 (151) 01/08/2019 

(750) AKAZUBA TRADERS LTD 

(731) RUNDA, KAMONYI AMAJYEPFO, Rwanda 

(740) JAMES NTAGANDA 

MASAKA, KICUKIRO, KIGALI CITY 

(511) (30) Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, artificial coffee; flour and 

                     Preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and confectionery, ices; honey, 

                     treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt, mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); 

                     spices; ice. 

(510) Int Class 30 

(540) AKAZUBA (and logo) 

   
___________ 
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(111) 616/2018 (151) 01/08/2019 

(750) TIANJIN MACHINERY IMPORT AND EXPORT CORPORATION 

(731) 75, JIAN SHE ROAD, HE PING DISTRICT, TIANJIN, Peoples Republic of China 

(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd 

Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 

(511) (8) Hoes [hand  tools]; Agricultural  implements, hand-operated; Picks [hand  tools]; Sickles;  Shovels [hand  tools]; 

Ploughs (hand  tools); Agricultural  forks [hand  tools]; Rakes [hand  tools]; Grafting  tools [hand tools]; Fruit pickers [hand 

tools]; Insecticide sprayers [hand tools]; Garden tools, hand-operated; Axes; Adze; Machetes. 

(510) Int Class 8 

(540) COCK BRAND (and logo) 

   
 

There is no exclusive right shall given to the registration and use of the word ''Brand'' separately and apart from the mark as 

a whole  

 

 

___________ 

 

(111) 723/2018 (151) 01/08/2019 

 (750) IKOSORA DRINKS LTD 

(731) REMERA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) INGABIRE Eugenie 

GASTATA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY 

(511) (33) Alcoholic beverages (except beers). 

(510) Int Class 33 

(540) BERWA (and logo) 

   
                         

 ___________ 

 

 

(111) 725/2018 (151) 01/08/2019 

(750) British American Tobacco (Brands) Limited 

(731) Globe House, 4 Temple Place, London WC2R 2PG, United Kingdom 

(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd 

              Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 

(511) (34) Cigarettes; tobacco, raw or manufactured; roll your own tobacco; pipe tobacco; tobacco products; tobacco 

substitutes  (not for medical purposes); cigars; cigarillos; cigarette lighters; cigar lighters; matches; smokers' articles; 

cigarette paper; cigarette tubes; cigarette filters; pocket apparatus for rolling cigarettes; hand held machines for injecting 

tobacco into paper tubes; electronic cigarettes; liquids for electronic cigarettes; tobacco products for the purpose of being 

heated. 

(510) Int Class 34 

(540) JOHN PLAYER SPECIAL RED 

 

                           

___________ 
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(111) 12/2019 (151) 01/08/2019 

(750) Johnson & Johnson 

(731) One Johnson & Johnson Plaza, New Brunswick, New Jersey 08933, U.S.A. 

(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd 

Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 

(511) (36) Providing funding for medical research in the field of infectious diseases and general health care., (41) 

Providing educational information to health care professionals and patients in the field of infectious diseases and general 

health care; providing educational courses and training for health care professionals in the area of clinical management.  and 

(44) Providing health information and health education via mobile phones, web-based platforms, and the Internet; providing 

a web-based program allowing health care professionals to manage patient treatment. 

(510) Int Class 36, 41 and 44 

(540) CONNECT FOR LIFE 

    ___________ 

  

(111) 16/2019 (151) 05/08/2019 

 (750) MAISON SAINTE RITA LTD 

(731) Gihundwe, Rusizi, Western Province, Rwanda 

(740) NYIRABASHONGORE LAETITIA 

Rusizi, Gihundwe, Western Province 

(511) (32) Beer, Fruits Juices and (33) Alcoholic beverages containing fruits 

(510) Int Class 32 and 33 

(540) NTUGASAZE (and logo) 

   

  
                          

___________ 

 

(111) 17/2019 (151) 05/08/2019 

 (750) PRETE GROUPE Ltd 

(731) GATSATA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) Marie Prete MUTONIWASE 

GATSATA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY 

(511) (33) Alchoholic beverages (except beers). 

(510) Int Class 33 

(540) KARASESEKAYE (and logo) 

   

 
___________ 

 

(111) 19/2019 (151) 05/08/2019 

(750) ALFA HOLDING LTD 

(731) GASABO, NDERA, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) Ali Mohammed Somji, GASABO, NDERA, KIGALI CITY 

(511) (9) Cables, eletric. 

(510) Int Class 9 

(540) ALFA HOLDINGS (and logo) 

   
Disclaim the word "Holdings" separately and apart of the mark as a whole  

 

 ___________ 
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(111) 20/2019 (151) 05/08/2019 

 (750) ASSA ABLOY AB 

(731) P.O. Box 70340, SE-107 23, Stockholm, Sweden 

(740) Blessed Law Firm LtdNartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BO 3786 Kigali 

(511) (6) Locks, padlocks and lock goods, also including lock cases, lock cylinders; striking plates, keys and key blanks; 

safes and safety boxes; doors, gates, barriers and windows; door viewers; frames, hinges, knobs and handles; door, gate and 

barrier closers (not electric); emergency and panic devices for doors and windows; fittings and mountings for doors, gates, 

barriers and windows as well as other door, gates, barriers and window hardware; parts for all the aforesaid goods being 

goods in class 6; all the aforesaid goods being of metal or predominantly of metal. and (9) Electric, electronic and 

electromechanical locks and lock goods, also including electronic lock cylinders, digital door lock, electric striking plates; 

door magnets, electronic keys, key cards, also including electronic or magnetic access control cards and smart cards; key 

card readers, also including electronic or magnetic access control card readers and smart card readers; units for programming 

locks, lock cylinders, keys, key cards, key card readers and safes; electric and electromechanical door, gate, barrier and 

window hardware; electronic and magnetic sensors; electronic combination safes; CCTV systems and devices; electric, 

electronic and electromechanical access control apparatus and systems; electronic and digital door viewers; security or alarm 

apparatus and systems; apparatus and systems for providing identification and authentication data for near field 

communication (NFC) tags, digital keys and identity data; apparatus and systems for implementing access control 

functionality for identity verification and access or denial of access to digital data, physical premises or computer networks; 

apparatus and instruments for recording, monitoring, signaling and checking, also including checking and/or controlling 

people's movement within, entrance to and exit from buildings and through doors, gates, barriers and/or for use with locks; 

magnetic and electronic identity cards; magnetic data carriers and computer software; parts and fittings included in this class 

for all the aforesaid goods. 

(510) Int Class 6 and 9 

(540) YALE (and logo)  

   ___________ 

 

 

 

 

(111) 23/2019 (151) 05/08/2019 

(750) SAVANA MUSANZE LTD 

(731) MUHOZA, MUSANZE, AMAJYARUGURU, Rwanda 

(740) Desire BUHIRIKE HABAKURAMA 

MUHOZA, MUSANZE  

(511) (33) Alcoholic beverages (except beers). 

(510) Int Class 33 

(540) UMUFUMBA (and logo) 

   

 
 

__________ 
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(111) 24/2019 (151) 01/08/2019 

(750) SAVANA MUSANZE LTD 

(731) MUHOZA, MUSANZE, AMAJYARUGURU, Rwanda 

(740) Desire BUHIRIKE HABAKURAMA 

MUHOZA, MUSANZE 

(511) (33) Alcoholic beverages (except beers). 

(510) Int Class 33 

(540) KARAME (and logo) 

   

             
___________ 

 

(111) 48/2019 (151) 01/08/2019 

 (750) Instagram, LLC 

(731) 1601 Willow Road, Menlo Park, California 94025, U.S.A. 

(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd 

Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 

(511) (9) Computer hardware; Computer software for social networking and interacting with online communities; 

Computer software development tools; Computer software for use as an application programming interface (API); 

Application programming interface (API) for use in building software applications; Application programming interface 

(API) for computer software which facilitates online services for social networking and for data retrieval, upload, download, 

access and management; Computer software for creating, managing, and interacting with an online community; Computer 

software for creating, editing, uploading, downloading, accessing, viewing, posting, displaying, tagging, blogging, 

streaming, linking, annotating, indicating sentiment about, commenting on, embedding, transmitting, and sharing or 

otherwise providing electronic media or information via computer the internet and communication networks; Computer 

software for modifying and enabling transmission of images, audio, audio visual and video content and data; Computer 

software for modifying photographs, images and audio, video, and audio-visual content with photographic filters and 

augmented reality (AR) effects, namely, graphics, animations, text, drawings, geotags, metadata tags, hyperlinks; Computer 

software for the collection, managing, editing, organizing, modifying, transmission, sharing, and storage of data and 

information; Computer software for sending and receiving electronic messages, alerts, notifications and reminders; 

Computer search engine software; Computer software for use in creating, managing, measuring, and disseminating 

advertising of others; Ad server, namely, a computer server for storing advertisements and delivering advertisements to 

websites; Augmented reality software; Computer software for integrating electronic data with real world environments for 

the purposes of entertainment, communicating, and social networking; Computer software to enable development, 

assessment, testing, and maintenance of mobile software applications for portable electronic communication devices, 

namely, mobile phones, smartphones, handheld computers and computer tablets; Computer software, namely, an 

interpretive interface for facilitating interaction between humans and machines; Location-aware computer software, 

downloadable computer software and mobile application software for searching, determining and sharing locations; 

Computer software for wireless content, data and information delivery; Computer software to enable accessing, displaying, 

editing, linking, sharing and otherwise providing electronic media and information via the internet and communications 

networks; Computer software, namely, an application providing social networking functionalities; Computer software, 

downloadable computer software and mobile application software for creating, managing and accessing groups within 

virtual communities; Downloadable computer software for viewing and interacting with a feed of images, audio, audio-

visual and video content and associated text and data; Downloadable computer software for finding content and content 

publishers, and for subscribing to content; Software for creating and managing social media profiles and user accounts; 

Interactive photo and video equipment, namely, kiosks for capturing, uploading, editing, printing and sharing digital images 

and video; Software that enables individuals, groups, companies, and brands to create and maintain an online presence for 

marketing purposes; Software for advertisers to communicate and interact with online communities; Software for streaming 

multimedia entertainment 

content; Computer software; Computer software for sending and receiving electronic messages, graphics, images, audio and 

audio visual content via computer the internet and communication networks; Computer software for processing images, 

graphics, audio, video, and text; Messaging Software., (35) Marketing, advertising and promotion services, namely, 

providing information regarding discounts, coupons, rebates, vouchers, links to retail websites of others, and special offers 
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for the goods and services of others; Provision of market research and information services; Promoting the goods and 

services of others via the internet and communication networks; business and advertising services, namely, media planning 

and media buying for others business and advertising services, namely, advertising services for tracking advertising 

performance, for managing, distributing and serving advertising, for analyzing advertising data, for reporting advertising 

data, and for optimizing advertising performance; consulting services in the fields of advertising and marketing, namely, 

customizing advertising and marketing efforts of others; Providing online facilities for connecting sellers with buyers; 

Advertising, marketing and promoting the goods and services of others by means of providing photo and video equipment 

at special events; Providing online facilities for live streaming video of promotional events; Arranging and conducting 

special events for commercial, promotional or advertising purposes; Providing online business directories featuring the 

businesses, products and services of others., (38) Photo sharing and video sharing services, namely, electronic transmission 

of digital photo files, videos and audio visual content among internet users; Telecommunications; Providing access to 

computer, electronic and online databases; Telecommunications services, namely, electronic transmission of data, 

messages, graphics, photographs, images, audio, video, audio-visual content, and information; Providing online forums for 

communication, namely, transmission on topics of general interest; Providing online communications links which transfer 

mobile device and internet users to other local and global online locations; Facilitating access to third party websites or to 

other electronic third party content via a universal login; Providing online chat rooms, instant messaging services, and 

electronic bulletin boards; Audio, text and video broadcasting services over  the internet and other communications 

networks; providing access to computer databases in the fields of social networking and social introduction and dating; 

Peer-to-peer photo and data sharing services, namely, electronic transmission of digital photo files, graphics and audio 

content among internet users; Telecommunications and peer-to-peer network computer services, namely, electronic 

transmission of images, audio-visual and video content, photographs, videos, data, text, messages, advertisements, media 

advertising communications and information; Streaming and live streaming of video, audiovisual, and interactive 

audiovisual content via the internet., (41) Entertainment services, namely, providing an online forum for the dissemination 

of content, data, and information for entertainment and social and business networking purposes; Entertainment services, 

namely, providing access to interactive electronic and online databases of user-defined content, third-party content, photos, 

video, audio, visual, and audio-visual material in the field of general interest; Photosharing and video sharing services; 

Electronic publishing services for others; online journals, namely, weblogs (blogs) featuring user-defined content; Providing 

computer, electronic and online databases in the field of entertainment; Publishing services, namely, publishing of electronic 

publications for others; Rental of photography and videography kiosks for capturing, uploading, editing and sharing of 

pictures and videos; Entertainment services, namely, providing online facilities for streaming entertainment content and live 

streaming video of entertainment events; Organizing live exhibitions and conferences in the fields of culture, entertainment 

and social networking for non-business and non-commercial purposes; providing entertainment information from searchable 

indexes and databases of information, including text, electronic documents, databases, graphics, photographic images and 

audio visual information, via the internet and communication networks; Entertainment and educational services, namely, 

providing non-downloadable movies, television shows, webcasts, audiovisual, and multimedia works via the internet, as 

well as information, reviews, and recommendations regarding movies, television shows, webcasts, audiovisual, and 

multimedia works., (42) Computer services, namely creating virtual communities for registered users to organize groups, 

meetings, and events, participate in discussions and engage in social, business and community networking; Computer 

services, namely, hosting online web facilities for others for organizing and conducting meetings, events and interactive 

discussions via the internet and communication networks; Computer services in the nature of customized electronic personal 

and group profiles or webpages featuring user-defined or specified information, including, audio, video, images, text, 

content, and data; Computer services, namely, providing search engines for obtaining data via the internet and 

communications networks; Providing online facilities featuring technology that enables online users to create personal 

profiles featuring social and business networking information, to transfer and share such information among multiple online 

facilities to engage in social networking, and to manage their social networking accounts; Providing temporary use of non-

downloadable software for social networking, creating a virtual community, and transmission of audio, video, images, text, 

content, and data; Application service provider (ASP) services, namely, hosting computer software applications of others; 

Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for sending and receiving electronic messages, notifications and 

alerts; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for use in designing, managing, measuring, analyzing, 

disseminating, and serving advertising of others; Online ad-buying platform provider, namely, providing non-downloadable 

software programs for allowing buyers and sellers of online advertising to purchase and sell advertising inventory; 

Application service provider (ASP) featuring software for use in buying, selling, designing, managing, tracking, valuing, 

optimizing, targeting, analyzing, delivery, and reporting of online advertising and marketing; Providing online facilities that 

gives users the ability to upload, modify and share augmented reality content, information, experiences and data; providing 
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temporary use of non-downloadable computer software enabling development, assessment, testing, and maintenance of 

mobile software applications for portable computing devices, namely, mobile phones, smartphones, handheld computers 

and computer tablets; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for processing electronic payments; 

Providing application programming interface (API) software for use in electronic messaging and transmission of audio, 

video, images, text, content and data; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for electronic messaging; 

Mapping services; Providing temporary access to non-downloadable computer software for mapping services; Application 

service provider (ASP) featuring software for mapping services; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer 

software for sharing and displaying a user’s location, planning activities with other users and making recommendations; 

Application service provider (ASP) featuring software to enable or facilitate the sharing and displaying a user’s location, 

planning activities with other users and making recommendations; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer 

software for social and destination mapping; Application service provider (ASP) featuring software to enable or facilitate 

social and destination mapping; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable location-aware computer software for 

searching, determining and sharing the location of goods, services and events of interest; Application service provider (ASP) 

featuring location-aware software for searching, determining and sharing the location of goods, services and events of 

interest; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for use in purchasing and disseminating 

advertising; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software  for modifying photographs, images and audio, video, 

and audio-video content with photographic filters and augmented reality (AR) effects, namely, graphics, animations, text, 

drawings, geotags, metadata tags, hyperlinks; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software  for viewing and 

interacting with a feed of electronic media, namely, images, audio-visual and video content, live streaming video, 

commentary, advertisements, news, and internet links;  Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software 

for finding content and content publishers, and for subscribing to content; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable 

software for organizing images, video, and audio-visual content using metadata tags; Application service provider (ASP) 

featuring software for social networking, managing social networking content, creating a virtual community, and 

transmission of images, audio-visual and video content, photographs, videos, data, text, messages, advertisements, media 

advertising communications and information; Application service provider (ASP) featuring application programming 

interface (API) software which facilitates online services for social networking, developing software applications; Platform 

as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for social networking, managing social networking content, 

creating a virtual community, and transmission of images, audio-visual and video content, photographs, videos, data, text, 

messages, advertisements, media advertising communications and information; Rental of computer software that gives users 

the ability to upload, edit, and share images, videos and audio-visual content; Computer services, namely, curating online 

user-defined content and advertisements and creating social media feeds; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable 

software  for taking photographs and recording audio, audio-visual and video content; Providing temporary use of non-

downloadable software  for uploading, downloading, archiving, enabling transmission of, and sharing images, audio-visual 

and video content and associated text and data; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software  for streaming 

multimedia entertainment content; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software  for creating and maintaining an 

online presence for individuals, groups, companies, and brands; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software  

for advertisers to communicate and interact with online communities; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable 

computer software for use in taking and editing photographs and recording and editing videos; Application service provider 

(ASP) featuring software to enable or facilitate taking and editing photographs and recording and editing videos; Computer 

software development; Providing online non-downloadable software; Application service provider (ASP); Providing online 

facilities that give users the ability to upload, modify and share audio, video, photographic images, text, graphics and data. 

and (45) Social introduction and networking and dating services; Providing access to computer databases and online 

searchable databases in the fields of social networking, social introduction and dating; Online social networking services; 

Business identification verification service. 

(510) Int Class 9, 35, 38, 41, 42 and 45 

(540)  

   
___________ 
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(111) 52/2019 (151) 05/08/2019 

(750) ITALTILE FRANCHISING (PTY) LIMITED  

(731) Italtile centre, Cnr. William Nicol Drive & peter place, Bryanston, 2021, Gauteng, Republic of South Africa 

(740) ENSafrica, Kamatamu, Kacyiru, Gasabo, Kigali City 

(511) (11) Non- Metallic building materials, including tiles and flooring, non- metallic transportable buildings. 

(510) Int Class 11 

(540) ORGANIC EARTH (and logo) 

   
Disclaim words "The original terracotta" separately and apart of the mark as a whole  

___________ 

 

 

 

(111) 55/2019 (151) 05/08/2019 

 (750) CIPLA LIMITED 

(731) Cipla House, Peninsula Business Ganpatrao Kadam Marg, Lower Par Mumbai – 400013, Maharashtra, India 

(740) ENSafrica 

Kamatamu, Kacyiru, Gasabo, Kigali City 

(511) (5) Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food 

and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for human beings and animals; 

plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; 

fungicides, herbicides. 

(510) Int Class 5 

(540) EXERMET DUO  

                           

___________ 

 

(111) 59/2019 (151) 05/08/2019 

 (750) I&M BANK LIMITED 

(731) KN 03AV/9, Nyarugenge, Kigali, Rwanda 

(740) BAIRSTOW ROBIN CHARLES, Kigali 

(511) (36) Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs. 

(510) Int Class 36 

(540) I&M BANK (and logo) 

   
Disclaim the word "Bank" separately and apart of the mark as a whole  

 

 ----------------- 

 

(111) 117/2019 (151) 05/08/2019 

 (750) RWANDA AGRIBUSINESS SUPPORTERS AND VETERINARY CONSULTING SERVICE (RABSCO LTD) 

(731) KIMISAGARA, NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) Theoneste KABAHIZI, KIMISAGARA, NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY 

(511) (5) Veterinary Products. 

(510) Int Class 5 

(540) RABTRAZ 

  

 

___________ 
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(111) 118/2019 (151) 05/08/2019 

(750) RWANDA AGRIBUSINESS SUPPORTERS AND VETERINARY CONSULTING SERVICE (RABSCO LTD) 

(731) KIMISAGARA, NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) Theoneste KABAHIZI, BUSOGO, MUSANZE 

(511) (5) Veterinary Products. 

(510) Int Class 5 

(540) RABMETHRIN 

  

___________ 

 

(111) 121/2019 (151) 16/08/2019 

(750) Evelyn Roberts Ltd 

(731) PO Box 321715-0050, Nairobi, Kenya 

(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd, Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, and P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 

(511) (32) Non Alcoholic beverages. 

(510) Int Class 32 

(540) Squeezy Squishy 

  

    ___________ 

(111) 133/2019 (151) 16/08/2019 

 (750) CANALOLYMPIA 

 (731) 59 BIS AVENUE HOCHE, 75008 PARIS, France 

(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd 

Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 

(511) (9) Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical and teaching apparatus and instruments; 

apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs or optical 

discs; compact discs, CD-ROMs, DVDs, and other digital recording media; magnetic cards; pre-recorded or blank video 

cassettes and video discs, pre-recorded or blank laser cassettes and laser discs, magnetic tape cassettes and phonograph 

records, phonograph, digital and audiovisual recordings; digital optical discs; pre-recorded audio cassettes; electronic 

publications; apparatus for education adapted for use with television receivers, computers or computer peripheral devices; 

electronic games; magnetic badges; decorative magnets; all these products being not intended to a channel specifically 

dedicated to sport., (16) Printed matter; photographs; stationery; adhesives (glues) for stationery purposes; instructional and 

teaching material (except apparatus); printing blocks; paper; cardboard; boxes of cardboard or paper; periodicals, 

magazines, journal, posters, dictionaries, encyclopedias; signs; printed cards; pictures; portraits; albums; cards; books; 

newspapers; prospectuses; pamphlets; flyers; calendars; writing instruments; engravings or lithographic works of art; 

handkerchiefs of paper; face towels of paper; table linen of paper; bags (envelopes, pouches) for packaging (of paper or 

plastics); subscription cards (non-magnetic); credit cards (non-magnetic); fountain pens, notepads, writing pads, personal 

notebooks, agendas, wall calendars; post cards; programme guides for cinema, concerts, shows, live performances, 

television and radio programmes, show programmes; drawing pins; pencil sharpeners; paper knives; drawing sets; pencils; 

pencil lead holders; rubber erasers; envelopes; transfers (decalcomanias); wrapping paper; signboards of paper or cardboard; 

towels of paper; mats for beer glasses; all these products being not intended to a channel specifically dedicated to sport., 

(25) Clothing; footwear; headgear; tee-shirts; caps (headwear); sweatshirts; sashes for wear; scarves. (35) Organisation of 

exhibitions, of shows, of trade fairs and of any events for commercial or advertising purposes; organisation of 

cinematographic sessions, concerts, shows and live performances; organisation of competitions for promotional purposes 

with or without awarding prizes or allocating rewards; business management of exhibition premises; direct mail advertising; 

sales promotion for others; presentation and demonstration of goods and services for promotional or advertising purposes; 

advertising services; dissemination of advertising messages on all media including digital media; publication of publicity 

texts and/or images; computerised file management; radio, television advertising by mail order; on-line advertising on a 

computer network; advertising mail services; rental of advertising time on communication media; publicity material rental; 

rental of advertising space and time in particular on the Internet network; advertising network; publishing of advertising 

prospectuses; all these services being not intended to a channel specifically dedicated to sport., (38) Computer aided 

transmission of messages and images, electronic transmission of (news) information, images, photographs, videos and/or 

sounds via computer terminals and via all other transmission systems, such as waves, cables, satellites, Internet network; 

dissemination of images, photographs, videos and/or sounds, via telecommunication networks including Internet; access 
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and consultation of images, photographs, videos and/or sounds; telecommunications; information about telecommunication; 

communications by computer terminals or by fiber optic networks; radio broadcasting or communications by telephone; 

providing access to a global computer network; electronic bulletin board services (telecommunications services); providing 

telecommunications connections to a global computer network; radio or television broadcasting; teleconferencing services; 

electronic mail services; rental of access time to global computer networks; transmission of telegrams; satellite transmission; 

providing access to, renting and providing databases (texts, photos, videos, graphs) via a global telecommunication network; 

transmission of motion pictures via television media, Internet, mobile phones and digital networks; radio broadcasting and 

television broadcasting of musical programmes, of concerts, of shows, of live performances, of cinema and of all other types 

of entertainment via Internet and other telecommunication systems; rental of access to chat forums and Internet chatrooms, 

to digital images and services relating to the transmission of sounds; transmission of messages, data and contents via Internet 

and other communication networks; providing forums, Internet chatrooms, trade journals and Web note books for the 

transmission of messages, comments and multimedia contents via Internet and other communication networks; transmission 

of electronic media, multimedia contents, videos, films, images, texts, photographs, via Internet and other communication 

networks; all these services being not intended to a channel specifically dedicated to sport., (41) Providing of training, 

education; entertainment services; entertainment and recreation facilities information and advice and in particular 

information and advice for visitors or clients of movie theatres, concert halls and performance halls; providing recreation 

facilities; ticket agency services (entertainment); operating movie theatres, concert halls and performance halls; booking of 

seats for shows and cinema; providing performances and direction of concerts, shows and live performances; theatre, 

musical or cinema performances; cinema presentations; organisation of exhibitions, of trade shows, of trade fairs and of any 

events for cultural or educational purposes; organisation of cultural competitions; organisation and production of shows 

(impresario services); party planning and organising (entertainment); hostess services in the context of shows and other 

events; orchestra services; photography reporting; arranging and conducting of concerts, shows and live performances; 

arranging and conducting of conferences, colloquiums, workshops, congresses, seminars; operating lotteries and 

organisation of competitions (education or entertainment); production of films and videotape film, of radio broadcasting, of 

radio, cinema and television entertainment; recording and editing of cine-films, video tapes, cinema, radio and television 

programmes; rental of simultaneous interpreting equipment, of microphones and cameras; rental of video tapes; rental of 

cine-films; rental of sound recordings; electronic desktop publishing; microfilming; cinema presentations; publication of 

books and of texts (other than publicity texts); publishing services for books, guides, instructional manuals, catalogues, 

newsletters, explanatory pamphlets, of programmes, on all media, including electronic media; interpreting; translation; 

rental of show scenery; movie studios; recording studio services; artists agencies; representation and placement of artists, 

advice, assistance and management of artists; providing music, films, television programmes, games and audio books that 

can be downloaded or streamed to online users via a communication network; all these services being not intended to a 

channel specifically dedicated to sport. and (43) Restaurant services; temporary accommodation; cafés services; snack-bar 

services; self-service restaurants; bar services; food and drink catering; canteens. 

(510) Int Class 9, 16, 25, 35, 38, 41 and 43 

(540) CANALOLYMPIA 

  

___________ 

 

(111) 147/2019 (151) 05/08/2019 

(750) UMUHOZA FRATERNITY LTD 

(731) Nyagisozi, Nyaruguru, Southern Province, Rwanda 

(740) AIMEE JOYEUSE UMUHOZA, Kinazi, Huye, southern Province 

(511) (33) alcoholic beverages containing fruit 

(510) Int Class 33 

(540) UFC (and logo) 

   
___________ 
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(111) 149/2019 (151) 01/08/2019 

(750) ADP LLC 

(731) One ADP Boulevard, Roseland, New Jersey 07068, U.S.A. 

(740) Cedar Ark Law14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali 

(511) (9) Computer software, including computer software for use in business management, accounting, payroll 

administration, unemployment compensation management, employee time and attendance record keeping, employee 

leasing, electronic commerce, human resources and talent management, employee benefits and retirement plan 

administration, health insurance, and workers’ compensation insurance, financial management, and data management; 

computer hardware, including computer hardware for use by employers in business management, accounting, payroll 

administration, unemployment compensation management, employee time and attendance record keeping, employee 

leasing, electronic commerce, human resources and talent management, employee benefits and retirement plan 

administration, health insurance, and workers’ compensation insurance, financial management, and data management; 

downloadable electronic publications, podcasts, video, and multimedia programming in the field of business management, 

accounting, payroll administration, unemployment compensation management, employee time and attendance record 

keeping, employee leasing, electronic commerce, human resources and talent management, employee benefits and 

retirement plan administration, health insurance, and workers’ compensation insurance, financial management, and data 

management, (35) Business and human resources analysis, consultancy, information, management, planning, and research; 

consulting services in the field of employee recruiting, hiring, background screening, performance management, 

compensation management, and succession management; consulting and record-keeping services in the field of employee 

scheduling, time, attendance, vacation, and leave; payroll record-keeping, processing, payment, administration, and 

management services; data processing services;  survey, research and audit services relating to human resources and 

personnel; employee benefits, and unemployment compensation record-keeping, administration, and management services; 

providing a website, online database, and internet portal in the field of business, human resources, payroll, employee 

benefits, unemployment compensation, employee recruiting, hiring, performance management, compensation, and 

succession, and employee scheduling, time, attendance, vacation, and leave; information and advisory services relating to 

the aforesaid services, (36) Insurance consulting, research, information, planning, management, and administration services; 

financial consulting, research, information, planning, management, administration, and reporting services; providing 

consulting, computing and data services to employers in the field of payroll tax debiting and compliance, financial benefits 

administration, workers compensation claims administration; employee retirement funds administration; providing a 

website, online database, and internet portal in the field of insurance, financial matters, and retirement funds, (41) 

Educational and training services, including educational and training services in the field of business management, 

accounting, payroll administration, unemployment compensation management, employee time and attendance record 

keeping, employee leasing, electronic commerce, human resources and talent management, employee benefits and 

retirement plan administration, health insurance, and workers’ compensation insurance, financial management, and data 

management, payroll administration, tax compliance, employee time and attendance record keeping, benefits 

administration, employee leasing, and employee training;arranging, organizing, conducting, and presenting seminars, 

workshops, classes, webinars, conferences, online instruction, and distance learning programs;publication of books and 

periodicals;providing on-line non-downloadable electronic publications, podcasts, video, and multimedia programming in 

the field of business management, accounting, payroll administration, unemployment compensation management, employee 

time and attendance record keeping, employee leasing, electronic commerce, human resources and talent management, 

employee benefits and retirement plan administration, health insurance, and workers’ compensation insurance, financial 

management, and data management, payroll administration, tax compliance, employee time and attendance record keeping, 

benefits administration, employee leasing, and employee training. and (42) Design and development of computer hardware 

and software;  updating, rental, maintenance, and implementation of computer software; computer software support 

services; providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software, including computer software for use in business 

management, accounting, payroll processing and management, unemployment compensation management, employee time 

and attendance record keeping, employee leasing, electronic commerce, human resources and talent management, employee 

benefits and retirement plan administration, health insurance, and workers’ compensation insurance, financial management, 

and data management; providing a website featuring technology for human resources, financial management, employment, 

recruiting, data management, payroll and compensation, benefits and retirement plans, and insurance; cloud computing and 

online non-downloadable software services featuring software for use in human resources, financial management, 

employment, recruiting, data management, payroll and compensation, benefits and retirement plans, and insurance 

(510) Int Class 9, 35, 36, 41 and 42 

(540) ADP 
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(111) 152/2019 (151) 05/08/2019 

 (750) JAVA HOUSE (MAURITIUS) 

(731) IFS Court, twenty eight, cyber city Ebene , Mauritius 

(740) CASANDRA KABAGYEMA, Kimihurura, Gasabo, P.O Box 6169 Kigali 

(511) (30) Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice; tapioca and sago; flour and preparations made from cereals;    

bread, pastries and confectionery; edible ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt; mustard; vinegar, sauces 

(condiments); spices; ice and (43) Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation. 

(510) Int Class 30 and 43 

(540) JAVA HOUSE EXPRESS 

  

 

                         ___________ 

(111) 153/2019 (151) 01/08/2019 

 (750) JAVA HOUSE (MAURITIUS) 

(731) IFS Court, twenty eight, cyber city Ebene, Mauritius 

(740) CASANDRA KABAGYEMA, Kimihurura, Gasabo, P.O Box 6169 Kigali 

(511) (30) Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice; tapioca and sago; flour and preparations made from cereals; bread, 

pastries and confectionery; edible ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt; mustard; vinegar, sauces 

(condiments); spices; ice and (43) Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation. 

(510) Int Class 30 and 43 

(540) JAVA HOUSE (and logo) 

   

 
                       __________ 

(111) 154/2019 (151) 01/08/2019 

 (750) JAVA HOUSE (MAURITIUS) 

(731) IFS Court, twenty eight, cyber city Ebene, Mauritius 

(740) CASANDRA KABAGYEMA, Kimihurura, Gasabo, P.O Box 6169 Kigali 

(511) (30) Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice; tapioca and sago; flour and preparations made from cereals; bread, 

pastries and confectionery; edible ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt; mustard; vinegar, sauces 

(condiments); spices; ice and (43) Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation. 

(510) Int Class 30 and 43 

(540) JAVA HOUSE EXPRESS (and logo) 

 
 

               ___________ 

       

(111) 156/2019 (151) 16/08/2019 

 (750) Fresh Electric Company for Home Appliances S.A.E. 

(731) Industrial Zone A2, Area No. 6 & 7, A2 East, 10th of Ramadan city, Sharqia Governorate, Egypt 

(740) Blessed Law Firm LtdNartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, and P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 

(511) (7) Washing apparatus; Washing installations for vehicles / vehicle washing installations; Bottle washing machines; 

Washing machines [laundry]; Whitewashing machines / colour-washing machines; Coin-operated washing machines; Water 

heaters [parts of machines]; Compressors for refrigerators; Mixers [machines]; Vacuum cleaners; Vacuum pumps 

[machines]; Vacuum cleaner hoses; Vacuum cleaner bags; Central vacuum cleaning installations; Brushes for vacuum 

cleaners; Suction nozzles for vacuum cleaners; Vacuum cleaner attachments for disseminating perfumes and disinfectants; 

Ironing machines; Blenders, electric, for household purposes; Dishwashers. and (11) Cooking stoves / cookers; Sous-vide 

cookers, electric; Autoclaves, electric, for cooking / pressure cookers, electric; Bakers' ovens; Dental ovens; Hot air ovens; 

Kitchen ranges [ovens]; Oven fittings made of fireclay; Microwave ovens [cooking apparatus]; Microwave ovens for 

industrial purposes; Structural plates for ovens / framework of metal for ovens; Fittings, shaped, for furnaces / fittings, 

shaped, for ovens / shaped fittings for furnaces / shaped fittings for ovens; Furnaces, other than for laboratory use / ovens, 

other than for laboratory use; Extractor hoods for kitchens; Air dryers / air driers; Air sterilizers / air sterilisers; Air reheaters; 
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Air deodorizing apparatus / air deodorising apparatus; Air cooling apparatus; Air-conditioning installations; Air filtering 

installations; Hot air apparatus; Fans [air-conditioning]; Air-conditioning apparatus; Filters for air conditioning; Air 

purifying apparatus and machines; Air valves for steam heating installations; Fans [parts of air-conditioning installations]; 

Ionization apparatus for the treatment of air or water; Water heaters; Immersion heaters; Aquarium heaters; Heaters for 

baths; Water heaters [apparatus]; Heaters for heating irons; Heaters, electric, for feeding bottles; Refrigerating chambers / 

walk-in refrigerators; Refrigerating cabinets; Refrigerating containers; Refrigerators; Refrigerating display cabinets; 

Refrigerating apparatus and machines; Refrigerating appliances and installations; Freezers; Heating and cooling apparatus 

for dispensing hot and cold beverages; Air filtering installations; Water filtering apparatus; Filters for air conditioning; 

Filters for drinking water; Air fryers; Deep fryers, electric; Cool boxes, electric / coolers, electric; Coolers for furnaces / 

cooling vats for furnaces; Electric fans for personal use; Ventilation hoods; Ventilation [air-conditioning] installations and 

apparatus; Ventilation [air-conditioning] installations for vehicles; Kettles, electric. 

(510) Int Class 7 and 11 

(540) FRESH Think Fresh (and logo) 

   

 
 

              ___________ 

       

(111) 158/2019 (151) 16/08/2019 

 (750) VIVO MOBILE COMMUNICATION CO., LTD. 

(731) 283#, BBK Road, Wusha, Chang’An, Dongguan, Guangdong, Peoples Republic of China 

(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd, Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 

(511) (9) Data processing apparatus; computer software, downloadable; Computer programs, downloadable; Personal 

digital assistants [PDAs]; Computer software platforms, recorded or downloadable; Downloadable graphics for mobile 

phones; Telecommunication apparatus in the form of jewellery; Downloadable application software for mobile phones; 

Tablet computers; Interactive touch screen terminals; Humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; Smart glasses (data 

processing); Smart watches(data processing); Virtual reality game software; USB card readers; Touch screen pens; 

Wearable computers; Gesture recognition software;  Photo printers; Fingerprint scanners; Face recognition devices; 

Navigational instruments; Global Positioning System (GPS) equipment; Smart phones; Mobile telephones; Cell phone 

straps; Wearable activity trackers; Cell phone cases;  Covers of cell phones; Protective films adapted mobile phone screens; 

Wearable smart phones; Keyboard for mobile phones; Hands-free device for mobile phone; Stands adapted for mobile 

phones; Cabinets for loudspeakers; Wireless speaker; Intelligence loudspeakers; Al loudspeakers; Headphones; Wireless 

earphones; Virtual reality headsets; Earphones adapted for mobile phones; Wireless headsets for smart phones; Ear pads for 

headphones; TV set-top box;  Selfie sticks [hand-held monopods]; Selfie sticks for mobile phones; Selfie lenses; Connected 

bracelet (measuring apparatus); USB cables; USB cables for cell phones; Conversion plug; Power adapters; Screens for 

mobile phones; Wearable video display monitors; Batteries, electric; Battery chargers; Mobile power banks (rechargeable 

batteries);    Wireless chargers; Stands adapted for telephones in car; USB flash drives; Downloadable emoticons for mobile 

phones; Computer game software, downloadable. 

(510) Int Class 9 

(540) iQOO (and logo) 

   

 
________                      

 

(111) 159/2019 (151) 05/08/2019 

 (750) ADP LLC 

(731) One ADP Boulevard, Roseland, New Jersey 07068, U.S.A. 

(740) Cedar Ark Law, 14th Floor, Kigali City Tower, Avenue du commerce, P.O.Box: 6428, Kigali 

(511) (9) Computer software, including computer software for use in business management, accounting, payroll 

administration, unemployment compensation management, employee time and attendance record keeping, employee 

leasing, electronic commerce, human resources and talent management, employee benefits and retirement plan 
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administration, health insurance, and workers’ compensation insurance, financial management, and data management; 

computer hardware, including computer hardware for use by employers in business management, accounting, payroll 

administration, unemployment compensation management, employee time and attendance record keeping, employee 

leasing, electronic commerce, human resources and talent management, employee benefits and retirement plan 

administration, health insurance, and workers’ compensation insurance, financial management, and data management; 

downloadable electronic publications, podcasts, video, and multimedia programming in the field of business management, 

accounting, payroll administration, unemployment compensation management, employee time and attendance record 

keeping, employee leasing, electronic commerce, human resources and talent management, employee benefits and 

retirement plan administration, health insurance, and workers’ compensation insurance, financial management, and data 

management., (35) Business and human resources analysis, consultancy, information, management, planning, and research; 

consulting services in the field of employee recruiting, hiring, background screening, performance management, 

compensation management, and succession management; consulting and record-keeping services in the field of employee 

scheduling, time, attendance, vacation, and leave; payroll record-keeping, processing, payment, administration, and 

management services; data processing services;  survey, research and audit services relating to human resources and 

personnel; employee benefits, and unemployment compensation record-keeping, administration, and management services; 

providing a website, online database, and internet portal in the field of business, human resources, payroll, employee 

benefits, unemployment compensation, employee recruiting, hiring, performance management, compensation, and 

succession, and employee scheduling, time, attendance, vacation, and leave; information and advisory services relating to 

the aforesaid services, (36) Insurance consulting, research, information, planning, management, and administration services; 

financial consulting, research, information, planning, management, administration, and reporting services; providing 

consulting, computing and data services to employers in the field of payroll tax debiting and compliance, financial benefits 

administration, workers compensation claims administration; employee retirement funds administration; providing a 

website, online database, and internet portal in the field of insurance, financial matters, and retirement funds, (41) 

Educational and training services, including educational and training services in the field of business management, 

accounting, payroll administration, unemployment compensation management, employee time and attendance record 

keeping, employee leasing, electronic commerce, human resources and talent management, employee benefits and 

retirement plan administration, health insurance, and workers’ compensation insurance, financial management, and data 

management, payroll administration, tax compliance, employee time and attendance record keeping, benefits 

administration, employee leasing, and employee training; arranging, organizing, conducting, and presenting seminars, 

workshops, classes, webinars, conferences, online instruction, and distance learning programs; publication of books and 

periodicals; providing on-line non-downloadable electronic publications, podcasts, video, and multimedia programming in 

the field of business management, accounting, payroll administration, unemployment compensation management, employee 

time and attendance record keeping, employee leasing, electronic commerce, human resources and talent management, 

employee benefits and retirement plan administration, health insurance, and workers’ compensation insurance, financial 

management, and data management, payroll administration, tax compliance, employee time and attendance record keeping, 

benefits administration, employee leasing, and employee training. and (42) Design and development of computer hardware 

and software;  updating, rental, maintenance, and implementation of computer software; computer software support 

services; providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software, including computer software for use in business 

management, accounting, payroll processing and management, unemployment compensation management, employee time 

and attendance record keeping, employee leasing, electronic commerce, human resources and talent management, employee 

benefits and retirement plan administration, health insurance, and workers’ compensation insurance, financial management, 

and data management; providing a website featuring technology for human resources, financial management, employment, 

recruiting, data management, payroll and compensation, benefits and retirement plans, and insurance; cloud computing and 

online non-downloadable software services featuring software for use in human resources, financial management, 

employment, recruiting, data management, payroll and compensation, benefits and retirement plans, and insurance 

(510) Int Class 9, 35, 36, 41 and 42 

(540) ADP (and logo) 

   

 
 

                        

___________ 
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(111) 173/2019 (151) 01/08/2019 

(750) C&amp; S Electronic Limited 

(731) 222, Okhla Industrial Estate, Phase III, New Delhi – 110 020, India 

(740) ENSafrica, Kamatamu, Kacyiru, Gasabo, Kigali City, Rwanda 

(511) (9) Motor protection circuit breaker; Manual motor starters; Motor starter; Contactors; Capacitor control contactors; 

Overload Relays and accessories push buttons; pilot lamps; selectors; selector switches; control stations (of plastic or metal); 

motor control and power control centers; Definite Purpose contactors; Control and signaling devices- metal; Control and 

signaling devices-Plastic; Air circuit breakers; Moulded case circuit breakers; Switch disconnector fuses; Switch 

disconnectors; Changeover switches; Load Break Switch; On-load changeover switches; Off- load changeover switches; 

Fuse Link; Fuse Base; Safety switches; Isolator; two way centre OFF Changeover switch; electronic motor protection relays; 

high rupturing capacity fuse links and bases; relay panels; distribution boards; isolated phase bus ducts; isolated phase 

busducts with auxiliary equipment and current transformers; segregated and non-segregated phase bus ducts; non-segregated 

phase low tension bus ducts; bus trunking systems and rising mains generator auxiliary compartments; protection relays; 

power system protection relays; microprocessor based protection relays; load management systems and auto main failure 

panels; cageclamp connectors; rail or printed circuit board mounted terminals; multi connection systems wiring accessories; 

Miniature circuit breakers ; Residual current circuit breakers with fault protection and residual current circuit breaker; 

Distribution boards; industrial plugs and sockets; indoor and industrial luminaires; Silent diesel generating sets; open 

generating sets; ring mains units upto 24KV; Air Insulated VCB panels upto 36KV; Outdoor Luminaires; By pass 

Changeovers; Rewireable switches; Power Capacitors; Industrial Wires and Cables; Power factor correction panel; Low 

Voltage Panels ; Medium Voltage Panels   

(510) Int Class 9 

(540) TC (and logo) 

   

                    
___________ 

 

(111) 174/2019 (151) 01/08/2019 

 (750) CampS Electronic Limited 

(731) 222, Okhla Industrial Estate, Phase III, New Delhi – 110 020, India 

(740) ENSafrica, Kamatamu, Kacyiru, Gasabo, Kigali City 

(511) (9) Motor protection circuit breaker; Manual motor starters; Motor starter; Contactors; Capacitor control contactors; 

Overload Relays and accessories push buttons; pilot lamps; selectors; selector switches; control stations (of plastic or metal); 

motor control and power control centers; Definite Purpose contactors; Control and signaling devices- metal; Control and 

signaling devices-Plastic; Air circuit breakers; Moulded case circuit breakers; Switch disconnector fuses; Switch 

disconnectors; Changeover switches; Load Break Switch; On-load changeover switches; Off- load changeover switches; 

Fuse Link; Fuse Base; Safety switches; Isolator; two way centre OFF Changeover switch; electronic motor protection relays; 

high rupturing capacity fuse links and bases; relay panels; distribution boards; isolated phase bus ducts; isolated phase 

busducts with auxiliary equipment and current transformers; segregated and non-segregated phase bus ducts; non-segregated 

phase low tension bus ducts; bus trunking systems and rising mains generator auxiliary compartments; protection relays; 

power system protection relays; microprocessor based protection relays; load management systems and auto main failure 

panels; cageclamp connectors; rail or printed circuit board mounted terminals; multi connection systems wiring accessories; 

Miniature circuit breakers ; Residual current circuit breakers with fault protection and residual current circuit breaker; 

Distribution boards; industrial plugs and sockets; indoor and industrial luminaires; Silent diesel generating sets; open 

generating sets; ring mains units upto 24KV; Air Insulated VCB panels upto 36KV; Outdoor Luminaires; By pass 

Changeovers; Rewireable switches; Power Capacitors; Industrial Wires and Cables; Power factor correction panel; Low 

Voltage Panels ; Medium Voltage Panels   

(510) Int Class 9 

(540) C&S ELECTRIC (and logo) 

   
Disclaim the word "Electric" separately and apart of the mark as a whole  

 

________ 
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(111) 175/2019 (151) 01/08/2019 

 (750) CANAN TRADERS LTD 

(731) NYARUGENGE, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) KAMPORORO Jackline, KICUKIRO, KANOMBE, KIGALI CITY 

(511) (4) Lubricanting oil. 

(510) Int Class 4 

(540) AGE CHAMACLES (and logo) 

  

 
                 

___________ 

 

(111) 176/2019 (151) 01/08/2019 

 (750) IGIHANGO MACUBA BOSE LTD 

(731) RUHUHA, BUGESERA, EASTERN PROVINCE, Rwanda 

(740) NIRINGIYIMANA ALFRED, RUHUHA, BUGESERA, EASTERN PROVINCE 

(511) (32) MINERAL WATER, SOFT DRINKS and (33) GIN WHISKY 

(510) Int Class 32 and 33 

(540) ROCHE (and logo) 

   

 
 

                           

___________ 

 

 

(111) 180/2019 (151) 16/08/2019 

 (750) Laticrete International, Inc. 

(731) One Laticrete Park North, Bethany, CT 06524-3423, Rwanda 

(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd, Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 

(511) (1) Chemicals used in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; 

unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures; fire extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering 

preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning substances; adhesives used in industry; chemical 

preparations for industrial purposes; chemicals for concrete; bonding agents, including water-based bonding agents for 

concrete; water-based treatment to reduce evaporation of concrete; chemical bonding preparations for industrial purposes, 

namely, latex polymer admixture bonding agent for concrete, mortar, plaster, tile, brick, stone, marble and grout for use in 

building; waterproofing chemical compositions for articles of masonry, tile, and other building and constructions surfaces, 

such as swimming pools, interior building surfaces and exterior building surfaces; polymeric additives in chemical form for 

the manufacture or processing of mortars, grouts, plasters, stuccos, concrete and other cementitious mixes; latex additives 

in chemical form for the manufacture or processing of mortars, grouts, plasters, stuccos, concrete and other cementitious 

mixes; preparations for waterproofing concrete, except paints; waterproofing membranes in liquid polymer rubber chemical 

form for use in the construction, repair and maintenance of buildings; chemical compounds for curing concrete, including 

acrylic-, water-, resin- and wax-based curing compounds; binders for concrete; substance to harden limestone and concrete; 

conservation products for concrete; conservation products for cement; binders for concrete; hardeners for concrete and lime 

substances, products for concrete conservation, surface hardener for concrete and/or mortar; aggregates and aggregate 

hardeners; conservation products for concrete; crack and joint fillers; chemical mold release agent for concrete forms; mold 

release preparations., (7) Machines and machine tools; motors and engines (except for land vehicles); machine coupling and 

transmission components (except for land vehicles); agricultural implements other than hand-operated; incubators for eggs; 

automatic vending machines; electric- and battery-powered mixers for applying stone adhesive onto ceramic tile, porcelain 

and stone veneers.  (11) Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water 

supply and sanitary purposes; pre-formed shower systems and shower products, namely, shower niches in the nature of 
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shower cubicles; shower pans in the nature of shower bases; plumbing fittings, namely shower drains; shower benches and 

seats for permanent installation into shower enclosures; under-floor radiant floor heating system comprised of an electric 

floor heating coils, mat, floor heating thermostat and an electric wire fault indicator sold together as a unit; electric floor 

heating systems, namely, cables, electric mats, and sensors sold as a unit, (17) Unprocessed and semi-processed rubber, 

gutta-percha, gum, asbestos, mica and substitutes for all these materials; plastics and resins in extruded form for use in 

manufacture; packing, stopping and insulating materials; flexible pipes, tubes and hoses, not of metal; sealing membranes 

including those used for construction; sealing membranes and barriers used in building construction; waterproofing 

membranes used in building construction; adhesive sealant used on concrete, mortar, brick and stone for construction 

purposes; polyurethane-based fabrics for use in sealing and insulating buildings; acoustical insulation for buildings; 

weatherizing membranes and vapor barriers; caulking compounds; epoxy barrier used on concrete and mortar for 

construction purposes. and (19) Building materials (non-metallic); non-metallic rigid pipes for building; asphalt, pitch and 

bitumen; non-metallic transportable buildings; monuments, not of metal; epoxy-based grout; adhesive and bonding building 

materials; namely mortar, grout, mastic and cement, for installing tile, brick, stone, and other surface coverings; plaster for 

building purposes; cement boards for building; cement and sand mixtures for building purposes; floor underlayments, 

including self-leveling underlayments; flooring underlayments, namely, plastic mats and fabric membranes for support and 

underlayment for installing tile over wall, ceiling and flooring substrates; building materials, namely, composites or 

mixtures of hydraulic cement and fillers or aggregates; building materials, namely, composites or mixtures of hydraulic 

cement and fillers such as wood chips, inert chemical, chipped stone or marble used with liquid latex compositions used to 

form floors, walls, ceilings, wainscotting insulation or repair areas therein; reinforced cements and cementitious materials; 

flooring materials; resurfacing materials for concrete; grouts; cementitious controlled expansion grout; crack and joint fillers 

for concrete; mortar; patching mortars for concrete; cement-based patching system; cement-based capping and topping for 

concrete surfaces; self-leveling concrete overlayment; floor toppings, including toppings containing wear aggregates; 

aggregates for concrete; cement and aggregate compositions. 

(510) Int Class 1, 7, 11, 17 and 19 

(540) LATICRETE (and logo) 

   

 
 

                           

 

___________ 

 

 

(111) 183/2019 (151) 01/08/2019 

 (750) THE EINSTEIN 

(731) Kacyiru, 8 KG 7 Ave, Rwanda 

(740) DIEUDONNE IRANKUNDA, Kagarama, Kicukiro, Kigali 

(511) (9) 3D spectacles, abacuses, accelerometers, accumulators, electric, acid hydrometer, acidometers for batteries, 

acoustic alarms / sound alarms, acoustic conduits, acoustic couplers, actinometers, electrical adapters, adding machines, 

aerials / antennas, aerometers, air analysis apparatus, alarm bells, electric, alarms*, alcoholmeters, alidades, altimeters, 

ammeters, amplifiers, amplifying tubes / amplifying valves, anemometer, animated cartoons, anode batteries / high tension 

batteries, anodes, answering machines, anti-dazzle shades / anti-glare visors, anti-glare glasses, anti-interference devices 

[electricity], anti-theft warning apparatus, anticathodes, apertometers [optics], armatures [electricity].Asbestos gloves for 

protection against accidents, asbestos clothing for protection against fire, asbestos screens for firemen, apparatus and 

instruments for astronomy, audio- and video-receivers, audio interfaces, audio mixers, audiovisual teaching apparatus, 

automated teller machines [ATM], azimuth instruments, baby monitors, baby scales, bags adapted for laptops, balances 

[steelyards] / lever scales [steelyards] / steelyards [lever scales], balancing apparatus, bar code readers, barometers, 

bathroom scales, batteries, electric, for vehicles / accumulators, electric, for vehicles, batteries for lighting, batteries, electric, 

batteries for electronic cigarettes, battery jars / accumulator jars, battery boxes/accumulator boxes, battery chargers, 

beacons, luminous, bells [warning devices], betatrons, binoculars, biochips, black boxes [data recorders], blueprint 
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apparatus, boiler control instrument, branch boxes [electricity], breathing apparatus for underwater swimming, breathing 

apparatus, (12) Adhesive rubber patches for repairing inner tubes, aerial conveyors, aeronautical apparatus, machines and 

appliances, aeroplanes, air vehicles, air pumps [vehicle accessories], air cushion vehicles, air bags [safety devices for 

automobiles], aircraft, ambulances, amphibious airplanes, anti-dazzle devices for vehicles*/anti-glare devices for vehicles*, 

anti-skid chains, anti-theft devices for vehicles, anti-theft alarms for vehicles, ashtrays for automobiles, automobile hoods, 

automobile chains, automobile chassis, automobile tires [tyres], automobile bodies, autonomous underwater vehicles for 

seabed inspection, axle journals, axles for vehicles, bags adapted for pushchairs / bags adapted for strollers, balance weights 

for vehicle wheels, bands for wheel hubs, barges, baskets adapted for bicycles, bellows for articulated buses, bicycle 

kickstands, bicycle chains, bicycle handlebars, bicycle tyres / bicycle tires, bicycle brakes, bicycle mudguards, bicycle 

cranks, bicycle motors, bicycle pedals, bicycle wheels, bicycle saddles, bicycle frames, bicycle bells, bicycles, electric 

bicycles, boat hooks, boats, bodies for vehicles, bogies for railway cars, brake linings for vehicles, brake shoes for vehicles, 

brake segments for vehicles, brake pads for automobiles, brake discs for vehicles, brakes for vehicles, buffers for railway 

rolling stock, bumpers for automobiles, cable transport apparatus and installations, caissons [vehicles], camping cars / motor 

homes, canoes, caps for vehicle petrol [gas] tanks, caravans;carriages [railways], cars for cable transport installations, 

cars/automobiles/motor cars, carts, casings for pneumatic tires [tyres], casters for trolleys [vehicles] [carts (Am.)], casting 

carriages/casting cars/ladle carriages/ladle cars, chairlifts, cigar lighters for automobiles, hydraulic circuits for vehicles, 

civilian drones, cleaning trolleys, cleats [nautical], clutches for land vehicles, concrete mixing vehicles, connecting rods for 

land vehicles, other than parts of motors and engines, couplings for land vehicles, covers for vehicle steering wheels, 

crankcases for land vehicle components, other than for engines, davits for boats, delivery tricycles/carrier tricycles, dining 

cars, dining cars [carriages]/ dinner wagons [carriages], direction indicators for bicycles, direction signals for vehicles/ turn 

signals for vehicles, dirigible balloons [airships]/airships/dirigible balloons, disengaging gear for boats, doors for vehicles, 

dredgers [boats], dress guards for bicycles, driverless cars [autonomous cars], driving motors for land vehicles, driving 

chains for land vehicles, ejector seats for aircraft, engine mounts for land vehicles, engines for land vehicles/motors for land 

vehicles, fenders for ships, ferry boats, flanges for railway wheel tires [tyres] / flanges of railway wheel tires [tyres]/flanges 

of railway wheel tires/flanges of railway wheel tyres;fitted footmuffs for prams / fitted footmuffs for baby carriage, fitted 

footmuffs for pushchairs / fitted footmuffs for strollers, forklift trucks, freewheels for land vehicles, funiculars, funnels for 

ship, funnels for locomotives, gear boxes for land vehicles, gearing for land vehicles, gears for bicycles, golf carts [vehicles]/ 

golf cars [vehicles], handling carts, head-rests for vehicle seats, headlight wipers, hoods for vehicle engines, hoods for 

vehicles, horns for vehicles, hose carts, hot air balloons, hub caps, hubs for vehicle wheels/ vehicle wheel hubs, hubs for 

bicycle wheels/ bicycle wheel hubs, hydroplanes, inclined ways for boats, jet engines for land vehicles, kick sledges, 

launches, locomotives, lorries/ trucks, luggage carriers for vehicles, luggage nets for vehicles, masts for boats, military 

vehicles for transport, military drones, mine cart wheels, mobility scooters, mopeds, motor buses, motor coaches, motor 

scooters, motor racing cars, motorcycle kickstands, motorcycle saddles, motorcycle chains, motorcycle frames, motorcycle 

handlebars, motorcycle engines, motorcycles, motors, electric, for land vehicles, mudguards, non-skid devices for vehicle 

tires [tyres]/non-skid devices for vehicle tires/non-skid devices for, vehicle tyres, oars, omnibuses, paddles for canoes, 

panniers adapted for bicycles, panniers adapted for motorcycles, parachutes, pontoons, portholes, prams/baby carriages, 

propulsion mechanisms for land vehicles, pumps for bicycle tyres/pumps for bicycle tires, push scooters [vehicles], 

pushchair covers/stroller covers, pushchair hoods/stroller hoods, fitted pushchair mosquito nets/fitted stroller mosquito nets, 

pushchairs/strollers, railway couplings, rearview mirrors, reduction gears for land vehicles, refrigerated vehicles, 

refrigerated waggons [railroad vehicles] /refrigerated wagons [railroad vehicles], remote control vehicles, other than toys, 

remotely operated vehicles for underwater inspections, repair outfits for inner tubes, reversing alarms for vehicles, rims for 

bicycle wheels/bicycle wheel rims, rims for vehicle wheels/vehicle wheel rims, rolling stock for funicular railways;rolling 

stock for railways, rowlocks/ oarlocks, rudders, saddle covers for bicycles, saddle covers for motorcycles, saddlebags 

adapted for bicycles, safety belts for vehicle seats, safety seats for children, for vehicles, screw-propellers for boats, screw-

propellers, screws [propellers] for ships, sculls/stern oars, seaplanes, seat covers for vehicles, security harness for vehicle 

seats, ship hulls, ships, shock absorbing springs for vehicles, shock absorbers for automobiles, shopping trolleys [carts 

(Am.)], side cars, side view mirrors for vehicles, ski carriers for cars, ski lifts, sleeping berths for vehicles, sleeping cars, 

sleighs [vehicles], snowmobiles, solid tyres for vehicle wheels/solid tires for vehicle wheels, space vehicles, spare wheel 

covers/spare tire covers/ spare tyre covers, spars for ships, spikes for tyres / spikes for tires, spoilers for vehicles, spoke clips 

for wheels, spokes for bicycle wheels/ bicycle wheel spokes, sports cars, sprinkling trucks, steering gears for ships, steering 

wheels for vehicles, sun-blinds adapted for automobiles, suspension shock absorbers for vehicles, tailboard lifts [parts of 

land vehicles]/elevating tailgates (Am.) [parts of land vehicles]/power, tailgates (Am.) [parts of land vehicles], telpher 

railways [cable cars]/cable cars, tilt trucks, tilting-carts, timbers [frames] for ships, tipping bodies for lorries [trucks], tipping 

apparatus, parts of trucks and wagons, torque converters for land vehicles, torsion bars for vehicles, tractors;Trailer hitches 
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for vehicles, trailers [vehicles], tramcars, transmission chains for land vehicles, transmission shafts for land vehicles, 

transmissions for land vehicles, treads for vehicles [tractor type] / treads for vehicles [roller belts], treads for retreading tires 

[tyres], tricycles, trolleys* / hand cars, tubeless tyres for bicycles/ tubeless tires for bicycles, inner tubes for pneumatic tires 

[tyres], inner tubes for bicycle tyres / inner tubes for bicycle tires, turbines for land vehicles, two-wheeled trolleys/luggage 

trucks/sack-barrows, tyre mousse inserts / tire mousse inserts, tyres for vehicle wheels / tires for vehicle wheels, pneumatic 

tyres / pneumatic tires, undercarriages for vehicles, upholstery for vehicles, valves for vehicle tires [tyres], vans [vehicles], 

vehicle wheels, vehicle chassis, vehicle bumpers, vehicle running boards, vehicle wheel spokes, vehicle suspension springs, 

vehicle seats, vehicle covers [shaped], vehicle joysticks, electric vehicles, vehicles for locomotion by land, air, water or rail, 

waggons, water vehicles, wheelbarrows, wheelchairs, windows for vehicles, windscreens/windshields, windshield 

wipers/windscreen wipers, yachts, (35) Administration of frequent flyer programs, administration of consumer loyalty 

programs, administrative processing of purchase orders, advertising/publicity, advertising agencyservices/ publicity agency 

services, rental of advertising space, advertising by mail order, rental of advertising time on communication media, 

production of advertising films, appointment scheduling services [office functions], appointment reminder services [office 

functions], auctioneering, bill posting/outdoor advertising, rental of billboards [advertising boards], book-

keeping/accounting, business management assistance, business inquiries, business auditing, business management and 

organization consultancy, business management consultancy, business efficiency expert services, business appraisals, 

business investigations, Business organization consultancy, business research, advisory services for business management, 

professional business consultancy, business information, business management of hotels, business management of 

performing artists, business management of sports people, business management for freelance service providers, business 

project management services for construction projects, providing business information via a web site, business management 

of reimbursement programmes for others/business management of reimbursement programs for others, business 

intermediary services relating to the matching of potential private investors with entrepreneurs needing funding, commercial 

information agency services, commercial or industrial management assistance, commercial information and advice for 

consumers [consumer advice shop], commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others, 

provision of commercial and business contact information, Commercial intermediation services, compilation of information 

into computer databases, compilation of statistics, compiling indexes of information for commercial or advertising purposes, 

computerized file management, consultancy regarding public relations communications strategy, consultancy regarding 

advertising communications strategy, cost price analysis, data search in computer files for others, demonstration of goods, 

design of advertising materials, direct mail advertising, dissemination of advertising matter, distribution of samples, 

document reproduction, drawing up of statements of accounts, economic forecasting, employment agency services, import-

export agency services, invoicing, layout services for advertising purposes, market studies, marketing research,marketing, 

modelling for advertising or sales promotion, negotiation and conclusion of commercial transactions for third parties, 

negotiation of business contracts for others, news clipping services, arranging newspaper subscriptions for others, office 

machines and equipment rental*, on-line advertising on a computer network, provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers 

and sellers of goods and services, opinion polling, organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes, 

organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes, organization of fashion shows for promotional purposes, 

outsourced administrative management for companies, outsourcing services [business assistance], pay per click advertising, 

payroll preparation, personnel management consultancy, personnel recruitment, photocopying services, rental of 

photocopying machines, presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes, price comparison services, 

Procurement services for others [purchasing goods and services for other businesses], psychological testing for the selection 

of personnel, public relations, publication of publicity texts, publicity material rental, radio advertising, registration of 

written communications and data, relocation services for businesses, retail or wholesale services for pharmaceutical, 

veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical Supplies, sales promotion for others, rental of sales stands, scriptwriting 

for advertising purposes, search engine optimization for sales promotion/search engine optimization for sales promotion, 

secretarial services, shop window dressing, shorthand, sponsorship search, arranging subscriptions to telecommunication 

services for others, systemization of information into computer databases, tax preparation, tax filing services, Telemarketing 

services, telephone answering for unavailable subscribers, production of teleshopping programmes/production of 

teleshopping programs, television advertising, transcription of communications [office functions], typing, updating of 

advertising material,updating and maintenance of data in computer databases, updating and maintenance of information in 

registries, rental of vending machines, web site traffic optimization / website traffic optimization, web indexing for 

commercial or advertising purposes, word processing, writing of publicity texts, writing of curriculum vitae for others / 

writing ofrésumés for others., (36) Accident insurance underwriting, accommodation bureau services [apartments], actuarial 

services, antique appraisal, apartment house management, rental of apartments, artappraisal, bail-bonding, banking, 

brokerage*, brokerage of carbon credits, business liquidation services, financial, capital investment, charitable fund raising, 
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check [cheque] verification, clearing, financial / clearing-houses, financial, credit bureau services, issuance of credit cards, 

debt collection agency services, debt advisory services, deposits of valuables, electronic funds transfer, exchanging money, 

factoring, rental of farms, arranging finance for construction projects, financial customs brokerage services, financial 

evaluation [insurance, banking, real estate], financial management, financial analysis,financial consultancy, financial 

information, financial sponsorship, financial evaluation of standing timber / financial valuation of standing timber, financial 

evaluation of wool /financial valuation of wool, providing financial information via a web site, financial management of 

reimbursement payments for others Financing services, fire insurance underwriting, fiscal valuation, health insurance 

underwriting, hire-purchase financing / lease-purchase financing, installment loans, insurance brokerage, insurance 

underwriting, insurance consultancy, insurance information Investment of funds, jewellery [jewelry (Am.)] appraisal / 

jewellery appraisal / jewelry appraisal, lending against security, life insurance underwriting, loans [financing], marine 

insurance underwriting, mortgage banking, mutual funds, numismatic appraisal, rental of offices [real estate], rental of 

offices for co-working, online banking, organization of collections, pawnbrokerage, processing of credit card payments, 

processing of debit card payments, provident fund services, rental of real estate, real estate agency services real estate 

brokerage, real estate appraisal, real estate management, providing rebates at participating establishments of others through 

use of a membership card rent collection, repair costs evaluation [financial appraisal], retirement payment services, safe 

deposit services, savings bank services, securities brokerage, stamp appraisal, stock exchange quotations, stock brokerage 

services, stocks and bonds brokerage, surety services, issuance of tokens of value, issuance of travellers' cheques / issuance 

of travelers' checks, trusteeship / fiduciary, (41) Academies [education], aikido instruction, amusement park services, 

providing amusement arcade services, animal training, rental of artwork, rental of audio equipment, arranging of beauty 

contests, boarding school education, booking of seats for shows, calligraphy services, providing casino facilities [gambling], 

cinema presentations / movie theatre presentations, rental of cinematographic apparatus, club services [entertainment or 

education], coaching [training], arranging and conducting of colloquiums, arranging and conducting of concerts, arranging 

and conducting of conferences, arranging and conducting of congresses, correspondence courses, disc jockey services, 

discotheque services, dubbing, education information, educational examination, educational services provided by schools, 

electronic desktop publishing, entertainer services, entertainment services, entertainment information, film production, other 

than advertising films, providing films, not downloadable, via video-on-demand transmission services, conducting fitness 

classes, game services provided on-line from a computer network, games equipment rental Providing golf facilities, 

conducting guided tours, gymnastic instruction, health club services [health and fitness training], holiday camp services 

[entertainment], Arranging and conducting of in-person educational forums, rental of indoor aquaria, karaoke services, 

language interpreter services, layout services, other than for advertising purposes, lending library services, rental of lighting 

apparatus for theatrical sets or television studios, microfilming, mobile library services / bookmobile services, modelling 

for artists, rental of motion pictures, movie studio services, providing museum facilities [presentation, exhibitions], music 

composition services, production of music, news reporters services, nursery schools, on-line publication of electronic books 

and journals, providing online electronic publications, providing on-line music, providing on-line videos, orchestra services, 

Organization of competitions [education or entertainment], organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes, 

organization of sports competitions, organization of lotteries, organization of balls, organization of shows [impresario 

services], organizationof fashion shows for entertainment purposes, party planning [entertainment], personal trainer services 

[fitness training], photographic reporting, photography, physical education Practical training [demonstration], presentation 

of circus performances, presentation of variety shows, presentation of live performances, publication of texts, other than 

publicity texts, publication of books, radio entertainment, rental of radio and television sets, production of radio and 

television programmes, recording studio services, providing recreation facilities, recreation information, religious 

education, sado instruction [tea ceremony instruction], screenplay writing, scriptwriting, other than for advertising purposes, 

arranging and conducting of seminars, rental of show scenery, production of shows, sign language interpretation, rental of 

skin diving equipment, songwriting, rental of sound recordings, sport camp services, providing sports facilities, rental of 

sports equipment. and (42) Analysis for oil-field exploitation, architectural services, architectural consultancy, 

authenticating works of art, bacteriological research, biological research, calibration [measuring], cartography services, 

chemical analysis, chemical research, chemistry services clinical trials, cloud seeding, cloud computing, computer rental, 

computer programming, computer software design, rental of computer software, computer system analysis, computer 

system design, computer software consultancy, computer virus protection services, computer technology consultancy, 

computer security consultancy, construction drafting, consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware, 

consultancy in the field of energy-saving, conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media, conversion 

of computer  programs and data, other than physical conversion, cosmetic research, creating and maintaining web sites for 

others, creating and designing website based indexes of information for others [information technology Services], Data 

security consultancy, data encryption services, design of interior décor, interior design, digitization of documents [scanning], 
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dress designing, duplication of computer programs, electronic data storage, electronic monitoring of personally identifying 

information to detect identity theft via the internet, electronic monitoring of credit card activity to detect fraud via the 

internet, energy auditing, engineering, geological surveys, geological prospecting, geological research, graphic arts design, 

handwriting analysis [graphology], hosting computer sites [web sites], industrial design Information technology [IT] 

consultancy, providing information on computer technology and programming via a web site, installation of computer 

software, internet security consultancy, land surveying, maintenance of computer software, mechanical research, 

meteorological information, monitoring of computer systems by remote access, monitoring of computer systems to detect 

breakdowns, monitoring of computer systems for detecting unauthorized access or data breach, off-site data backup, oil 

prospecting, oil-field surveys, oil-well testing, outsource service providers in the field of information technology,packaging 

design, physics [research], quality control, quality evaluation of standing timber, quality evaluation of wool, recovery of 

computer data Research and development of new products for others, research in the field of environmental protection, 

provision of scientific information, advice and consultancy in relation to carbon offsetting, scientific laboratory services, 

scientific research, providing search engines for the internet, server hosting, software as a service [SaaS], styling [industrial 

design], surveying, technical research, conducting technical project studies, technical writing, technological consultancy, 

telecommunications technology consultancy, material testing, textile testing, underwater exploration, unlocking of mobile 

phones, updating of computer software, urban planning, vehicle roadworthiness testing, water analysis, weather forecasting, 

rental of web servers, web site design consultancy. 

 

(510) Int Class 9, 12, 35, 36, 41 and 42 

(540) the Einstein (and logo) 

   
 

There is no exclusive right shall be given to the registration and use of the word ''EINSTEIN'' separately and apart from the 

mark as a whole.  

  

___________ 

 

(111) 185/2019 (151) 01/08/2019 

(750) SINA GERARD/ENTREPRISE URWIBUTSO 

(731) BUSHOKE, RULINDO, AMAJYARUGURU, Rwanda 

(740) SINA GERARD, RULINDO, BUSHOKE, AMAJYARUGURU 

(511) (29) Milk, milk products, jam, tomato puree, vegetables dried. (30) Bread, cake cereal preparations. (31) 

Condiments, honey, mayonnaise, wed, flour, soya flour, potato flour weat flour, weat, vegetable. (32) Beer, non alcoholic 

beverages, soft drink. and (33) Alcoholic beverages (except beer). 

(510) Int Class 29, 30, 31, 32 and 33 

(540) AKA (and logo) 

   
                    

___________ 

 

(111) 186/2019 (151) 01/08/2019 

 (750) Doms Industries Private Limited. 

(731) 221, Veena Industrial Estate, L B S Road, Vikhroli (W), Mumbai - 400 083, India 

(740) K-SOLUTION & PARTNERS, KG 645st, 12, Urugwiro, Kamatamu, Kacyiru, Gasabo, Kigali 

(511) (16) Erasers; pencils; writing instruments and materials, pencil lead; sharpeners; pens; refills; crayons; colour 

pencils; sketching pens and parts thereof, writing and sketching inks, pastels; highlighter; chalk; tempera; glitter; scales; 

mathematical instruments box and set; perfumed gum;  pen accessories; stationery products; printed promotion material like 

menu cards, magazine, catalogue, books, letter heads, pamphlets, visiting cards, brochures, carry bags of papers; paper 

material for packaging; plastic material for packaging; paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included 

in other classes; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household 

purposes; artists’ materials; paint brushes; correcting fluids; correction pen and ink; diluter pen; stencils; stencil inks; 

marking inks; board clips; wire staple presses, staple press pins, clips, nibs drawing compasses; set squares; T-square; rulers; 
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dividers; instrument boxes; students' instrument boxes; instructional and teaching material (other than apparatus); geometry 

boxes; mathematical drawing instruments 

(510) Int Class 16 

(540) Doms (and logo) 

   

 
                                                                                 _________                     

(111) 188/2019 (151) 01/08/2019 

 (750) MTN GROUP MANAGEMENT SERVICES (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED   

(731) of 216 - 14th Avenue Fairland, Roodepoort, Republic of South Africa 

(740) ENSafrica, Kamatamu, Kacyiru, Gasabo, Kigali City 

(511) (9) Data processing equipment, including calculating machines and computers;computer software;computer Chabot 

software;communication software for providing access to the Internet;computer application software for mobile 

phones;computer software for financial management and planning, account aggregation and budgeting;electrical and 

electronic telecommunications and communications apparatus and instruments;data communication apparatus and 

instruments, including portable electronic devices to access the Internet wirelessly;apparatus for recording, transmission or 

reproduction of sound or images;apparatus and instruments for the processing, transmission, storage, logging, reception and 

retrieval of data being in the form of encoded data, text, graphic images or video or a combination of these formats;image 

processing apparatus, instruments and equipment;telecommunications products, including, computer control hardware for 

use in wireless communications systems;routers;modems;magnetically encoded cards;smart cards;holograms;media for 

storing information, data, images and sound;blank and pre-recorded magnetic cards;cards containing 

microprocessors;integrated circuit cards;electronic identification cards;telephone cards;telephone credit cards;credit 

cards;debit cards;magnetic, digital and optical data carriers, recording and storage media (blank and pre-recorded);recording 

discs;compact discs;DVDs and other digital recording media;machine readable media;digital video, and data 

(downloadable) provided from a computer database or the internet;personal digital assistants;satellite receiving and 

transmission apparatus and instruments;apparatus for downloading audio, video and data from the internet;television 

apparatus and instruments;radio and television broadcasting transmitters and receivers;apparatus for access to broadcast or 

transmitted programmes;programmed-data-carrying electronic circuits;electronic and satellite navigational and positional 

apparatus and instruments, including global positioning systems;telephones;mobile telephones;cordless 

telephones;telephone accessories, including, telephone cords and batteries;electronic products, including, digital photograph 

receivers;telecommunication couplers;telecommunication modular plugs;transceivers;wireless 

transceivers;teleconferencing telephones;telephone answering machines;internet telephones;wireless telephones;earphones 

and antennae for cordless and wireless telephones;communication apparatus and instruments for wireless internet access 

and online streamlining;hands-free devices for car telephones and mobile telephones;in-car telephone handset 

cradles;mobile phone cases;parts and fittings included in class 09 for the aforementioned goods;scientific, nautical, 

surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and 

teaching apparatus and instruments;apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, 

regulating or controlling electricity;mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus;fire-extinguishing apparatus, (36) Financial 

affairs; monetary affairs; banking services including home, internet and remote banking; financial sponsorship; insurance 

and finance services including such services provided over the internet or any other electronic network, discount services 

including discount card services; issue and redemption of tokens, vouchers and points; issuance of tokens of value as a 

reward for customer loyalty; providing cash and other rebates as part of a customer loyalty program; credit card services; 

charge card services; pre-paid purchase card services, including processing electronic payments made through prepaid cards; 

insurance, financing and guarantee services relating to telecommunications and communications apparatus and instruments; 

provision of electronic and online financial services, including electronic fund transfer services and secure on-line monetary 

transaction facilities; providing an internet website portal in the field of financial transaction and payment processing; 

processing financial transactions via a global computer network; providing multiple payment options by means of customer-

operated electronic terminals available on-site in retail stores; provision of investment and fund management information; 

administration of funds and investments; stock, shares and bond information and brokerage services; provision of 

information and advisory services relating to monetary affairs and the aforementioned services, including the provision of 

information from a computer database, the internet or other electronic network; provision of information and advice for the 

prospective purchasers of commodities and goods, all related to payment terms and insurance; real estate affairs and (38) 
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Telecommunication services;mobile, fixed, satellite, cellular, mobile and radio telecommunication 

services;telecommunications services, including, mobile telephone services, voicemail, facsimile transmission and data 

transmission;wireless communication services, including, wireless mobile telephone calling, electronic messaging and data 

transmission service plans;messaging services, including, sending, receiving and forwarding messages in the form of text, 

audio, graphic images or video or a combination of these formats;online messaging services;unified messaging 

services;computer aided transmission of messages and images;video conferencing services;video telephone services, 

teleconferencing services, voice over internet protocol (VOIP) services;paging services;telephone telecommunications 

services provided via prepaid telephone calling card;providing prepaid minutes for use on mobile phones;providing 

telephone communication and internet telephony services;telephone and mobile telephone message collection and 

transmission, radio-paging, call diversion, answerphone and electronic mail services for others;transmission, delivery and 

reception of sound, data and images;personal numbering services;hire, leasing and rental of telecommunications, telephonic 

and communications apparatus and instruments;loan of replacement telecommunications and communications apparatus 

and instruments;provision of internet access services;telecommunications services for location and tracking of persons and 

objects;tracking of mobile telephone via satellite signals;provision of information relating to or identifying 

telecommunications and communications apparatus and instruments;provision of wireless application protocol services, 

including those utilizing a secure communications channel;provision of information relating to or identifying 

telecommunications and communications apparatus and instruments;broadcast or transmission of radio or television 

programmes;providing telecommunications connections to computer databases, the internet or other electronic 

networks;provision of wireless electronic transmission of credit and debit card transaction data and wireless electronic 

savings and payment data via a global computer network;providing access to digital audio, video and data websites from a 

database, the internet, or other electronic network;streaming of audio and video material on the internet;telecommunication 

and communication database services, including enabling the consumer to download digital content from a network and 

server to an individual database;providing access to telecommunications infrastructures for other operators;providing and 

leasing access time to computer databases, computer bulletin boards, computer networks and interactive computer 

communications networks;advisory, information and consultancy services relating to all the aforementioned. 

(510) Int Class 9, 36 and 38 

(540) MOMOPAY  

__________ 

 

(111) 189/2019 (151) 01/08/2019 

(750) MTN GROUP MANAGEMENT SERVICES (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED   

(731)  of 216 - 14th Avenue Fairland, Roodepoort, Gauteng, Republic of South Africa 

(740) ENSafrica, Kamatamu, Kacyiru, Gasabo, Kigali City, Rwanda 

(511) (35) Advertising and promotion services; loyalty card services; organisation, operation and management of 

customer loyalty schemes; organisation, operation and supervision of sales and promotional incentive schemes; retail, 

wholesale, franchising and merchandising services; offering for sale and the sale of goods in the retail and wholesale trade; 

the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase 

those goods, including such services provided on-line from a computer database, the internet or other electronic networks; 

arranging and conducting of exhibitions for business purposes; business management; business administration; business 

research; business strategy and planning services; information and advisory services; economic forecasting, marketing, 

market research, market analysis and survey services; publication of information; compilation of statistical information; 

provision of trade information; provision of directory services. and (36) Financial affairs; monetary affairs; banking services 

including home, internet and remote banking; financial sponsorship; insurance and finance services including such services 

provided over the internet or any other electronic network, discount services including discount card services; issue and 

redemption of tokens, vouchers and points; issuance of tokens of value as a reward for customer loyalty; providing cash and 

other rebates as part of a customer loyalty program; credit card services; charge card services; pre-paid purchase card 

services, including processing electronic payments made through prepaid cards; insurance, financing and guarantee services 

relating to telecommunications and communications apparatus and instruments; provision of electronic and online financial 

services, including electronic fund transfer services and secure on-line monetary transaction facilities; providing an internet 

website portal in the field of financial transaction and payment processing; processing financial transactions via a global 

computer network; providing multiple payment options by means of customer-operated electronic terminals available on-

site in retail stores; provision of investment and fund management information; administration of funds and investments; 

stock, shares and bond information and brokerage services; provision of information and advisory services relating to 

monetary affairs and the aforementioned services, including the provision of information from a computer database, the 
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internet or other electronic network; provision of information and advice for the prospective purchasers of commodities and 

goods, all related to payment terms and insurance; real estate affairs 

(510) Int Class 35 and 36 

(540) MOMOMARKET 

 ___________ 

 (111) 190/2019 (151) 01/08/2019 

 (750) MTN GROUP MANAGEMENT SERVICES (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED   

(731) of 216 - 14th Avenue Fairland, Roodepoort, Gauteng, South Africa. , Republic of South Africa 

(740) ENSafricam, Kamatamu, Kacyiru, Gasabo, Kigali City, Rwanda 

(511) (36) Financial affairs; monetary affairs; banking services including home, internet and remote banking; financial 

sponsorship; insurance and finance services including such services provided over the internet or any other electronic 

network, discount services including discount card services; issue and redemption of tokens, vouchers and points; issuance 

of tokens of value as a reward for customer loyalty; providing cash and other rebates as part of a customer loyalty program; 

credit card services; charge card services; pre-paid purchase card services, including processing electronic payments made 

through prepaid cards; insurance, financing and guarantee services relating to telecommunications and communications 

apparatus and instruments; provision of electronic and online financial services, including electronic fund transfer services 

and secure on-line monetary transaction facilities; providing an internet website portal in the field of financial transaction 

and payment processing; processing financial transactions via a global computer network; providing multiple payment 

options by means of customer-operated electronic terminals available on-site in retail stores; provision of investment and 

fund management information; administration of funds and investments; stock, shares and bond information and brokerage 

services; provision of information and advisory services relating to monetary affairs and the aforementioned services, 

including the provision of information from a computer database, the internet or other electronic network; provision of 

information and advice for the prospective purchasers of commodities and goods, all related to payment terms and insurance; 

real estate affairs. 

 

(510) Int Class 36 

(540)  MOMOKASH  

 

 ___________ 

 

 (111) 192/2019 (151) 01/08/2019 

 (750) AZAMPAY RWANDA LTD 

(731) KACYIRU, GASABO, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) MOUNIR BAKHRESS, KINYINYA, GASABO, KIGALI CITY 

(511) (36) Services rendered in financial and monetary affairs, and services  

                      rendered in relation to insurance contracts of all kinds. 

(510) Int Class 36 

(540) AZAMPESA (and logo) 

   

 
___________ 

 

  

(111) 193/2019 (151) 01/08/2019 

 (750) SAFARI CENTER LTD 

(731) KICUKIRO, KIGALI CITY, Rwanda 

(740) BENJAMIN GASAMAGERA, NGOMA, KICUKIRO, KIGALI CITY 

(511) (33) Alcoholic beverages. 

(510) Int Class 33 

(540) INTARE GIN (and logo) 
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Disclaim the word "Intare" separately and apart of the mark as a whole  

 

___________ 

 

(111) 194/2019 (151) 16/08/2019 

 (750) Sundaram-Clayton Limited 

(731) "Jayalakshmi Estates", No. 29 (Old No. 8), Haddows Road, Chennai 600 006, India 

(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd, Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 

(511) (12) Motorized vehicles, automotive two wheelers viz., motorcycles, mopeds, scooters, scooterrettes, parts thereof 

and fittings therefor. 

(510) Int Class 12 

(540) TVS ENTORQ 125  (and logo) 

   

 

 

                 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      

(111) 196/2019 (151) 16/08/2019 

 (750) Sundaram-Clayton Limited 

(731) "Jayalakshmi Estates", No. 29 (Old No. 8), Haddows Road, Chennai 600 006, India 

(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd, Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 

(511) (12) Motorized vehicles, automotive two wheelers viz., motorcycles, mopeds, scooters, scooterrettes, parts thereof 

and fittings therefor. 

(510) Int Class 12 

(540) TVS AKULA (and logo) 

 

 
 

 ------------------------ 

 

(111) 197/2019 (151) 16/08/2019 

(750) Sundaram-Clayton Limited 

(731) "Jayalakshmi Estates", No. 29 (Old No. 8), Haddows Road, Chennai 600 006, India 

(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd, Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 

(511) (12) Motorized vehicles, automotive two wheelers viz., motorcycles, mopeds, scooters, scooterrettes, parts thereof 

and fittings therefor. 

(510) Int Class 12 

(540) TVS AKULA 310 (and logo) 

--------------------------     

 

 

 

 

 

                                   TVS ENTORQ 125  (and logo) 

 
  

___________ 
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(111) 199/2019 (151) 16/08/2019 

 (750) Sundaram-Clayton Limited 

(731) "Jayalakshmi Estates", No. 29 (Old No. 8), Haddows Road, Chennai 600 006, India 

(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd, Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 

(511) (12) Motorized vehicles, automotive two wheelers viz., motorcycles, mopeds, scooters, scooterrettes, parts thereof 

and fittings therefor. 

(510) Int Class 12 

(540) TVS NTORQ 125 (and logo) 

   
___________ 

 

 

(111) 202/2019 (151) 16/08/2019 

 (750) British American Tobacco (Brands) Limited 

(731) Globe House, 4 Temple Place, London WC2R 2PG, United Kingdom 

(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd, Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 

(511) (34) Cigarettes; tobacco, raw or manufactured; roll your own tobacco; pipe tobacco; tobacco products; tobacco 

substitutes (not for medical purposes); cigars; cigarillos; cigarette lighters; cigar lighters; matches; smokers' articles; 

cigarette paper; cigarette tubes; cigarette filters; pocket apparatus for rolling cigarettes; hand held machines for injecting 

tobacco into paper tubes; electronic cigarettes; liquids for electronic cigarettes; tobacco products for the purpose of being 

heated. 

(510) Int Class 34 

(540) EMBASSY RED 

  

___________ 

(111) 203/2019 (151) 01/08/2019 

 (750) MTN GROUP MANAGEMENT SERVICES (PROPRIETARY) LIMITED   

(731) of 216 - 14th Avenue Fairland, Roodepoort, Gauteng, Republic of South Africa 

(740) ENSafrica, Kamatamu, Kacyiru, Gasabo, Kigali City 

(511) (36) Financial affairs; monetary affairs; banking services including home, internet and remote banking; financial 

sponsorship; insurance and finance services including such services provided over the internet or any other electronic 

network, discount services including discount card services; issue and redemption of tokens, vouchers and points; issuance 

of tokens of value as a reward for customer loyalty; providing cash and other rebates as part of a customer loyalty program; 

credit card services; charge card services; pre-paid purchase card services, including processing electronic payments made 

through prepaid cards; insurance, financing and guarantee services relating to telecommunications and communications 

apparatus and instruments; provision of electronic and online financial services, including electronic fund transfer services 

and secure on-line monetary transaction facilities; providing an internet website portal in the field of financial transaction 

and payment processing; processing financial transactions via a global computer network; providing multiple payment 

options by means of customer-operated electronic terminals available on-site in retail stores; provision of investment and 

fund management information; administration of funds and investments; stock, shares and bond information and brokerage 

services; provision of information and advisory services relating to monetary affairs and the aforementioned services, 

including the provision of information from a computer database, the internet or other electronic network; provision of 

information and advice for the prospective purchasers of commodities and goods, all related to payment terms and insurance; 

real estate affairs. 

(510) Int Class 36 

(540) MOMOBANK 

___________ 
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(111) 205/2019 (151) 22/07/2019 

 (750) AKAGERA MANAGEMENT COMPANY LTD 

(731) Kageyo, Mwili, Eastern Province, Rwanda 

(740) GRUNER JES NICHOLAS MPHAZSO, Kageyo, Mwili, Eastern Province 

(511) (16) Books, Printed material, (24) Textiles, (25) Clothing, (27) Wall Hangings, (28) Games, toys, (34) Tobacco, 

(35) Advertising, (41) Education and (43) Food, drink 

(510) Int Class 16, 24, 25, 27, 28, 34, 35, 41 and 43 

(540) MUTWARE 

   ___________ 

 

 

(111) 235/2019 (151) 16/08/2019 

 (750) Connected Energy Technologies Ltd 

(731) Suite 1, 46A Constitution Street, Edinburgh, EH6 6RS, United Kingdom 

(740) Blessed Law Firm LtdNartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, and P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 

(511) (9) Devices for remote monitoring and control of products and data collection from biogas  digesters and Solar PV 

Assets, (37) Repair and maintenance of Biogas digesters and Solar PV assets,  electric control devices for energy 

management and apparatus for monitoring electrical energy generation andconsumption; information and advisory services 

in relation thereto. and (42) Software for remote monitoring and control devices for biogas digesters and solar PV assets. 

(510) Int Class 9, 37 and 42 

(540) Connected Energy (and logo) 

   
 

The words" connected" and "energy" separately and apart of the mark as a whole 

 

 

 ___________ 

 

(111) 236/2019 (151) 16/08/2019 

 (750) Connected Energy Technologies Ltd 

(731) Suite 1, 46A Constitution Street, Edinburgh, EH6 6RS, United Kingdom 

(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd, Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 

(511) (9) Devices for  monitoring and controlling solar home systems and Nano-grids, (37) Repair and maintenance of 

solar systems and nana-grids, provision for solar control devices,advisory on solar systems& Nano grids, data analysis of 

solar systems and Nano-grids and provision for repair & maintenance of solar advisory services in relation thereto. and (42) 

Software for monitoring and controlling solar systems and Nano-grids. 

(510) Int Class 9, 37 and 42 

(540) Cloud Solar (and logo) 

   
 

 

Disclaim the word “CLOUD" and “SOLAR" separately and apart of the mark as a whole  

___________ 
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(111) 237/2019 (151) 16/08/2019 

 (750) Connected Energy Technologies Ltd 

(731) Suite 1, 46A Constitution Street, Edinburgh, EH6 6RS, United Kingdom 

(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd, Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 

(511) (9) Device for monitoring, controlling and maintenance of biogas digesters., (37) Repair and maintenance of biogas 

digesters, provision of biogas digesters, advisory on biogas energy, data analysis of biogas systems and advisory services 

in relation biogas energy.  and (42) Software for monitoring and maintenance of biogas digesters.   

(510) Int Class 9, 37 and 42 

(540) Smart Biogas (and logo) 

   
Disclaim the words “SMART and BIOGAS" separately and apart of the mark as a whole  

  

___________ 

(111) 244/2019 (151) 16/08/2019 

 (750) Nintendo Co., Ltd. 

(731) 11-1, Hokotate-cho, Kamitoba, Minami-ku, Kyoto-shi, Kyoto, Japan 

(740) Blessed Law Firm Ltd, Nartzalus House Building, 3rd Floor, No 548, Remera, Gasabo, and P.O BOX 3786 Kigali 

(511) (9) Video game programs for arcade video game machines; downloadable video game programs for arcade video 

game machines; data storage devices recorded with programs for arcade video game machines; battery chargers; 

rechargeable batteries; accumulators [batteries]; headphones; earphones; personal digital assistants in the shape of a watch; 

smartphones in the shape of a watch; smartphones; cases for smartphones; covers for smartphones; protective films adapted 

for smartphones; computer game software; downloadable computer game software; programs for smartphones; 

downloadable programs for smartphones; integrated circuit cards [smart cards]; covers for tablet computers; mouse pads; 

sleeves for laptops; video game programs for consumer video game machines; downloadable video game programs for 

consumer video game machines; data storage devices recorded with programs for consumer video game machines; video 

game programs for hand-held electronic game machines; downloadable video game programs for hand-held electronic game 

machines; data storage devices recorded with programs for hand-held electronic game machines; electronic game programs; 

video game programs; downloadable video game programs; spectacles [eyeglasses and goggles]; sunglasses; case for 

eyeglasses; downloadable image files; musical video recordings; downloadable music files; musical sound recordings; 

electronic publications; cinematographic film, exposed; pre-recorded motion picture films; pre-recorded DVDs., (14) Key 

rings; key chains [split rings with trinket or decorative fob]; charms for key chains; jewellery cases; commemorative coins; 

coins; personal ornaments [jewellery]; earrings; tie pins; necklaces; bracelets; rings [jewellery]; medals; ornamental pins; 

jewellery; jewellery charms; shoe jewellery; clocks and watches., (16) Bags [envelopes, pouches] of paper or plastics, for 

packaging; paper bags and sacks; boxes of paper or cardboard; plastic film for wrapping; wrapping paper; coasters of paper; 

place mats of paper; table napkins of paper; tablecloths of paper; stationery; greeting cards; note books; pencils; stickers 

[stationery]; pen cases; paint boxes [articles for use in school]; pens; rubber erasers; writing implements [writing 

instruments]; printed matter; posters; calendars; books; graphic reproductions; paintings [pictures], framed or unframed; 

photograph stands; office requisites, except furniture; pencil sharpeners, electric or non-electric., (18) Packaging containers 

of leather; leather cases; bags and the like; pouches; bags; school bags; rucksacks; suitcases; leather bags; card cases 

[notecases]; purses; wallets; key cases; luggage tags; backpacks; vanity cases, not fitted; umbrellas and their parts., (20) 

Cushions [furniture]; Japanese floor cushions [Zabuton ]; pillows; mattresses; hand-held flat fans; hand-held folding fans; 

towel dispensers [not of metal]; furniture; indoor window blinds [shade] [furniture]; blinds of reed, rattan or bamboo 

[Sudare]; bead curtains for decoration; window shades; advertising balloons; upright signboards of wood or plastics; picture 

frames., (21) Cosmetic and toilet utensils; tooth brushes, non-electric; kitchen utensils and kitchen containers excluding gas 

water heaters for household use, non-electric cooking heaters for household purposes, kitchen worktops and kitchen sinks; 

cookie jars; glass bowls; mugs; cups; dishes and plates; soup bowls; lunch-boxes; paper plates; drinking flasks for travellers; 

drinking bottles for sports; vacuum bottles [insulated flasks]; chopsticks; chopstick cases; drinking straws; trays for 

household purposes; coasters, not of paper or textile; waste paper baskets; feeding vessels for pets; soap holders and dishes 

for soap, (24) Woven textile goods for personal use; towels of textile; beach towels; pillowcases [pillow slips]; blankets; 

covers for cushions; travelling rugs [lap robes]; throws; fleece blankets; bed linen; table napkins of textile; place mats of 

textile; coasters of textile; tablemats of textile; banners and flags, not of paper; wall hangings of textile; bed covers., (25) 

Clothing; tee-shirts; polo shirts; sweat shirts; parkas; jackets [clothing]; raincoats; trousers; sweat pants; smocks; skirts; 
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pajamas; underwear [underclothing]; swimwear [bathing suits]; knitted underwear; hosiery; socks; neck scarves [mufflers]; 

ear muffs [clothing]; gloves [clothing]; mittens; leg warmers; headgear for wear; cap peaks; belts for clothing; footwear; 

sports shoes; rain boots; beach shoes; slippers; masquerade costumes; costumes for use in role-playing games; halloween 

costumes., (28) Amusement machines, automatic and coin-operated; arcade video game machines; video game machines; 

controllers for game consoles; joysticks for video games; toys; dolls; plush toys; stuffed toys; portable games with liquid 

crystal displays; hand-held units for playing electronic games; protective films adapted for screens for portable games; 

protective carrying cases specially adapted for handheld video games; puzzles; doll playsets; playsets for action figures; 

ornaments for Christmas trees, except illumination articles and confectionery; paper party hats; party favors in the nature of 

small toys; balloons; play balloons; board games; playing cards; trading card games; game cards; role playing games; games; 

sports equipment., (30) Tea; tea-based beverages; coffee; coffee-based beverages; cocoa; cocoa-based beverages; 

confectionery; pastries; candy; ice cream; cookies; chocolate; popcorn; chewing gums; bread and buns; sandwiches; 

hamburgers [sandwiches]; pizzas; pies; cakes; condiments and seasonings; ketchup; dressings for salad; ice cream mixes; 

sherbet mixes; cereal preparations; oatmeal; corn flakes; pasta; noodles; instant confectionery mixes; instant jelly mixes; 

instant pancake mixes; pasta sauce. and (41) Entertainment services; entertainment information; providing online electronic 

publications, not downloadable; providing online videos, not downloadable; providing films, not downloadable, via video-

on-demand services; film production, other than advertising films; providing online music, not downloadable; production 

of music; games equipment rental; rental of toys; game services provided online from a computer network; organization of 

competitions [education or entertainment]; providing amusement arcade services; amusement park services; gaming 

services; organization of trading card game competitions; organization of video game events and competitions. 

(510) Int Class 9, 14, 16, 18, 20, 21, 24, 25, 28, 30 and 41 

(540) Pokémon 

                     

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

                                         

                                                I.V. TRADEMARK:  CHANGE OF NAME 

 

Mark Name Registration 

Number  

Change of Name  

FROM 

Change of Name  

TO 

SEAGRAM'S 12/1963 of 

26/10/2009 

pernod Ricard USA, 

LLC 

Pernod Ricard USA, LLC 

 

100 Manhattanville Road, Purchase, New York 

10577, U.S.A. 

TAKEDA  (and 

logo) 

1954/1984 of 

26/10/2009 

TAKEDA 

PHARMACEUTICAL 

COMPANY LIMITED 

TAKEDA PHARMACEUTICAL COMPANY 

LIMITED 

27, Doshomashi 2-chome, Higoshi-ku, OSAKA, 

Japan 

IVOMEC - F  3246/1988 of 

26/10/2009 

BOEHRINGER 

INGELHEIM 

ANIMAL HEALTH 

USA INC. 

BOEHRINGER INGELHEIM ANIMAL 

HEALTH USA INC. 

Corporation organized under the laws of 

Germany Germany 

55218 Ingelheim, Germany, U.S.A. 

le Dessin 

JACKET with 

3-Stripes (and 

logo) 

5487/2005 of 

26/10/2009 

ADIDAS AG ADIDAS AG 

Adi-dasslerstrasse 1-2, 91074 

HERZOGENAURACH, Germany 

le Dessin 

TREFOIL 

Version 5 

5490/2005 of 

26/10/2009 

SALOMON AG SALOMON AG 

Adi-dasslerstrasse 1-2, 91074 

HERZOGENAURACH, Germany 

BLOSSOM 

HILL 

7004/2010 of 

09/06/2010 

TREASURY 

CHATEAU & 

ESTATES LLC 

TREASURY CHATEAU & ESTATES LLC 

240 Gateway Road West, Napa,California, 

94558, U.S.A. 
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                                               V. TRADEMARK:  CHANGE OF ADDRESS 

 

Mark Name Registration 

Number  

Change of address  

FROM 

Change of address  

TO 

TETREX  6658/1960 of 

26/10/2009 

No 2, 2-chome, Nihonbashi-

Muromachi, Chuo-ku, 

Tokyo, Japan 

TORAY INDUSTRIES INC.,  

1-1 Nihonbashi-Muromachi, 2-Chome, Chuo-

ku, Tokyo, Japan 

TETORON  

(and logo) 

6805/1960 of 

26/10/2009 

1-1 Nihonbashi-

Muromachi, 2-Chome, 

Chuo-ku, Tokyo, Japan 

TORAY INDUSTRIES INC.,  

1-1 Nihonbashi-Muromachi, 2-Chome, Chuo-

ku,Tokyo 1038666, Japan 

ADIDAS 3 

STRIPES avec 

vignette (and 

logo) 

875/1971 of 

26/10/2009 

Adi-Dassler Strasse 1-2, D-

8522 Herzogenaurach, 

Germany 

ADIDAS AG 

Adi-Dassler-Str 1, 91074 Herzogenaurach, 

Germany 

YANMAR 1269/1976 of 

26/10/2009 

1-9, Tsurunocho, Kita-ku, 

Osaka, Japan 

YANMAR CO., LTD 

1-32, Chayamachi, Kita-ku, Osaka, Japan 

LANCOME 1507/1979 of 

26/10/2009 

29, rue dU Faubourg, St 

Honore, Paris, France 

LANCOME SOCIETE ANONYME  

214, rue Royale, 75008, Paris, France 

FISHER  1895/1983 of 

26/10/2009 

18 Keihan-Hondori 2-

chome, Moriguchi city, 

Osaka 570, Japan 

SANYO ELECTRIC CO., LIMITED 

5-5 Keihan-Hondori 2-chome, Moriguchi city, 

Osaka 570, Japan 

TAKEDA  (and 

logo) 

1954/1984 of 

26/10/2009 

27, Doshomashi 2-chome, 

Higoshi-ku, OSAKA, Japan 

TAKEDA PHARMACEUTICAL COMPANY 

LIMITED 

1-1, Doshomashi 4-chome, Higoshi-ku, Osaka, 

Japan 

TORAY 3271/1989 of 

26/10/2009 

No.2-1-2-chome, 

Nihonbashi-Muromachi, 

Chou-ku, Tokyo, Japan 

TORAY KABUSHIKI KAISHA (TORAY 

INDUSTRIES, INC.)  

1-1 Nihonbashi-Muromachi, chome, Chuo-ku, 

Tokyo, Japan 

PRINCE  4240/1998 of 

26/10/2009 

Brusselsesteenweg 450, 

1500 Halle  

, Belgium 

Kraft Foods Belgium Intellectual Property  

De Beukelaer- Pareinlaan 1, 2200 Herentals 

, Belgium 

IMPALA  (and 

logo) 

4248/1998 of 

26/10/2009 

Vaartkaai, 44, B-2170, 

Merksem, Belgium 

TABACOFINA-VANDER ELST NV 

Nieuwe Gentsesteenweg 21, 1702 Groot-

Bijgaarden, Belgium 

le Dessin 

JACKET with 

3-Stripes (and 

logo) 

5487/2005 of 

26/10/2009 

Adi-dasslerstrasse 1-2, 

91074 

HERZOGENAURACH, 

Germany 

ADIDAS AG 

Adi-Dassler-Str 1, 91074 Herzogenaurach, 

Germany 
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                                                       V. TRADEMARK:  CHANGE OF ADDRESS 

 

Mark Name Registration 

Number  

Change of address  

FROM 

Change of address  

TO 

le Dessin 

ADIDAS 

5489/2005 of 

26/10/2009 

Koningin wilhelminaplein 

30, 1062 KR Amsterdam , 

Germany 

T.G.J. BEHEAN, de Adidas International 

Marketing BV 

Atlas Arena, Afrika Building, 

Hoogoorddreef 9a, 1101 BA Amsterdam 

ZO , The Netherlands 

le Dessin 

TREFOIL 

Version 5 

5490/2005 of 

26/10/2009 

Adi-dasslerstrasse 1-2, 

91074 

HERZOGENAURACH, 

Germany 

SALOMON AG 

Adi-dassler 1, 91074 Herzogenaurach, 

Germany 

RICHARD 

MILLE  

6332/2008 of 

26/10/2009 

c/o Sipo S.A., Chemin du 

Château 26A, 2805 

Soyhieres, Switzerland 

Turlen Holding SA 

rue du Jula 11, 2345 les Breuleux, 

Switzerland 

POWERFLEX 7642/2011 of 

26/09/2011 

430 Route 22, Bridgewater, 

New Jersey, U.S.A. 

CORDIS CORPORATION 

6500 Paseo Padre Parkway, Fremont, 

California 94555, U.S.A. 

COTE D'OR 

elephant 

410/1998 of  

26/10/2009 

BRUSSELSESTEENWEG 

450, 1500 HALLE, Belgium 

Kraft Foods Belgium Intellectual Property  

De Beukelaer- Pareinlaan 1, 2200 

Herentals 

, Belgium 

GRANOLA 7/2015 of 06/01/2015 Brussels esteenweg 450, 

Halle 1500 

, Belgium 

KRAFT FOODS BELGIUM 

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY (BVBA) 

De Beukelaer-Pareinlaan 1, 2200 

Harentals , Belgium 

                                VI. TRADEMARK:  MERGER 

 

Mark Name Registration 

Number  

Merger 

FROM 

Merger 

TO 

SEAGRAM'S 12/1963 of 

26/10/2009 

THE SEAGRAM 

COMPANY LTD 

THE SEAGRAM COMPANY LTD 

1430 PEEL STREET, Montréal, 192 Colby 

Drive, Waterloo, ONTARIO N2V 1A2, 

Canada 

IVOMEC - F  3246/1988 of 

26/10/2009 

BOEHRINGER 

INGELHEIM ANIMAL 

HEALTH USA INC. 

BOEHRINGER INGELHEIM ANIMAL 

HEALTH USA INC. 

Corporation organized under the laws of 

Germany Germany 

3239 Satellite Boulevard, DULUTH 30096, 

U.S.A. 

IVOMEC - F  3246/1988 of 

26/10/2009 

BOEHRINGER 

INGELHEIM 

VETMEDICA INC. 

BOEHRINGER INGELHEIM VETMEDICA 

INC. 

Corporation organized under the laws of 

Germany Germany 

55218 Ingelheim, Germany 
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                                                  VII. TRADEMARK RENEWAL

   

Mark Name Year & 

Registratio

n Number  

Trademark Owner Classes Validity  

TETREX  1960/6658  

of 

26/10/2009 

TORAY INDUSTRIES INC.,  

1-1 Nihonbashi-Muromachi, 2-Chome, Chuo-ku, 

Tokyo, Japan 

24 From 

14/12/2019 

 To 

14/12/2029 

TETORON   

(and logo) 

1960/6805  

of 

26/10/2009 

TORAY INDUSTRIES INC.,  

1-1 Nihonbashi-Muromachi, 2-Chome, Chuo-

ku,Tokyo 1038666, Japan 

24  

and 25 

From 

14/12/2019 

 To 

14/12/2029 

SALEM 1961/55  

of 

26/10/2009 

JAPAN TOBACCO INC., 

2-2-1 Toranomon Minato-ku, Tokyo, Japan 

34 From 

14/12/2019 

 To 

14/12/2029 

SEAGRAM'S 1963/12  

of 

26/10/2009 

pernod Ricard USA, LLC 

100 Manhattan Ville Road, Purchase, New York 

10577, U.S.A. 

33 From 

14/12/2019 

 To 

14/12/2029 

SEAGRAM'S V.0.  1964/85  

of 

26/10/2009 

Pernod Ricard USA LLC 

100 Manhattan Ville Road Purchase, NY 10577, 

Australia 

33 From 

14/12/2019 

 To 

14/12/2029 

BANKAMERICARD  1970/800  

of 

26/10/2009 

BANK OF AMERICA CORPORATION 

100 North Tryon Street, Charlotte, North Carolina 

28255, U.S.A. 

16  

and 36 

From 

14/12/2019 

 To 

14/12/2029 

ADIDAS 3 STRIPES 

avec vignette (and 

logo) 

1971/875  

of 

26/10/2009 

ADIDAS AG 

Adi-Dassler-Str 1, 91074 Herzogenaurach, 

Germany 

25 From 

14/12/2019 

 To 

14/12/2029 

GOLD COAST  1973/1017  

of 

26/10/2009 

JAPAN TOBACCO INC 

2-2-1 Toranomon Minato-ku, Tokyo, Japan 

34 From 

14/12/2019 

 To 

14/12/2029 

GOLD COAST  1973/1017  

of 

26/10/2009 

JAPAN TOBACCO INC 

2-2-1 Toranomon Minato-ku, Tokyo, Japan 

34 From 

14/12/2019 

 To 

14/12/2029 

YANMAR 1976/1269  

of 

26/10/2009 

YANMAR CO., LTD 

1-32, Chayamachi, Kita-ku, Osaka, Japan 

7 From 

14/12/2019 

 To 

14/12/2029 

LANCOME 1979/1507  

of 

26/10/2009 

LANCOME SOCIETE ANONYME  

214, rue Royale, 75008, Paris, France 

3 From 

14/12/2019 

 To 

14/12/2029 
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SALEM & Device 

(en couleur) 

1980/1592  

of 

26/10/2009 

JAPAN TOBACCO INC., 

2-2-1 Toranomon Minato-ku, Tokyo, Japan 

34 From 

14/12/2019 

 To 

14/12/2029 

WINSTON  1980/1597  

of 

26/10/2009 

JAPAN TOBACCO INC., 

2-2-1 Toranomon Minato-ku, Tokyo, Japan 

34 From 

14/12/2019 

 To 

14/12/2029 

M MOTOROLA 

(Logo M Motorola) 

1981/1717  

of 

26/10/2009 

Motorola Trademark Holdings, LLC 

222 W. Merchandise Mart Plaza, Suite 1800, 

Chicago, IL 60654, U.S.A. 

9 From 

14/12/2019 

 To 

14/12/2029 

FISHER  1983/1895  

of 

26/10/2009 

SANYO ELECTRIC CO., LIMITED 

5-5 Keihan-Hondori 2-chome, Moriguchi city, 

Osaka 570, Japan 

7, 9  

and 11 

From 

14/12/2019 

 To 

14/12/2029 

TAKEDA  (and logo) 1984/1954  

of 

26/10/2009 

TAKEDA PHARMACEUTICAL COMPANY 

LIMITED 

1-1, Doshomashi 4-chome, Higoshi-ku, Osaka, 

Japan 

5 From 

14/12/2019 

 To 

14/12/2029 

TERUMO  1988/3136  

of 

26/10/2009 

TERUMO KABUSHIKI KAISHA (TERUMO 

CORPORATION)  

44-1, 2 chome, Hatagaya, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo, 

Japan 

5 From 

14/12/2019 

 To 

14/12/2029 

NEMACUR  1988/3180  

of 

26/10/2009 

AMVAC CHEMICAL CORPORATION 

4695 MacArthur court, Suite 1250 Newport 

Beach, California 92660, U.S.A. 

5 From 

14/12/2019 

 To 

14/12/2029 

LEGACY  1989/3276  

of 

26/10/2009 

SUBARU CORPORATION 

1-20-8, EBISU, SHIBUYA-KU, TOKYO, Japan 

12 From 

14/12/2019 

 To 

14/12/2029 

ROYAL SALUTE  1989/3308  

of 

26/10/2009 

CHIVAS BROTHERS (EUROPE) LIMITED 

111-113 Renfrew Road, Paisley, Renfrewshire, 

PA3 4DY, United Kingdom 

33 From 

14/12/2019 

 To 

14/12/2029 

100 PIPERS 1989/3309  

of 

26/10/2009 

CHIVAS HOLDINGS (IP) LIMITED 

111-113 Renfrew Road, Paisley, Renfrewshire, 

Scotland, PA3 4DY, United Kingdom 

33 From 

14/12/2019 

 To 

14/12/2029 

QUENN ANNE  1989/3321  

of 

26/10/2009 

HILL THOMSON & CO LIMITED 

111/113 Renfrew Road, Paisley Scotland PA3 

4DY, United Kingdom 

33 From 

14/12/2019 

 To 

14/12/2029 

SOMETHING 

SPECIAL (mots) 

1989/3322  

of 

26/10/2009 

HILL THOMSON & CO LIMITED 

111/113 Renfrew Road, Paisley Scotland PA3 

4DY, United Kingdom 

33 From 

14/12/2019 

 To 

14/12/2029 

MNET  1992/3541  

of 

26/10/2009 

M-NET INTELPROP HOLDINGS LIMITED 

3rd Floor, les cascades, Edith Cavell Street, Port 

Louis, Mauritius 

9, 16, 25,  

28, 35,  

38 and  

41 

From 

14/12/2019 

 To 

14/12/2029 
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UNITED PARCEL 

SERVICE 

1993/3660  

of 

26/10/2009 

UNITED PARCEL SERVICE OF AMERICA, 

INC. 

55 Glelake Parkway, NE., Atlanta, Georgia 30328, 

U.S.A. 

16 From 

14/12/2019 

 To 

14/12/2029 

UPS et dessin 1993/3662  

of 

26/10/2009 

UNITED PARCEL SERVICE OF AMERICA, 

INC. 

55 Glelake Parkway, NE., Atlanta, Georgia 30328, 

U.S.A. 

16 From 

14/12/2019 

 To 

14/12/2029 

MONTE CARLO  1994/3701  

of 

26/10/2009 

JAPAN TOBACCO INC. 

2-2-1 Teranomon, Minato-ku, Tokyo, Japan 

34 From 

14/12/2019 

 To 

14/12/2029 

IMPALA  (and logo) 1998/4248  

of 

26/10/2009 

TABACOFINA-VANDER ELST NV 

Nieuwe Gentsesteenweg 21, 1702 Groot-

Bijgaarden, Belgium 

34 From 

14/12/2019 

 To 

14/12/2029 

STRIPES  (and logo) 1998/4308  

of 

26/10/2009 

BANK OF AMERICA CORPORATION 

100 North Tryon, Street, Charlotte, NC 28255, NC 

28255, North Carolina, U.S.A. 

9  

and 36 

From 

14/12/2019 

 To 

14/12/2029 

MAYFAIR 2000/4475  

of 

26/10/2009 

GALLACHER LIMITED 

Members Hill, Brookland Road, SUVREY KT13 

0QU, Not use 

34 From 

14/12/2019 

 To 

14/12/2029 

UPS CAPITAL 2000/4486  

of 

26/10/2009 

UNITED PARCEL SERVICE OF AMERICA, 

INC. 

55 Glelake Parkway, NE., Atlanta, Georgia 30328, 

U.S.A. 

36 From 

14/12/2019 

To 14/12/2029 

VIRAMUNE  2001/4609  

of 

26/10/2009 

BOEHRINGER INGELHEIM 

INTERNATIONAL GmbH 

Binger Strasse 173, 55216 Ingelhem Rheim am 

Rhein, Germany 

5 From 

14/12/2019 

To 14/12/2029 

HOLLYWOOD 

LIGHTS &  

Design (and logo) 

2001/4686  

of 

26/10/2009 

N.V. SUMATRA TOBACCO TRADING 

COMPANY 

Jl. Pattimura N° 3, Pematang Siantar, Sumatera 

Utara, Indonesia 

34 From 

14/12/2019 

 To 

14/12/2029 

JTI Logo (and logo) 2001/4704  

of 

26/10/2009 

JAPAN TOBACCO INC., 

2-2-1 Toranomon Minato-ku, Tokyo, Japan 

34 From 

14/12/2019 

 To 

14/12/2029 

SPECSAVERS  2002/4772  

of 

26/10/2009 

SPECSAVERS B.V 

't Goylaan 13, Utrecht, 3525 AA, The Netherlands 

5, 9, 10,  

35, 36, 

37,  

40, 41,  

42 and 44 

From 

14/12/2019 

 To 

14/12/2029 

UPS & Shield device 

(2003) 

2003/4963  

of 

26/10/2009 

UNITED PARCEL SERVICE OF AMERICA, 

INC. 

55 Glelake Parkway, NE., Atlanta, Georgia 30328, 

U.S.A. 

36 From 

14/12/2019 

 To 

14/12/2029 

UPS & Shield device 

(2003) 

2003/4964  

of 

26/10/2009 

UNITED PARCEL SERVICE OF AMERICA, 

INC. 

55 Glelake Parkway, NE., Atlanta, Georgia 30328, 

U.S.A. 

39 From 

14/12/2019 

 To 

14/12/2029 
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UPS  2003/4965  

of 

26/10/2009 

UNITED PARCEL SERVICE OF AMERICA, 

INC. 

55 Glelake Parkway, NE., Atlanta, Georgia 30328, 

U.S.A. 

9, 16, 25,  

35, 38  

and 42 

From 

14/12/2019 

 To 

14/12/2029 

D & J  2003/4972  

of 

26/10/2009 

MEDI plus TEC Medizisch-technische 

Handelsgellschaft mbH 

Baerler Strasse 100, D-47441 Moers, Germany 

34 From 

14/12/2019 

 To 

14/12/2029 

CHIVAS REGAL 2004/5133  

of 

26/10/2009 

CHIVAS HOLDINGS (IP) LIMITED 

111/113 Renfrew Road, Paisley, 

RENFREWSHIRE PA3 4DY, United Kingdom 

33 From 

14/12/2019 

 To 

14/12/2029 

CHIVAS REGAL  

 (and logo) 

2004/5212  

of 

26/10/2009 

CHIVAS HOLDINGS (IP) LIMITED 

111-113 Renfrew Road, Paisley, Renfrewshire, 

Scotland, PA3 4DY, United Kingdom 

33 From 

14/12/2019 

 To 

14/12/2029 

Park inn (and logo) 2004/5405  

of 

26/10/2009 

PARK HOSPITALITY WORLDWIDE LLC 

701 Carlson Parkway, Minnetonka, Minnesota 

55305, U.S.A. 

43 From 

14/12/2019 

 To 

14/12/2029 

le Dessin JACKET  

with 3-Stripes (and 

logo) 

2005/5487  

of 

26/10/2009 

ADIDAS AG 

Adi-Dassler-Str 1, 91074 Herzogenaurach, 

Germany 

25 From 

14/12/2019 

 To 

14/12/2029 

le Dessin ADIDAS 2005/5489  

of 

26/10/2009 

T.G.J. BEHEAN, de Adidas International 

Marketing BV 

Atlas Arena, Afrika Building, Hoogoorddreef 9a, 

1101 BA Amsterdam ZO , The Netherlands 

18  

and 28 

From 

14/12/2019 

 To 

14/12/2029 

le Dessin TREFOIL 

Version 5 

2005/5490  

of 

26/10/2009 

SALOMON AG 

Adi-dassler 1, 91074 Herzogenaurach, Germany 

18, 25  

and 28 

From 

14/12/2019 

 To 

14/12/2029 

DOUBLE A   

(and logo) 

2006/5823  

of 

26/10/2009 

DOUBLE A (1991) Public Company Limited 

1 Moo 2, Thatoom, Srimahaphote, Prachinburi 

25140, Thailand 

16 From 

14/12/2019 

 To 

14/12/2029 

UPS EXPRESS 

SAVER  

2006/5870  

of 

26/10/2009 

UNITED PARCELSERVICE OF AMERICA, 

INC. 

55 Glenlake Parkway, N.E., Atlanta 30328, 

U.S.A. 

9, 35  

and 39 

From 

14/12/2019 

 To 

14/12/2029 

VOLVO  2007/6004  

of 

26/10/2009 

VOLVO TRADEMARK HOLDIG AB 

C/o AB Volvo SE-405 0 GOTEBORG, Sweden 

4, 7, 9,  

12,  

36, 37  

and 39 

From 

14/12/2019 

 To 

14/12/2029 

KIRIAZI  (and logo) 2007/6056  

of 

26/10/2009 

KIRIAZI COMPANY FOR ENGINEERING 

INDUSTRIES S.A.E. 

Kilo 18, cairo Berbeis, Road, Industrial Area, 

Obour City, Cairo, Egypt 

7 and 11 From 

14/12/2019 

 To 

14/12/2029 

FRAPPUCCINO  2007/6061  

of 

26/10/2009 

STARBUCKS CORPORATION d/b/a 

STARBUCKS COFFEE COMPANY 

2401 Utah Avenue S., Suite 800, Seattle, 

Washington 98134, U.S.A. 

29, 30  

and 32 

From 

14/12/2019 

 To 

14/12/2029 
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CHIVAS  2007/6095  

of 

26/10/2009 

CHIVAS HOLDINGS (IP) LIMITED 

111-113 Renfrew Road, Paisley, Renfrewshire, 

Scotland, PA3 4DY, United Kingdom 

33 From 

14/12/2019 

 To 

14/12/2029 

RICHARD MILLE  2008/6332  

of 

26/10/2009 

Turlen Holding SA 

rue du Jula 11, 2345 les Breuleux, Switzerland 

34 From 

14/12/2019 

 To 

14/12/2029 

SULFO (and logo) 2009/6621  

of 

26/10/2009 

SULFO - RWANDA INDUSTRIES S.A. 

10, rue du Lac Ihema, B.P. 90 KIGALI, Rwanda 

3 From 

14/12/2019 

 To 

14/12/2029 

RADISSON 2009/6670  

of 

26/10/2009 

RADISSON HOTELS INTERNATIONALS. 

INC 

CARLSON PARKWAY, P.O.BOX: 59159, 

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA, 55459, U.S.A. 

16 From 

14/12/2019 

 To 

14/12/2029 

RADISSON 2009/6675  

of 

26/10/2009 

RADISSON HOTELS INTERNATIONALS. 

INC 

CARLSON PARKWAY, P.O.BOX: 59159, 

MINNEAPOLIS, 55459, MINNESOTA, U.S.A. 

43 From 

14/12/2019 

 To 

14/12/2029 

FAMILY CARE 2009/6701  

of 

26/10/2009 

TANGA PHARMACEUTICAL & PLASTICS 

LIMITED 

-, P.O.BOX: 1748, TANGA, United Republic Of 

Tanzania 

3 From 

14/12/2019 

 To 

14/12/2029 

BODY LUX (and 

logo) 

2009/6702  

of 

26/10/2009 

TANGA PHARMACEUTICAL &  

PLASTICS LIMITED 

P.O.BOX: 1748, TANGA, United Republic Of 

Tanzania 

3 From 

14/12/2019 

 To 

14/12/2029 

VESTLINE (and 

logo) 

2009/6703  

of 

26/10/2009 

TANGA PHARMACEUTICAL & PLASTICS 

LIMITED 

-, P.O.BOX: 1748, TANGA, United Republic Of 

Tanzania 

3 From 

14/12/2019 

 To 

14/12/2029 

MALIKIA (and logo) 2009/6704  

of 

26/10/2009 

TANGA PHARMACEUTICAL & PLASTICS 

LIMITED 

, P.O.BOX: 1748, TANGA, United Republic Of 

Tanzania 

3 From 

14/12/2019 

 To 

14/12/2029 

MFALME (and logo) 2009/6705  

of 

26/10/2009 

TANGA PHARMACEUTICAL & PLASTICS 

LIMITED 

, P.O.BOX: 1748, TANGA, United Republic Of 

Tanzania 

3 From 

14/12/2019 

 To 

14/12/2029 

LADY CARE (and 

logo) 

2009/6706  

of 

26/10/2009 

TANGA PHARMACEUTICAL & PLASTICS 

LIMITED 

, P.O.BOX: 1748, TANGA, United Republic Of 

Tanzania 

3 From 

14/12/2019 

 To 

14/12/2029 

FRESHIA (and logo) 2009/6707  

of 

26/10/2009 

TANGA PHARMACEUTICAL & PLASTICS 

LIMITED 

, P.O.BOX: 1748, TANGA, United Republic Of 

Tanzania 

3 From 

14/12/2019 

 To 

14/12/2029 

BABY COOL (and 

logo) 

2009/6708  

of 

26/10/2009 

TANGA PHARMACEUTICAL & PLASTICS 

LIMITED 

, P.O.BOX: 1748, TANGA, United Republic Of 

Tanzania 

3 From 

14/12/2019 

 To 

14/12/2029 
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BODIZ (and logo) 2009/6709  

of 

26/10/2009 

TANGA PHARMACEUTICAL & PLASTICS 

LIMITED 

-, P.O.BOX: 1748, TANGA, United Republic Of 

Tanzania 

3 From 

14/12/2019 

 To 

14/12/2029 

STAR ROSE (and 

logo) 

2009/6710  

of 

26/10/2009 

TANGA PHARMACEUTICAL & PLASTIC 

LTD 

P.O.Box:1748, Tanga 

, Tanga, United Republic Of Tanzania 

3 From 

14/12/2019 

 To 

14/12/2029 

GOLDY (and logo) 2009/6711  

of 

26/10/2009 

TANGA PHARMACEUTICAL & PLASTICS 

LIMITED 

, P.O.BOX: 1748, TANGA, United Republic Of 

Tanzania 

3 From 

14/12/2019 

 To 

14/12/2029 

CITIZEN (and logo) 2009/6712  

of 

26/10/2009 

TANGA PHARMACEUTICAL & PLASTICS 

LIMITED 

, P.O.BOX: 1748, TANGA, United Republic Of 

Tanzania 

3 From 

14/12/2019 

 To 

14/12/2029 

FIRST LADY (and 

logo) 

2009/6713  

of 

26/10/2009 

TANGA PHARMACEUTICAL & PLASTICS 

LIMITED 

, P.O.BOX: 1748, TANGA, United Republic Of 

Tanzania 

3 From 

14/12/2019 

 To 

14/12/2029 

FEMO (and logo) 2009/6714  

of 

26/10/2009 

TANGA PHARMACEUTICAL & PLASTICS 

LIMITED 

, P.O.BOX: 1748, TANGA, United Republic Of 

Tanzania 

4 From 

14/12/2019 

 To 

14/12/2029 

BAHARI 2009/6762  

of 

26/10/2009 

PEARL ENTERPRISE LTD 

KN 59 St 7, Nyarugenge, Kigali, Rwanda 

30 From 

14/12/2019 

 To 

14/12/2029 
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